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meat and drink can be obtained so cheaply 
from the same liquid, there can be no excuse 
for not using it in the harvest field. If the. 
water is not filtSred it should be boiled in order 
to destroy any organic or other impure matter, 
and if used to soak bran or oatmeal, as already 
mentioned, it should first be heated and then 
allowed to cool, as it will then dissolve out 

of the salts, making the beverage more 
cooling and nutritious.

Once yon commence to build up a dairy herd, 
don't change it from cheese to butter, or from 
butter to cheese.

The measure of your suooess la farming is 
largely dependent upon the amount of judg
ment displayed during the coming two months.

ease germs, making it more unwholesome than 
before, and ice-water is by no means a substan
tial thirst- quencher. Of all simple drinks 
available to the farmer, fresh whey is the most 
nutritious, wholesome and satisfying, but is not 
palatable enough for the tastes of many. 
It must not be drunk when sour. If the water 
of the farm is pure, either by nature or by fil
tration, a good drink may be made by soaking 
bran or oatmeal in it over night, when the salts 
will be dissolved out, making the drink nutri
tious as well as cooling. The addition of fruit 
juices to pure water will produce the same 
effect, and also act as a flavor. Any drink 
may be flavored by adding the juices of fruits. 
If kept in an earthenware jar and in a cool 
place, there will be no use for ice. When both

There is nothing more important to the 
farmer during the warm months than a judici
ous selection of beverages. In most articles of 
consumption the dearest is the cheapest in the 
long run; but with regard to summer drinks, 
the cheapest is often the best. It is quite poe- 
sible for a beverage to be at once thirst
quenching, wholesome and nutritious. Water, 
if pure, should form the basis of such a mix
ture, and if it cannot be procured in a pure 
state, it can easily be purified by filtration 
through crushed vegetable charcoal. Many 
farmers think that ice is all the water needs to 
convert it into a summer drink ; it is thought 
that ice will cure any offensiveness in the 
water. It may destroy its nauseous taste, but 
t encourages rather than suppresses the dis-
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mills, and their pioneer grist mills, have ex 
celled those constructed in Europe or any other 
part of the world, and the efficient working of 
their machinery in that line has caused such a 
demand for their goods in and out of Canada, 
that while most factories have been running on 
short time, they have been running full time, 
enlarging and increasing their business.

J. 0. Wisner, Son &' Co. make large 
bers of seed drills ; Cockshutt & Co. turn out 

Tisdale & Son are

1
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On the Wing.—AND-

home magazine. Brantford is one of our cities of which we 
should all feel proud. It is questionable if we 
have any other city that can show as noble a 
record. ts name was given in honor of one of 
the native Indians who had done service to our 
country in settling peaceably any Indian 
troubles. In the foreground of the illustration 
on preceding page may be seen the new Lome 
Bridge, which takes the place of the old wooden 
bridge erected on the site of the old Brant 
Ford, named after the old chief, Brant. A few 
of the buildings and factories may be seen in 
the foreground, and a few of the spires of some 
of the churches in the flat plateau above the 
river may next be seen in the distance. On the 
rising ground overlooking the city may be seen 
glimpses of some 
the Blind Asylum, Stratford Hospital, Presby
terian College, private residences, etc. 
small view can only give a faint idea of Brant
ford. It may be called the Birmingham of 
Canada; it has attained an unequalled re
putation in many respects. ^Probably the Bell 
Telephone is one of the most universally 
adopted inventions of recent date. Mr. Bell, 
the inventor, was a son of Professor Bell, 
who lived two and a half miles from Brantfhrd, 
and the first telephone ever erected was be
tween the City of Brantford and Mr. Bell’s 
father’s farm.

It is the large manufacturing interests that 
tended to the rapid growth of this city, one of 
which is probably more talked about in our 
harvest fields than any *others, that of Harris, 
Son & Co. This firm has supplied the farmers 
of this Dominion with more reapers and binders 
than any other. No expense has been spared 
to procure the best inventors, patterns, models 
and material. They consider that the highest 
perfection is reached in their Little Brantford, 
the name given to the harvester shown in the 
illustration, and it is indeed really wonderful 
to see to what perfection these harvesters 
are brought, 
take off as rough and tangled a crop as it 
is possible to have, and yet it took it off cleaner 
than we would have done with the cradle. We 
have not seen all the harvesters at work that are 
made in Canada, but we have never yet seen 
any machine take off such tangled grain so 
efficiently as the Little Brantford, although 
there may be others that can do it as 

Their circulars show the highest

s WILLIAM WELD. Editor and Proprietor.

The Leading Agricultural Journal Pub
lished in the Dominion.

cliques or parties, handsomely illustrated with 

or stockmen, of any publication in Canada.

num-
i

large numbers of plows, 
celebrated for their stable furniture. "Stove and 
refrigerator factories, cotton and woolen mills, 
and lots of other factories and industries too 

to mention are prospering here,

!

! i ; •
numerous
The best apiary utensils and best information 
regarding the management of bees are fur

nished here.
We also find located here the celebrated 

Bow Park Herd, which has brought into Can
ada the highest honors attainable in the United 
States, namely, the sweepstakes prize for the 
best animal exhibited at their greatest of al 
stock exhibits, the Chicagq Fat Stock Show.

There is a Ladies’ College under the control 
of the Presbyterian denomination that is wel 
attended and giving great satisfaction. In 
passing by one of the public schools we saw a 
beautifully kept lawn, neat flower beds covered 
with a profusion of blossom, nice shade trees 
and ornamental shrubs, with vines and trees 
covering the rear premises, and the children 
walking about in the front or playing in the

This is edu-

i !;!!!!
$
;

I teems of subscription :1
; •*

Single1, $1.00 per year in advance ; $1.25 in arrears.
^^Subscriptions can commence with any month.

8* Remittances at the risk of the subscriber unless

p. »..

TVEfSÊ!» SiSKS'Sn»* ««■ «f>~,JL nrderec^The name of a subscriber is taken of from 
our list with the same promptitude In all oases that it is %t om Pwed all arrears are paid u* but we «.mot 
stou a paper unless the name of the Post Office, aa weU 
as that ofthe subscriber, is sent to us. ...,

address label shows when your subscription

W ;: lit- of the public institutions,!;
- 3 One

6. The 
expires.

ADVERTISING RATES :

a&ss&ûsgBication and manufacturers, seedsmen, stock breeders and 
others will find this journal an unrivalled adver ielng
miünns for Breeders’ Cards and Condensed Advertise
ments at head of each column. j—t.M*nThe Farmer’s Advocat* has the largest circulation 

the best people In Canada. Its advertisements
shaded play grounds in the rear, 
cation, and what is done in Brantford can be 
accomplished in any school section in Canada 

smaller scale, and by right-minded trustees

£

are reliable and are read. 
Address—. !F

THE FARMER’S ADVOCATE,
380 Richmond Street,

London, Ont., Canada

on a
and teachers.

In the upper comer of our illustration you 
the old Mohawk Church ; it is the 

church of any Christian denomin
ation ever erected in Ontario, 
stands about one and a half miles from the

In it is used on

! Examine your address label, and if

YOUR SUBSCRIPTION HAS EXPIRED'
or is abont to expire, please

T OEOB

see, (
first

This church

bridge on the Indian reserve, 
high occasions a silver communion service set 
that was presented to the Indians by Queen 
Anne in 1712; also a Bible that was presented 
to them by her at the same time, 
the effects of these presents have had a bene
ficial influence on the Indians or on the inhabit
ants of Brant and Brantford, we must leave

Onr Monthly Prize Essays.
Our prize of $5.00 for the best original essay 

on Small Fruit Culture as an Occupation for 
Women, has been awarded to Miss Jessie Rob
ertson, Strabane, Ont. The essay appears in 

this issue.
A prize of $5.00 will be given for the best 

original essay on Women in the Dairy. Essays 
to be in not later than 16th July.

A prize of $5.00 will be given for the best 
original essay on How Should Farmers Spend 

Essays to be in not later

Whether
We have seen one of them

you to decide.
Brantford is probably one of the most sub

stantial and prosperous cities in this Dominion, 
and her prosperity has been caused by being lo
cated in a good agricultural district, and the 
energy, honesty and activity of her manufac
turers. Let us hope that Brant may prosper, 
and that much good may yet result from the 
Indian educational establishment here, which 
is considered to be the best on this continent.

their Evenings ?
well.
testimonials from the Maritime Provinces 
to South America, embracing the highest 
certificates of approval from the farm of 
the Minister of Agriculture in Quebec, the 
Model Farm in Ontario, and the largest 
wheat farms in our North-west Territories, and 
this year an order for fifty has been received, 
notwithstanding tariffs and duties, to be used 
in South America, thus showing that they 
favorably compete with the American manu
facturers.

The Waterous Engine Works, established 
06 years ago by Mr. Waterous, has be- 

household word in our Dominion, and

than 15th August.

l.i The diseased live-stock boomers in the U. S. 
are attempting to justify their business by 
assertions to the effect that the meat and dairy 
product» of the diseased animals are not unfit 
for human consumption, and that those who 
think they are can easily cook the milk 
or meat thoroughly, thereby destroying the 
disease germs. The same authorities also poiùt 
out the advisability of increasing the efficiency 
of the veterinary “ squad ” at the public ex- 

for the purpose of exterminating the

! Advices from Europe report that the present 
wheat acreage of the United Kingdom is ten 
per cent., and perhaps fifteen per cent., below 
last year’s, and a deficiency may be expected 
of 8,000,000 bushels. It is estimated that the 
wheat acreage of Germany, Holland and 
Belgium will be short this year 12,000,000 
bushels ; that of Austria, Hungary, South 
Russia and Spain, 12,000,000 bushels, and that 
of France 22,000,000 bushels.

» H
!'jg j

jiff!'EH iiJ pense,
diseases by artificial means, thereby giving 
dignity and stimulus to veterinary science.
How would it do to remove the cause, thus 
saving millions of dollars for the people and triea for g°ods in their line which must tend

Their portable engines and saw

/ Enclosed please find one year’s subscription 
which I consider the best

some
!.. i I!' come a to your paper, 

farmer’s paper in the Dominion.
.. il

has given Canada a reputation in foreign conn-• n
C. Rice.

Bear River, Digby Co., N. S.our honor.giving dignity to their national reputation ?
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, PRIZE ESSAY.

Small Fruit Culture as an Occupa
tion for Women.

BY MISS JESSIE ROBERTSON, STRABANE, ONT.
If it can be demonstrated satisfactorily that 

the culture of small fruits is a fairly remunera
tive, moderately laborious, health-conducive 
occupation, there can then remain no further 
question as to its being a good occupation for 
women.

The sphere of industry allotted to women in 
general has been very circumscribed until a 
comparatively recent date, and in the majority 
of such occupations as were open to them the 
remuneration was so meagre that it was barely 
sufficient to provide the necessities of life. 
Young women desirous of making their own 
livelihood could only do so by going ont to ser
vice (in many instances servitude would be a 
more truthful name), sewing or factory work. 
Of late years other avenues have been opened 
up, and to-day we find women copyists, tele
graph operators, agents, clerks in shops of all 
kinds, etc. They have monopolised to a great 
extent the educational profession, and there 
are unmistakable indications in onr own Do
minion that medical and legal doors must soon 
Admit them. ■ *

Notwithstanding these facts, however, there 
is still room for other employments. So many 
are the applicants for work in the various 
branches of feminine industry, that the remun
eration allowed by employers is out down to 
the lowest figures ; with many it is but “work
ing life out to keep life.” In cities particu
larly is this the case. A woman who does her 
work equally as well as, sometimes better 
than, a man, receives usually about two-thirds, 
or less, of the remuneration. Talloresses, 
dressmakers, machine and telegraph operators, 
copyists, clerks, etc., have long hours, and re
ceive at first between two and three dollars 
per week. If industrious and competent they 
may reach four, five, six or seven—but rarely 
beyond the latter figure. These are not sur
mises, but facts obtained by Inquiry from 
parties in such occupations.

Now the question suggests itself, Would not 
the culture of small fruits be more remunera
tive ? In all cases where people work for their 
living the question of remuneration must be an 

I think it can be answeredimportant one. 
without hesitation in the affirmative ; observa
tion proves that such is the case. If women 

raise fine berries, luscious and juicy, fine 
flavored currants—and there is no good reason 
why they can not—they will, without doubt, 
command the highest market price. Some 
might raise two objections against this question 
of remuneration : First, a danger of the mar
ket being over-stocked, thus not finding ready 
sale ; and, secondly, that fruit culture affords 

ployment only for a few months of the year. 
To the first I would reply that in seasonable 
articles of consumption there is little danger of 
the supply exceeding the demand, while the 
palate-pleasing, health-producing, labor-saving 
propertie of fruit render it a specially desira
ble article of diet. The confined limits of city 
lots prevent its cultivation ; hence, we find 
good fruit (and honest vendors) ever in de
mand. If at any time fruit can not be disposed 
of when'freeh, no loss need be' sustained i
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a farmers* club. They unanimously assented 
to our proposals, but requested that the Farm
er’s Advocate should co-operate with them in 
the carrying out of their objects. This we 
agreed to do, but desired that the controlling 
influence should reside in the hands of the 
farmers.

At a subsequent meeting held recently in our 
office, after the committeemen had given the 
question mature consideration, officers were 
elected, the club was named, several members 
were elected, and some other preliminary busi
ness was transacted. Mr. Leitch was elected 
President, Mr. Weld, Vice-President ; Mr. 
Anderson' Secretary, and l)jtr. Kennedy, Treas
urer. After considerable discussion the club 
was named The Middlesex Agricultural 
Council. Mr. W. A. Macdonald was instructed 
to draft constitution and by-laws for dis
cussion at the next meeting. It was agreed 
that thé meetings should be held monthly, on 
the third Saturday of each month. Mr. Weld 
handed a cheque of $1C0 to the Treasurer. The 
manner in which the money will be expended 
will be found from time to time by reading the 
discussions of the club, which will be reported 
in the Advocate.

We have great confidence in these gentlemen 
who have organized this club, knowing them 
personally to be men of honor and integrity. 
They have held the most honorable and respon
sible positions in the agricultural and munici
pal gift of this county for a number of years. 
They have always placed agricultural interests 
above jobbery and party ism, and it is their 
intention to conduct the club on a strictly in
dependent basis.

The Advocate does not bind itself to sup
port them in all their actions ; it will be as in
dependent of them as it is of all other organiza
tions, although it will uphold them with its 
funds and its influence so long as it is con
vinced that they are acting solely for our agri
cultural interests. It may not always be in ac
cord with their policy, but it will offer no 
factious obstruction, and will give them every 
reasonable opportunity of defending their ac
tions in its columns.

We have already taken objection to the name 
of the club, as we do not wish to create the im
pression that it is a mere local affair, confined 
to the county of Middlesex ; but the majority 
held that a more expansive name would be 
too presumptuous.

Farmers of Canada, if we can show that we 
deserve your sympathy, we expect to receive 
it. We want your co-operation for your own 
good; we want to be criticised—severely, if we 
deserve it. Each one of you is heir to an equal 
share of all the benefits to be derived from this 
Council.

A great deal has been said and written within 
the past few years about large yields of milk 
from the various breeds of improved cattle, says 
the Journal of Agriculture. This week we saw 
a little scrub cow, yellow red, crumpled horns 
and as ugly as a mud fence, that is giving eight 
gallons of very rich milk per day, on grass 
supplemented by a few ears of corn per day. 
She is the property of the well known Merino 
sheep breeders, R. T. McCulley & Bro., Lees 
Summit, Mo.
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•nr $100 Offer—Organization of a 
Farmers’ Club.

It will be remembered that we recently 
offered a prize for the best essay on Horn can 
the Farmer’s Advocate best expend 9100 an
nually in the Farmer's Interest ? The essays we 
received were numerous and the competition 
was keen. Many of the essayists were in favor 
of spending the money in prize essays to be 
published in the Advocate. We did not feel 
disposed to change this department of our 
journal ; for all our writers are the best and 
most practical that we can procure in their re
spective departments, while we have no means 
of ascertaining the practical efficiency of our 
essayists—except so far as indicated by their 
writings. Other essayists advised us to spend 
the money in increasing the circulation of the 
Advocate. We feared that this might ad
vance onr own interests as much as those of 
the farmers. None of the recommendations 
mentioned would be a means of reaching any 
farmers beyond the circle of our readers, while 
our main object was that those who did not re
ceive the advantages of an agricultural educa
tion should derive as much benefit as possible.

We considered that the hundred dollars 
which we have been annually expending for 
prizes at the Provincial Exhibition did not 
benefit our agricultural interests as much as it 
should. We wére willing to" continue the ex
penditure of this sum providing a plan could be 
devised for devoting it to the true interests of
the farmers.

We thought of attempting the organization 
of a farmers’ club, composed of a number of in
dependent and influential farmers, who should 
have power to administer this fund in such a 
manner as they should from time to time deem 
expedient. We were encouraged in this view 
by several influential farmers who had taken 
an active interest in agricultural affairs ; but 
we regarded it as no easy task to secure the co
operation of men who enjoyed the confidence 
and respect of the farming community.

Resolved, however, to yield to no discourage
ments, we asked the Middlesex County Council 
to appoint a committee composed of three of 
the most active, independent, and respected 
members of their body, with whom we might 
consult in certain matters pertaining to the 
farmers’ welfare. They kindly did so, and 
Messrs. Leitch, Boston and Gilmour were the 

who composed that committee. For amen
similar purpose we attended a meeting of the 
officers of the East Middlesex Agricultural 
Society, who also kindly appointed a 
mittee composed of Messrs. Anderson, John
ston and Kennedy. At a meeting of these 
committees, Mr. D. Leitch was appointed 
A.irmtn of the former, and Mr. Henry AnSer- 

of the latter. We requested these two 
gentlemen to nominate a third party, some 
farmer in their municipality who possessed the 
confidence and respect of his fellow farmers, 
and who was noted for the interest he took in 
agricultural and municipal matters. The gen
tleman so appointed was Mr. J. Kennedy.

Shortly afterwards wé called a meeting of 
these three gentlemen in our office, and con- 
ulted them as to the advisability of organizing

corn-
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w e.rfly be canned and eold advenàgeoualy 1 . ^hc $><XXXV. a while before churning, so a. to receive the in-

" I * * I fluence of atmospheric oxygen, it will soon

=gi§il#§ rrjsir .tasfil
°n yle t Ijijjg fmit_____ ia> of I the establishment of creameries, we answered I which is relished by the peculiar tastes of some

women ^ ^ ^ ^ mngt ^ I that the question was one of vast magnitude people; but this is a very unnatural condition,
fU attgnfled to that they may produce more and importance, which we could not satisfactor- The beneficial changes which should take place 
abundantly the coming season, and why should Uy answer in a single article ; but we promised are produced by oxygen and not by carbonic or 
not vounc plants be grown for sale, thereby in- to furnish information from time to time other acids ; and it is well known that oxygen
.... j jjke profits t Besides, in the very ob- I through our columns. We described the prin- gas will but feebly effect these changes at a low
i cation itself may be discerned a virtue. I ciples and practice of butter-making in our | temperature-about 60° being the preferable 
Owing to the long hours of many employments, April issue, which was a valuable guide to quantity of heat. It may still be asserted that 
women aie inn"!»»-» to neglect their mental I makers, both in family and co-operative dairies; the cream may be raised in ice water at a tem- 
faculties, and frequently to pay others for I but this article is more especially written I perature of 33° or 34°, and ripened after- 
what they could easily do themselves, if they I for operators on a somewhat extensive scale. wards ; but there are serious objections to this 
had *»■»»«, in the matter of dothing, etc. Time I who ark our dairy authorities ? I method. In the first place, any sudden or ex- 
is money to the industrious, and leisure during I ^ agricultural questions there is one thing treme cha"8M in the temperature of the milk 
the winter month, could be profitably used, vi2_> n0 factious schools exist, as is cream °r b*tter must 601 mj-nou.iy to the fat
thus proving no drain on the profits arising the ^ in other professions, and this unanimity K10^1®8- *he Çaseinous sacs not being so sus- 
from the work of summer months. b more especially marked in the science and cept.ble of sudden change as the oils and fat.

I make the second specification moderately practice of cheese-making. With regard to whlch they contain, and are therefore liable to 
laborious, because there are many women de- bntter-making, however, there is a splitting buI8t> producing a greasy, white, flavor ess 
pendent upon their own exertions who are not tendency. The Danes have long taken the “d "hort-hved quality of butter. Secon y, 
sufficiently strong to bear a great strain on lead ^ the gcience ^ the art of butter- a11 the processes of butter-making should be 
their constitution. I consider it a strong I making> ^ the fam0U8 Danish investigator, on as rapidly as possible, otherwise the
argument in favor of small fruit culture as an I pr0(_ F;ord> has been regarded as th.e leading I butter rapl. y e ^1<”:a 8 1 y" *
occupation for women that it does not require I authority. His experiments have been numer- I comp086** 0 r8e a "K 0 ^ es* 8UC aa . 
extreme physical labor. The ground once pre- on8> accurate, and exhaustive, and the reputa- of the J.?”ey.a“d the Shorthorn, are special y 
pared, with vines and bushes set, the heaviest tion which Danish butter has in the world’smar I susceptible of these changes. These mvestiga- 
of the work is done. A day laborer could be ket8 ia chiefly due to his instrumentality. The tion8 hav® be®“ substantiated by Mr. J. N. 
employed to do this and other occasional heavy Swartz> or low cooling method, adopted in Den- Mun®y» at tbe Iowa Ag^=ultu^l College, and 
work, as manuring, digging, etc., at a compara- mark> ie too well known to require explana- other experimenters. Unless these conclusions 
tively smaU cost. Pruning, fighting the insect tion here> ita ohief advantages residing in the are ProvedTto be erroneous by future mvestiga- 
pests, marketing the fruit, seeking out eus- fact„ that a larger percentage of butter can be t,ons* the .Da“lsb system of butter making will 
tomers, etc., require earnest attention-hand- obtained in a shorter space of time than by the be revolutionized. Granting that 10 or 12 per 
craft and head work rather than great strength. ordinary shallow setting method at 50 or 60 de- cent more butter ,can b® obtam®d by setting to 
Protected by thick-soled shoes and a sensible g Fabr. It was therefore quite natural ioe>this fact; considering also the inferior qual- 
sunshade, I see no reason why a woman could that other countries should adopt the Danish ifcy of th® skim-milk for raising stock or other 
not do this work as efficiently as a man. system * purposes, will not compensate the farmer for

Lastly, I would inquire the effect of out- witbin the laat few years, however, a set of tb® ®xP®n8« of 8ecurin8 ic®for th® dairy" Wi*h 
door work upon the health. I believe it ia not I American experimenters have pushed their way I re8ar(* *° keeping qua itieao utter 
an over estimate when I say that at least to the front- It is remarkable that these au- under the different systems, the most exhaus- 
three-fourths of the women who are confined I thorities 8eem to ^ke nocogmzance of Danish tiv® experiments have recently been pubhshed 
for many hours in close rooms, inhaling tainted methodB although American investigators do m th® Mllch a dairy paper pubhshed
air, in summer oppressed with extreme heat, I no^ besitate to acknowledge the Germans as I *n Germany, w ie we re8ar ® 8
and in winter shivering with intense cold, have I ^e|r anteriors and superiors in other depart- I ^a'ry authority ln t ® wor * was 0Uf1
not even a moderate degree of health. The I of agricultural investigation. In the that the butter from the centrifugal separator
listless movements, the fretful face, and the I ^ manner the authorities in Canada repudi- I re*'a'ne 1*a “® ^ua 1 168 ®n.®®r an
sallow complexion, tell the horrible tale of dys- a^e tbe researches of the American experiment- I made by a°y ®r ^y8*6™» w lc proves e 
pepsia, liver-complaint, lung disorders, and erg The Advocate, however, has no prejudi- I acc™racy ro • rno 8 exP®rlI®®n 0
many other ills, the heritage of woman. Phy- cea . it drawa its information from the most re- estimates that cream produced by the centri- 
sicians recommend out-door exercises as a pan authorities, not condescending to stoop I separator pro uces more avor m a min
acea for many of these woes, and out-door exer* ^ trifles of nationality or spheres of oper- I u*e *^ian ^ 0 m a ^ ° ® ^ eU1^
eises I take to mean walking, driving, boating» ation. while still conceding Prof. Fjord to Placed in lce water excluded from the air. 
lawn tennis, etc. Now, if these are prescribed ^ the leading authority in the range of butter- This ®ffect 18 produ°ed by th® ““ 
for one who is really ill, a moderate amount of maki as a whole, both with regard to his abil- amount of alrln« caU8ed by the rapld ^volution 
out door work cannot be other than beneficial % and experience, yet there are some points in 1 of th® machine‘ Another cau8e of the tofenor 
to those already blessed with a degree of tke American investigations which are of so 
strength. Working in the open air, pure as great practical importance that they cannot be 
God created it, bathed with the sunshine that overlooked by any impartial writer, 
re-invigorates all Nature in whose midst we Let us take Prof. Arnold’s late experiments 
dwell, drinking pleasure from the same foun- ^ jbe ripening of cream. He set milk for 48 
tain as the birds, and blessed with the divinely- bour8 jn oxygen gas at 63°, and set another 
gifted instinct which finds, as Shakespeare says, gampie of the same milk in carbonic acid gas.
“ Tongues in trees ; books in the running The cream of both soured alike, but that ob- 
brooks ; sermons in stones, and good in every
thing,” women would surely find, in a measure 
at least, garden culture conducive to health 
and good spirits ; and, if to the recuperation of 
the physical and the mental we add the re
lining of the purse, it surely establishes the 
fact that small fruit culture is a profitable and 
enjoyable occupation for women.
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ii quality of butter made on the souring system 

is that the acidity is not evenly distributed 
throughout the whole mass, whereby one por
tion of the cream requires a different tempera
ture and a different length of time in churning, 
the former ranging from 52° to 65°, while 
oxygen has a strong tendency to penetrate all 
parts of the cream uniformly.

WHAT IS THE BEST METHOD !
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|| i;|1? tained from the setting in oxygen gas churned in 
two-thirds of the time required by the other; the I The conclusions drawn from what we have 
butter was more highly flavored, more delicious, I said prove the vast superiority of the system of 
and kept longer than that obtained from the I separating the cream by centrifugal force ; and 
cream enveloped in carbonic acid. This proves I the advantages are great both with reference to 
that there is a material difference between ripen- I the quantity and the quality of the butter ob- 
ing and souring. Now if creamis kept stirred for | tainable from the milk.
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sections in the Dominion which are excellently 
well adapted to butter dairying. Let one or 
more enterprising farmers or dairymen in each 
of these sections, where pure, cool water 
abounds, where various

tional standpoint it has also a pernicious effect,- 
as it places a premium upon fraud and reckless 
management.

This system, however, has rapidly given way 
to the mode of testing by actual churning at 
different intervals, basing the payments upon 
the number of cubic inches required for a pound 
of butter as ascertained by the churn test. This 
is a cumbersome business, adding considerably 
to the cost of production, and has also been the 
cause of a great deal of dissatisfaction. The 
cream from the same cow may not procra 
same percentage of butter on different days.

A great deal of discredit has been cast upon 
analysts because their methods of ascertaining 
the percentage of butter fats in the milk do 
not harmonize with the chum teste. But the 
question may be asked, is this the fault of the 
chemist or of the chum 1 The chemist can tell 
precisely the percentage of butter fats in the 
milk, but the chum cannot ; for the quantity 
of water in butter varies from 8 to 18 per cent., 
and in addition to the butter fats, there may be 
appreciable quantities of casein, sugar, etc. 
How can the chemist foretell how much water 
and other extraneous stuff the chum is going to 
leave in the butter, or how much fat it will 
leave in the buttermilk t The better the qual
ity of butter, the more water it contains ; for 
such butter is composed of large globules, 
amongst which more water can find place than 
amongst small globules. The fewer the broken 
globules, also, the more water, other conditions 
being the same, so that a fair basis of qual
ity is the percentage of water.

THE CENTRIFUGAL SYSTEM.

So far as the quantity and quality of butter 
is concerned, as well as the saving of labor, 
water, and sometimes ice, the saving of space, 
and the superior quality of the skim-milk, the 
cream separator has advantages not possessed 
by any of the other systems. Another great 
advantage possessed by the cream separator is 
that the loss sustained by the imperfect rising 
of the cream in heavy milk, as is the case in the 
pan system, is obviated. As the original out
lay for plans is somewhat considerable, the sys
tem is not adapted to small dairies ; the milk 
of not less than 20 or 25 cows should be em
ployed. On the co-operative principle the cen
trifuge has some serious drawbacks. The milk 
must be taken to the factory, and although it 
is not asserted that the hauling of the ijiilk 
is much more expensive than the hauling of 
the cream, yet the condition in which the skim- 
milk is returned is considerably impaired by 
unavoidable delays, and all the products de
preciate by the tardiness of the system. The 
milk is in the best condition for separation of 
the cream just after it leaves the udder, so that 
every minute’s delay thereafter, as well as all 
sudden or extreme changes of temperature, in
juriously effect the quality and keeping pro
perties of the butter. The cream of two or 
more milkings cannot be secured in a uniform 
condition, and all attempts to make it so by 
changes of temperature will be attended by 
unsatisfactory results.

All these facts point to the conclusion 
that if we are resolved upon acquir
ing the highest reputation for our butter in the 
world’s markets, we must adopt the centrifu
gal system,, not upon the co-operative principle, 
but by individual enterprise. There are many

shown centrifugal butter to be inferior to. 
that made on the other systems ; but the cream 
must be treated in a different way when a 
superior article is desirable.

FAMILY BUTTER-MAKING.
Before we present any arguments in support 

of what we consider to be the best system, let 
us consider a few of the leading objections 
against existing systems. Family butter-mak
ing must be entirely repudiated on account of 
its low price, its inferior quality, its lack of 
uniformity, and the uniform price paid by local 
dealers for all brands, good or bad, thereby plac
ing a premium on inferior butter, general filthi
ness, and the absence of all desire to improve the 
dairy herds. On account of the scarcity of la
bor at reasonable wages, there must be a ten
dency to lighten household duties ; and if the 
farmer’s wife can obtain more money for her 
cream than for her butter, she cannot long be so 
blind to her own interest as to persist in exist
ing methods. She will resist all attempts to 
become educated in advanced methods of 'but
ter-making so long as her pecuniary interests 
are not enhanced by a higher education; and if 
she is wise she will use her political influence 
against the election of all candidates who will 
persist in burdening her with taxes in support 
of such an educational system. Family butter
making must go, or its methods must be com
pletely revolutionized.

■ CO-OPERATIVE BUTTER-MAKING.

The system of milk gathering is gradually 
yielding to that of cream gathering, so that we 
shall confine our observations to the latter. The 
co-operative is superior to the family method, 
inasmuch as a more uniform quality and a 
higher price can be obtained, although any 
farmer who undertakes to study and apply the 
beat methods of butter-making, including the 
feeding and care of his stock, can make a qual
ity much superior to that made on the co-oper
ative plan. There is no known method of pre
venting the [deterioration of the cream in its 
cartage to the factory ; but there is a great sav
ing in labor and utensils in a farming commun
ity manufacturing co-operativoly, compared 
with doing so individually, and if the profits 
could be shared alike, causing no injustice to 
be done, great harmony and success would be 
the result. But the injustice is .greater than 
in the family system of butter-making. In uni
formity of price the two methods are identical, 
but as to the uniformity of quality there is no 
known plan of causing justice to be done. It 

formerly supposed that 113 cubic inches of 
cream, the milk being set at about 60°, would 
produce a pound of butter. Let us quote a few 
figures to show what variations may occur. The 
following twenty numbers represent the num
ber of cubic inches required to make a pound of 
butter, as ascertained by tests made at the 
Maine Experiment Station, the milk having 
been taken from as many different cows, and 
set at the same temperature, viz., deep setting 
in ice water :
74, 108, 108, 136, 104, 99, 130, 116, 120, 92, 
104. the average being 108. These figures are 
quite in sympathy with those of other tests, 
and they prove the gross injustice that occurs 
in dividing the profits on the cubic inch basis. 
What would the difference have been if the 
milk had been set at different temperatures, as 
is done in actual practice ? From an eduoa-

flourish, and 
where fresh breezes and shady resorts give health 
to and enliven the district, devote their energies 
to the undertaking for their own pleasure and 
profit, and for the reputation of the country. 
An ample commencement can be made on a 
hundred acre farm, even if the soil is materially 
worn out. The fertility can soon be restored, 
and the number of cows in the herd doubled. 
The raising of hogs or calves should be oouplsd > 
with the enterprise, for the purpose of utilising 
the surplus skim-milk, and making more man
ure to facilitate the raising of more cows. Let 
the cows be bred specially for better-making. 
Such private enterprises will soaroely interfere 
in the least with the progress of cheese making, 
for cheese factories may dot these districts al
most as numerously si in others. The loss of 
a farm or two in the vicinity of a cheese fac
tory will not materially effect our cheese busi
ness, while it will be millions of dollars to 
the country with regard to our butter industry, 
besides winning for us an imperishable name.

ce the

Centrifugal Dairying—Canadian- 
Danish Butler.

While in Hamilton a short time ago we called 
at the dairying establishment of Mr. W. G. 
Walton, one of our oldest and most experienced 
dairymen. He is also well read in dairy 
matters, and has a strong prejudice in favor of 
the Danish system. lÿ mode of manufacture 
will be interesting to many of our readers. 
He purchases the milk from the surrounding 
farmers, paying 8 ots. per gallon, and the milk 
must stand a certain teat as to percentage of 
cream.

He has two centrifugal cream separators, a 
De Laval and a Burmeinater à Wain, operated 
by the same engine and in the same room, each 
having a capacity of 700 lbs. per hour, and 
costing $250 each. He raises the temperature 
of the milk to 80° before skimming, by means 
of a heater supplied with steam from the boiler. 
This heater is common to both separators. It 
is not much used ih summer, as a mixture of 
the morning’s milk with that of the previous 
evening makes about the desired temperature— 
80°. As soon as the cream comes from the 
separator the can which contains it is plunged 
into ice water, where it remains for 4 or 6 hours 
at a temperature of about 86°, until the cream 
is thoroughly chilled. It is then poured into 
a souring vat where it remains until the follow
ing morning at a temperature of about 60°. 
This vat is surrounded by a water-space In 
which water can be admitted at such a temper
ature as will keep the cream at about 60°, at 
which temperature the souring takes place. 
His theory is that the deleterious effects of any 

hange of temperature may 
be counteracted by a corresponding change in 
the opposite direction. Howthese changes effect 
the keeping qualities of the butter he has no 
personal experience, as his butter goes into 
immediate consumption. The cream is churned 
the following morning at 68° in summer and 60° 
in winter. He salts an ounce to the pound. 
He is not an advocate of heavy working of the 
butter,

was

sudden or extreme c
124, 113, 79, 133, 84, 128, 104,
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Why Salt Shows on Butter.crowd the milk out by closing the fingersHe has sale for his skim and buttermilk in 

the city ; but when returned to the farmers he 
recommends keeping the evening’s milk separate 
from the morning’s, so as to prevent souring 
before it reaches its destination. Mr. Walton’s 
butter is regarded as a first-class article, or 
which he receives 30 to 35 cents per pound 
from special customers in Toronto.

From an educational standpoint, there is an 
important lesson to be drawn from Mr. 
Walton’s experience. With his customers uni
formity is of greater importance than quality. 
Even the coloring matter must not vary one 
shade in any day of the year ; otherwise a sus
picion is at once aroused as to the quality of 
the butter. He has educated his customers to 
a certain taste, and the call is therefore for 
uniformity. Let us now suppose Mr. Walton 
takes the advantage of later investigations,.and 
resolves upon improving his brand. The re
sult would be that he would lose custom. And 
so it goes with all other butter-makers who 
have special customers, although the mode of 
manufacture in each case may.be quite differ
ent. Such consumers are not supposed to keep 
posted in the best methods of butter-making ; 
their tastes cannot follow every step of im
provement, and all attempts to elevate the tone 
of special butter-makers will prove as futile as 
the attempts made to educate the farmers in 
the science and art of butter-making.

sure
next to the udder a little in advance of those It }s not uncommon to see butter in rolls or 
below, being careful not to hurt the cow by prints of good quality and tolerably fresh, with 
pinching her teat between the ends of his fing- a c06ting of salt crystals all over the outside, 
era and his hand, or by pressing his finger nails gjyffig jt a atale and unpleasant appearance, 
into the teat as his hand is closed. Milk the Tyg my be caused in several ways. If the 
left hind teat with the right forward one, and yjt uae<i iB 0f poor quality, and particularly if 
the right hind with the left forward, always it ig too coarse in grain, it fails to be well in- 
holding the left wrist firmly so as to be ready in- corporated in the butter, and, changing to brine 
stantly to crowd the cow’s leg back if she after the rolls have been made up, it comes to 
should attempt to kick or step suddenly for- the surface and takes the form of a crust. The 
ward. finest and best salt, not well worked into the

The milking should always be done with dry butter, will act in the same way. Again, if
moisture left in the butter than ithands, both on account of cleanliness and for there ig 

the sake of keeping the teats in good order. wiu naturally hold, the salt joins with this 
If the teats are too dry and inclined to crack, eîtra water to form brine ; this brine finds its 
they may be wet after milking with a little of way to the outside, evaporates and leaves the 
the strippings, or with a little linseed oil or gait covering.
other soft grease. The hands should press -phe best means, therefore, of avoiding this 
alternately and not both at once; and when difficulty, fe to make the butter by the granular 
milking is once begun, it should go on as rapid- method, wash it very thoroughly and allow it 
ly as it can consistently with the comfort of the to drain and dry off well, while still in the 
cow and the strength of the operator, and with- granular form, before adding the^salt. 
out any cessation until the milk is all drawn, mix ^ salt as thoroughly as possible, hav- 
otherwise the cow will get out of patience and ^ 0f y,e best quality and as fine as can -be 
hold back the last part of her milk. got. ayow it to stand a little while before

The milk in the udder is contained in working and putting into its final form. This 
branching tubes and numerous small cavities gives an opportunity for all the salt to dissolve 
distributed through it, the tubes coming to- before the working and then for removing all 
gether just at the upper end of the teat, and surplus brine.
forming a tingle constricted channel, which is All butter, however, contains a pretty large 
inclined to keep closedjand nearly equivalent percentage of moisture in the form of brine, 
to a valve. Toward the close of the milking, a and it must be kept in a moist atmosphere or 
little pulling, as the teat is pressed, works the eige the water of the brine will evaporate more 
milk out of the little cavities by stretching and or less, leaving the salt visible on the outside, 
flattening them, and at the same time pulls Any good butter will show this dry salt it ex* 

the constricted channel to let it pull posed long enough in very dry air.—[Henry E.
Alvoid, Houghton Farm, N. Y.

more

Then

How to Milk.
The first requisite to good milking is, that 

the cow be kept where her tides, teats and ud
der shall be clean and dry, says Prof. Arnold in 
N. Y. Tribune. The next requisite to, that she 
shall be where she shall be comfortable and 
free from any annoyance or excitement. This 
is essential to her “giving down" perfectly. 
A cow’s bag to interspersed with delicate mus
cles so much under the control of her will that 
she can easily contract them and hold back a 
portion of her milk. There are but few cows 
which can long “hold back” the milk of a full 
udder, but it to very easy for them to hold back 
whenever there to but little in the bag, and at 
the last end of a milking; and this they are 
very sure to do if there to anything unusual to 
disturb or excite them, as loud talking, being 
milked by a stranger, or even his presence. I 
had my dairy of twenty cows fall short in their 
yield a pailful of milk several times one sum
mer, simply from a neighbor’s dog following in
to the milking bam when I was milking, my 

not being accustomed to the sight of a

open 
through.

This pulling down must be gentle and mod
erate. As done by the calf in the sucking it is

pulled too hard,
The Aylesbury Dairy Company supplying 

dairy products in London take for analysis at 
least one sample each day from the milk of 
every dairyman farmer with whom it deals ; 
10,399 samples were analyzed in ’84, specific 
gravity, total solids, and fat being determined 
in each one. Furthermore, 3,572 samples were 
taken from the milk carts of the company in 
the city. The difference between the milk 
brought from the country and that actually 
sold to families was insignificant. The average 
per cent, for the year of total solids in the milk 
was 12.96, amd of fat 3.74. Of cream 600 sam
ples were analyzed, giving an average of 42 per
cent, of total solids, and 35.3 of fat. It is easy 

To get out the last drop of milk is an impor- ^ ^ wfaat an exoellent sy8tem thia ig| on aU
tant means of keeping up and prolonging the 
flow. Nothing will dry up a cow faster than 
to leave a part of her milk in her bag at each 
milking. It will often aid in getting that im
portant drop to clasp the lower part of the ud
der, or so much of it as can be taken in, and 
slide the hand down, gently pressing, so as to 
help crowd the milk forward till the hand 

to the position for grasping the teat and 
All this should be

just right. If the teats are 
the severe stretching of the walls of the passage 
at the upper end of the teat causes them to 
pull up and thicken, so much as to impede the 
flow into the teat and often to stop it entirely. 
For this reason the 'practice of stripping the 
milk out by pulling down with the thumb and 
fingers, and letting the teat slip between them 
as the milk is driven out, to not a good practice. 
It often causes the passage at the top of the 
teat to pull up and close, as just described, and 
to make the thickening of the walls apparent 
by a hard bunch which feels like a kernel of 
com. The stripping method pulls too hard.

sides ; it encourages and secures the produc
tion of good milk by the dairymen, secures the 
certainty of the delivery of milk of the same 
good quality to the consumer"1 at least as 
effectually as it can be done by any police in
spection, and at the same time builds up a 
great business for the company by building up 
its reputation for uniformly square dealing.

cows
dog.

Assuming that the cow and her bag are clean 
and dry, and that she to comfortable and quiet, 
the milker should tit down gently on a firm 
stool, and with a light and careful motion brush 
teats, udder, and side of the cow next to him, 
to free them from any specks of dust, dirt or 
hairs that would be liable to fall into his pail. 
A tin pail, with the top wider than the bottom, 
is the best vessel to milk in. Let this be held 
firmly between the knees, with the bottom rest
ing on the ankles, as this is the safest and best 
way to hold a pail to protect it against any sud
den motion of the cow. If the bag is much pen
dent, and the cow is very gentle, there is no 
objection to setting the pail on the ground. Let 
the milker now grasp the teats with his w'hole 
haul, and by a firm and rapid but steady pres-

come
pressing the milk out. 
done as expeditiously as possible, as the quicker 
the milk is got out the more perfectly it can be

The low prices realized at the sale of Sir 
Henry Allsopp’s Shorthorns, in England, last 
week, serve to illustrate the general depression 
of agriculture in a striking manner. The total 
of the sale was about $45,000, which represented 
a very heavy loss on the original outlay. One 
cow, for instanee, for which Sir Henry paid 
$16,000, only fetched $2,150, and the highest 
price of the day was $3,300.

drawn.

It is not what a cow eats that tells, but what 
she assimilates, just as much so as a man s 
prosperity depends upon his margin of profits, 
not upon the quantity of money which he re
ceives or expends.
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districts of British | able the handful of importers to make money 

at cost of constant risk to all of our flocks andReports from the range
America are very flattering this year, and there . .,,-
will undoubtedly be large shipments of beef herds. Never a word say the veterinarians

A rhattv Letter from the States. I from the far northwest during the coming fall, and Treasury Commise,oners against this ex-

who ship livestock. The theory of pooling may experience cost this company some favored by public meetings. For example, at
be good enough ; it certainly is from the stand- * ^ experience will probably be a reCent important one in Western Missouri, a
point of those whose money is invested ,n ^ P6 leading speaker lamented the ««little Uta of
railway stock ; but the practice of thoae.c^‘ of the people interested in the develop -stamping out’ disease in when the State la
binations is surely very much agamst the inter- cTadian Northwest have a great wholly unprotected from a future introduction
est of not only the middle men who slaughter #f ^ ^ ^ reaeurce8 a8 a stock raising of ÎV «America,» he went on to say, "re- 
andship, but also the larger producmgand con- ^ ^ good many people predict that ceives all the dirt and filth of creation, together
suming classes. I BianBhtering and refrigerating establishments with the diseased cattle of the Old World, and

The object of these pooling institutions is great growing regions are prospects Missouri is the especial dump-ground. It is
keep a lot of men employed tocarefuUy watch ^ future. getting about time to put up the bars. There
the channels of the shipping trade, and wher- .fl ^ uttle ^ about the Hudson are enough good cattle in this country without

possible to add on extra charges for the ^ fof 8hipping to Europe. Practical bringing any from acMIbs the water to scatter
benefit of the railroads, to be paid F J men do not generally regard it as feasible, on pleuro pneumonia, and endanger our vast cat- 
people. This fixing of charges has been reduced Qf 1 Ltitude which would pre- tie interests.” This is a fair statement of an
to one of the exact sciences by these expert navifeation except during three or four important fact, calling for effective action at
fixers, while the charges have to be paid directly I Qfthe Rut it is claimed that | the earliest possible day. The thing to do
by the large slaughterers and shippers; they are ^ woul/pay The writer had a con- about animal disease is to get straightforward
all borne by the people, and thus by the pool- ^ ^. ginoe with a Winnipeg man business methods, ‘and then refuse to seed for a
ing arrangement aU competition is removed that a reMgerator steamer has been further crop. Surely this would be better than
and instead of having a dozen competing trunk regularly from Hudson Bay to Europe to place confidence in the ever-increasing tan
lines, we have, virtually, one huge railway sys- ^ & number of years, and that if it pays on a gleof expensive veterinary tape, 
tern which can almost make its own terms. I - . t „ laruer one.

The old saying that «competition is the life of Bm^e8“aughterifg establishment of the Mar- 
trade, » will have to be revised so far as the £ ^^Menng R T > u ^ moit
railroads are concerned for they are of the ^ ^ „uch ^ge enterprise at this ____ ,
opinion that their only chance to live and col-1 ^ th# BUOCegB 0f that institution, it is I Advocate are frequently observed in our
leot high rates all the time is notby competition, I b enthusiasts, will revolutionize in a few I agricultural contemporaries because we have 
but by pooling their issues. “ the shipping business from the north-1 refused to uphold the various booms which are

There has been a change in the system of the I y _ 1 I constantly our agricultural Interests,
live stock pooling arrangements at Chicago. It I we® '. are Ringing good prices at I Amongst.many other things we are accused of
used to be that the pool agent exerted absolute I th-g year> but for some reason 1 being behind the times for not making a prao-
authority over aU shippers in compelling them « Hereforda continue to sell at a sUght ad- tioe of reporting those extraordinary butter 
to go, not the way they might individually I Would it be so if there were equal I yields which have been made by a few cows of
choose, but over the road which was behindin the vano ’ these two rival breeds ? Suppose good family. It is asserted that we are the 

pool earnings. This resulted in a man’s | “““ many Herefords in the land .as champion of the "scrubs,” even in face of our
there are Shorthorns, would not the relative protestations that we will push forward any 
Drices then be a better test of the merits of the breed or kind which can be proved by facta, 

cars to go to New York, for instance, and after P breedg than n0Wj when one is really com- figures or arguments, to be the best for the 
he had turned them over to the pool commis. ^ and the other is almost a novelty T special purpose for which it is required.
sioner at Chicago, he lost all control over them in mon* _____ Here is a specimen of the arguments of the
every way until they were delivered to him in . About Animal Disease, boomers : Queen Jersey made forty pounds of
New York. This scheme was constantly making w nal butter in seven days.; therefore the «« scrub ”
trouble for all hands. A man who wanted to What common sense s gg . the muat «°- If bonest investigation is to be
ship over the Grand Trunk did not want to have I an honest, practica s oc man g burked, and free discussion stifled, it would
his wishes entirely ignored, and have the cattle contagion business o ..... be » grand thing for the speculators ; but,
sent over the Lake Shore. A new scheme has State, and authorize him, by help ofsuch skilled ^ ^ ^ farmerg
been resorted to, and now instead of the pool and trustwort y ve ennary disease Let us examine the character of some of the
commissioners diverting stock, to "even” the might require, to «£££*£ï/tÏTS» testa wMch have been made with Jemy cows,
business they simply keep track of the busi- and then hold him to ^ HU claimed that theta testa are purely prac-
ness done by all of the roads, and if one road Tribune ’ Instead of this, we have tical, and should therefore win the confidence
happens to haul more than its proportion the . - dollars or so handed over and respect of all practical farmers and dairy-
of the stock, that road is compelled to refund in a hundred t t the ..Bureau men. So far as we are concerned we care not

■ , j tuUB far about what is there I science, so long as it leads to practical results.

.. ««»«* toit», .bo-. -. I ».
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having absolutely nothing to say about the way 
he would ship his stock. He simply had so many

money
amount. In orthor words, a road gets its share 
of money whether it does its share
or not.

Texas grass cattle are now moving to market 
very freely, and the prospects are that there 
will be a very large increase this year over last. 
Prices are about $5 to $7 per head lower than 
one year ago, and there are fears that a further 
reduction is imminent. The cattle marketed 
thus far have not been as good in quality as 
last year.

Reports
succession of "outbreaks” of disease. Also, j gators are ...... . ,
we continue to permit speculators to bring tests is one reason why they should be received 
breeding cattle from Europe, the seed-bed of with caution. We are pleased to see the 
pleuro pneumonia, rinderpest, etc. To what energy displayed by the Jersey men, itad we 
lid " Not because the country needs theta ad- are convinced that they made a wUe departure 
ditions to its already fine and full représenta- when they substituted actual performance for 
tion of the best breeds of the world, but to en- fancy points. Let us compare the résulta of a

sale of Sir 
gland, last 
1 depression 
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the principles may be, and so long as the Jersey 
honestly seek to improve their methods 

according to the best light they can obtain, . 
they will win our .sympathy and support, and 
we will boom up every record that we regard 
to be of practical utility for all it is worth. If 
they have not the appliances for ascertaining the 
truth, let them hand their testing over to those 
who have.

2. We want to know if the cow increases or 
decreases in weight during the test. Some cows

* D-oo i allow themselves to be milked almost to death 
|s||s^S^ for a short period of time, and then give out
51 i|Sl il W si* Itfdl S completely. They not only give milk for a

Î 6S8 = Sg|'gy abort season, but also for a small number of
seasons. Length of time In use is of greater 

8. a 8.2 a"! «1*1= a = « |= * importance in a cow than has been ascribed to
Ijflfjll it. The age of the cow, and the general sys-
^ 5.8o<m 1.8 ~---- —- ■ tem of management, are also matters of unques

tionable importance.
3. We want to know something about the 

quality of the butter, its keeping qualities, the 
mode of manufacture. The quantity and qual
ity of the food affects the churning very materi
ally. It is well known that when succulent 
foods are fed, mostly all of the butter fats will 
be churned out of the milk (if churned whole), 
or the butter-milk; and it has been frequently 
observed that a greater weight of butter has 
been obtained than the weight of butter fats 
in the milk, while in dry food rations quite a 
large percentage of butter fats has been left in 
the skim-milk and the chum. We also want 
to know whether the cream has been raised on

I the ripening or souring principle, whether the 
milk has been set deep or shallow, and the tem
perature of the vessels, and the milk rooms. In
attention to this matter alone may make a differ- 

. . ence of 12 to 15 per cent, in the butter
complete quantity of food consumed is on y . ^ \yhat are the keeping qualities of the 
given in one instance, viz., the first test of butter? Ieit really true that the quality is 
Princess II., and the quantity and cost of food tfaan thftt of other breeds 1 It is known
per day is only approximate in the other tests. ^ ^ ^ ^ fat globulea the better the
If great feeding capacity is to be lauded, then wMch rather favors the Jersey brand;
these cows and these booms cannot recede too ^ otherwig6( doe8 not qnality depend upon 
much praise. In the test just mentioned, the {^d ^ man&gement ? It ia impossible that 
27 pounds of butter would have to bring 34 ^ begt quaiity of butter can be obtained from 
cents per pound in order to pay for the bare ,nomenal yielda>
cost of the food consumed. But we shall not 4 We Wftnt to know the quantity and 
dwell on these figures, for the reader can make q{ the 8kim.miik- Butter is a pure lux-
his own deductions. Pedigree worshippers must &u thenutritive vahie being in the skim-
feel astonished that there can be so much dif- | m{1fe Tbig ig matter of great importance for 
ference in the product of thoroughbred cows. wfao want t0 rai8ed much stock, and who
If there is so much difference in the maximum ^ & wom Qut goil to be reatored. 
yields, there must be an immense gulf between g We want to know something about the 
the maximum and the minimum. Now it la and congtitution 0f the cow, and how she
well known that these figures are presented to tg hergelf our ciimate and average ays-
the public for the purpose of booming up the ^ q{ management, as well aa the impressive 
Jersey cattle, and the fancy prices are based wer of the breed upon our native herds, 
upon these tests. Granting that there have Wg want t0 know the rec0rd of the whole
been a few phenomenal records, this does not ^ a few indivjduaia . and if we can get
prove that there are no monstrosities in other ^ then we want thc minimum records of the 
breeds, possibly, also, including the scrub I 
kind.

We shall now make a few demands from these I 
pf record notoriety, leaving our readers to 

judge if our demands are just :
1. We want to know the exact quantity and^ 

quality of the food consumed, or the exact cost
We are well

shown in thefew Of these performances, as 
following table :— -

ifmen
m

I

S
l

iM:
Ensilage In England.!IK

The Ensilage Commission appointed for the 
pucpose of inquiring into the methods of pre
serving green fodder crops by the ensilage sys
tem, recently held a convention in London, 
England. The evidence of many practical 
farmers who have been practicing the system 
is reported at length in the English agricul
tural papers ; also the evidence of many noted 
agriculturists and other scientific authorities.

It appears that the promoters of the ensilage 
boom are manipulating the affair to their own 
advantage, at least as far as apparent consis
tency is concerned ; for the practical feeders 
who have been examined are unanimously in 
favor of the system, those who have abandoned 
the feeding of “pickled grass” in disgust not 
having been examined. Of course the evidence 
of such an eminent authority as Sir. J. B. 
Lawes, the most pronounced opponent of the 
system, could not have been consistently 
evaded. Agricultural journals and writers on 
both sides of the ocean have also committed 
themselves to the boom, and henoe they appear 

to any evidence which is at variance

m

■

ïa scS

it'
t
5
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In each case the test lasted seven days. The

averse
with their policy. The Advocate is almost 
the only agricultural paper that has not been 
led astray by the crazy ; but we expressed our 
readiness to befriend the system so soon as 
reasonable arguments could be advanced in its 
favor, supported by the scrutiny of actual tests; 
for we foresaw many advantages that would 
arise if June grass could actually be fed during
the winter months.

IMPORTANCE OF THE COMMISSION.

In one respect we regard this commission as 
of the most important agricultural assem

blages that has ever been held. It is a struggle 
between science and practice ; and, should the 
former prevail, a new era will be opened in the 
settlement of all agricultural questions. In 
short, it will form one of the most important 
precedents in agricultural history. The report 
of the commission will not be made public for 
some time, and it is yet premature to discuss 
the probable termination of the issue. The 
scientists still labor under a disadvantage in
asmuch as the question has not yet been so 
thoroughly investigated as it might have been, 
while the practical men are the enthusiasts, 
and are very pronounced in their statements, 
although their evidences by no means harmon
ize. However, even should the report of the 
commissioners be averse to the practical investi
gators, the struggle between science and prac
tice is only a question of time ; for the science 
includes the practice—that is, the principles, 
verified by accurately conducted tests, are ar
rayed against the loose experience of those 
whose figures are always round numbers, and 
whose opinions are usually swayed by prejudice 
or self-interest.

one

breed as well as the maximum.
And yet an answer to these questions will 

only decide the true order of the records ; it 
will place many cows in the front rank which 

in the rear, and weed many out of the 
ranks altogether. It appears that the only 
object is to beat all previous records at any risk 

If these “practical” experts

men
are now

of producing a pound of butter.
that no two feeders will agree as to the or expense, 

would honestly report to the farmer that the 
only practical lesson learned was the testing of 
the bursting pressure of these cows, they would 
at least receive credit for honesty. Even if 
these records could he turned to practical ac
count, the farmer must still know similar re
cords of all other competing breeds, including 

natives, in order that he might be able to 
draw his own conclusions as to their respective 
merits. It is not the fault of the Jersey men 
that the champions of the other breeds do not 
push their business with equal zeal. A start 
must be made semewhere, no matter how false

aware
nature of the ration to be fed during the test ; 
some will condemn foods which others applaud, 
proving that no satisfactory results can he ob
tained from this “practical" method of investi
gation. Nobody denies that the butter comes 
from the food as well as from the breed, which 
shows the necessity for a uniform method of 
feeding, If the feeding makes so much differ- 

it appears to do in the accompanying
our

ence as
table of tests, then a Jersy herd can be minu- 
factured out of any breed in a few months, and 
the less thoroughbred the oows are for this pur
pose the better.
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mesne bore out the flourishing sooounts which the 
farmer, pure and eimp'e, was indulging in. With regard 
to the heating process, the chemist at once saw that, by 
allowing the vegetable matter to get hot, they were burn
ing away part of the food in order to heat the reet. It 
might be trueathat by ao doing they had got eweet silage, 
which was enjoyable to animals ; but they had effected a 
waste, and the lose on silos was far greater than what 
took place in the hayfleld. Chemists who had examined 
the matter found that half the flesh-formers did not re 
main in the ensilage after fermentation."

We would not have dealt so fully with this 
question, knowing that very few of our farmers 
have been affected by the ensilage craze, but 
as our Government and our agricultural journ
als have been led astray, we fear that many of 
our farmers may yet be smitten by the infee- 
tion. If a mode of preservation can be dis
covered, which will prevent fermentation in 
the silo, there can be no doubt of the utility of 
the system in various respects.

Green Pood for Swine.
Prof. S. R. Thompson, of the Nebraska Agri

cultural College, writes to the American Agri
culturist that green food makes thriftier and 
larger hogs. Farmers who raise many pigs, 
and feed them exclusively on corn, know that 
some of the shotes will oease to grow at an 
early age, begin to lay on fat, and never reach 
the size of good, merohantible hogs. . A pig fed 
on bulky, green food will develop a larger 
stomach than one fed on concentrated food like 
com ; and when you come to fatten it, this 
larged capacity will enable h^n to • eat and di-i 
gest more com, tod thus fatten faster than the 
other, and be a more profitable hog to grow for 
market.
' Green-fed hogs are healthier than those grain, 
fed. Every intelligent breeder knows the ad
vantages of feeding green food to sows about to 
farrow. They have less difficulty with their 
pigs, are less liable to destroy them, will give 
more milk, and nurse them better. Grass-fed 
hogs are less liable to disease. The dreaded 
hog cholera is not much to be feared where 
hogs have the run of a good clover pasture. Un
doubtedly, if exposed to contagion, they would 
take the disease, but they are not likely to de
velop it. For an example, a farmer had. his 
hogs in a small pen, destitute of grass, with no 
water exept a muddy pool, which waa soon 
made as vile as possible by the hogs. After a 
while the hogs began to die in considerable 
numbers, with symptoms resembling cholera. 
The owner was alarmed, took them out of hie 
pen, turned them on a patch of green rye, and 
gave them water from a well. The disease was 
checked and the deaths ceased.

To a hard-working horse, repose is almost as 
much a necessity as good food, but tired though 
he may be, he is often very shy to lie down, 
even when a clean bed is provided for him. 
Unless a horse lies down regularly, his rest is 

complete, and his joints and sinews 
stiffen; and while it is true that some horses 
that sleep in a standing position continue to 
work for many years, it is equally true that 
they would wear much longer, and perform 
their work much better, if they rested natur
ally. Young, nervous horses not unfrequently 
refuse to lie down when first made to occupy a 
stall, and, when introduced into a town stable, 
the habit may be confirmed, unless inducements 
are offered to overcome the disinclination,

known. Eight bullocks were selected, four 
We shall present a synopsis of the claims of I being fed on ensUage and four on roots and hay 

the witnesses on both sides of the case in order chaff- After sixty days the ensilage set gained 
that our readers may be their own judges. The | average of 1 lb. per head daily, and the

other set gained 2J lbs. per head per day. 
The experiment was then reversed, but the 
period is not yet complete, 18 days only hav-

CLAIMS OF PRACTICAL FEEDERS.

* advantages claimed by the practical authorities 
are as follows : 1.—Green fodders can be safe
ly secured independent of the weather. 2.—
More stock can be raised on the same area of | “8 elapsed when the report was published

However, during this time, the ensilage-fed 
bullocks lost 1J lbs. per head per day, while 
those fed on roots and hay chaff gained 1J lbs.

land. 3.—Coarse vegetable matter can be util
ized which would otherwise go to waste. 4.—
Ensilage-fed cows give more milk tod butter.

Now, before presenting the claims of the | Per head daily, 
scientists, let us take a common-sense glance at 
these “advantages.” Taking the average of 
seasons, if the weather is such that hay cannot 
be secured in a good condition, then it is quite 
nossible that “ pickled grass ” may be as good 
M spoiled hay. Eu» if .hU ,U. h.. for» i,
any part of the continent of Europe, that is no 1 get from M to 30 tons to the sere, how would you corn- 
reason why the boom should rage on this conti- I pire the value of a crop of matie with a crop of roots ? 
nent, where hay can be cured in average or I A. Well, weight for weight upon the dry matter—some 
good condition. The evidence as to the extra substances having 20 and other 40 per cent, I should sa, 
8 , ,, I that the roots would contain more nutritive matter thanstock kept, varied from none extra to more than ^ eltherin orouto, Weighttorwelght,I
double the number. Let us suppose, for the think th»t ^ts wouhi be better than maise. If I am 
sake of argument, that double the number can I right in saying that roots contain more digestible matter, 
be kept then this proves that half the nutri- the roots ought to give the best results when mixed with 
ment of the hay is lost in the process of curing, I °ther ***■ mltter in the “““ wou,d be ,e”
providing no loss of nutriment occurs in the

WHAT SIR J. B. LAWES SAYS.
The following questions and answers are 

found in the evidence taken before the com
mission, the answers being those of Sir J. B. 
Lawes :

feeding than the dry matter in the roots. Roots »re very 
good food, because there is hardly any indigestible raat- 

silo. The tooat casual observer must know I ter in a root. There is a great deal In straw, less in hay, 
that a loss of nutriment does take place in the I and very little indigestible matter in cakes. The Ger- 
silo Every farmer who scents the escape of mane made experiments In silage, and they eald that it 

. , , . , - did not increase the digestion. The Germans showedammonia from his manure heap is aware that enormouB l0BB6B the fennentation, but lt present
waste is taking place, and yet a whole neigh- Engllah chemiata did not see those great losses, 
borhood surrounding a silo is expected to snuff I q would not food softened by the silo be more easily 
the escaping gases with the conviction that no I assimilated into the system of the animal than food not 
waste is occurring. It has been asserted that softened? A.'-No ; animals seem to have a great power 
coarse grasses, sedge, thistles, etc., which have * of aotlng upon dry f 
little nutritive value, can be ensilaged and thus
turned into profitable account. Why should . ...
these eminent practical authorities waste their take place in the silo, let us also quote the con-

1 elusions arrived at by Prof. Jordan, director of 
the Maine Experiment Station,—an eminent

en-

AMERICAN EXPERIENCE.
With regard to the changes and loss which

valuable land by growing thistles and other 
noxious plants ? If they become more nutriti- 
ousinthe silo, they must obtain their nutri- agriculturist who has devoted three years

with I specially to this department of the question.
1.—Silage contains more ash, nitrogen and crude fibre, 

but less total carbo-hj dretes, than the material from

ment from the more nourishing grasses 
which they are mixed. It may be true that 
cows fed on ensilage will give more milk than 
those fed on dry foods, but it is absurd to extol
the silo on this account, for all succulent and I the albuminoid form than Is the case with the silage pro- 

. stimulating foods produce this effect tod the
authorities do not attempt to prove that whUe in the Bilage fi0m the wme material, it 1s

pickled grass ” is cheaper or superior in this B1 3percent. 
respect to other stimulating and succulent I 3.—There is evidently a breaking up of the albuminoids 
foods Perhaps a small quantity of vinegar into true amides, most largely into amido-acids. 
sprinkled over the dry food would be still Let us explain that these amides are nitro- 
cheaper and more efficacious. Why has the genous compounds, like the albuminoids of the 
evidence of some of those milk companies who food, but unlike them they are not flesh- 
have repudiated » pickled milk,” not been formers, being chiefly employed in the pro- 
taken ? It may also be true that more butter duction of heat, and have therefore a low feed- 
can be made, but this is also nothing to the ing value. We now see that investigators on 
credit of the ensilage, for all succulent foods both hemispheres agree as to the loss of nutn 
produce milk which easily yields up its butter ment in the silo, although the extent of that 
fats both in setting and in churning, so that a loss has not yet been thoroughly investigated, 
change in the method of separation would pro- and that these results of analyses have been 
duce the same results with dry foods. The I corroborated by ^ctual feeding tests, 
duration of the milking period and the Ion- I another English authority.
gevity of the cow, as well as the healthfulness We shall conclude by quoting the remarks of 
of the milk, are injuriously affected by the use I prof. Warrington, one of England’s greatest 
of ensilage or other stimulating foods. I agriculturists, which were made at a recent

practical tests I farmers’ gathering :
0„ „« ,h. «... exhaustive seta

experiments ever conducted in the feeding ol I ^ galned e the illusion w»s dissipated. It was, 
ensilage was commenced by the late Dr. I however, especially applicable In those cases where hay 
Vcslcker, chemist of the Royal Society of Eng- I couid not be successfully mide. But all the chemical in
land, and the results have lately been made I veetigatione yet made on the subject 0! ensilage by no

which it is made.
2.—Green fodder has a larger percentage of nitrogen in

never
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must be substituted ; when dairying is at a or rather acting upon, this question, will be a 
discount, then the quality of the products must valuable guide to the continued consumption in 
be improved ; when beef is demoralized, then I future years. It is a question of more practi
ce farmer has the manure for his profit and I cal importance to farmers than many other 
pains : in short, live stock is the only cure for classes of people. It most directly 
all the ills that the farmer, his soil, and the I poor people and manual laborers. Farmers as 
times are heir to. Diseased farming is the | » rule are not given to luxurious living, and if

obtain a wholesome and nutritious

‘©he $5farm^

Hard Times.
How the world can suffer starvation in the 

midst of plenty, is a question which has been 
agitating the minds of political economists. 
The world is glutted with food and clothing, so 0 
much so that its inhabitants are starving and 
perishing. Such expressions may seem para
doxical ; but they serve to illustrate very for
cible truths. We are taught to regard the 
period of great activity and high booming as 
the time of great prosperity, individual and 
national ; but in our giddy impulses of morbid 
activity we are sowing the seeds of disaster.

Elated by a few successful dealings, people 
become oversanguine. This is the key to the 
whole mystery. One department of human 
affairs acts upon another until the whole be
comes a hive of industry. For a time human 
desires increase more rapidly than the supply. 
Prices of commodities, especially those of a 
luxurious character, range high, until they run 
out of proportions to the intrinsic values. The 
earnings of the people are spent either in flit
ting pleasures or in articles of commerce on 
which they hope, to realize bonanza profits. 
Wild prospects are regarded as substantial 
wealth, upon which all calculations are accord
ingly based.

The wheel of fortune is reversed ; reaction 
Bets in ; hopes are blasted ; energies are de
pressed j trade becomes demoralized ; confi
dence is shattered ; suspicion seizes the minds 
of the people ; prices are dejected ; complaints 
are lamentable ; consumption abates ; and this 
extreme continues until weary monotony in
fuses fresh energy jnto the spirits of the people,
Or until a new race of enthusiasts, oblivious of 
former woes, rises to repeat the same page of 
history. We are told that all these evils arise 
from over-production. This way of putting it 
is very misleading. In one condition of the 
human mind, commodities will find ready mar
kets, and trade stagnates when the feelings are 
in reversed order. There is nothing in the 
name ; it is all a lottery of the pulse, whether 
known under good or bad times, wealth or 
poverty, prosperity or adversity, exultation or 
despondency. In periods of depression it is 
supposed that the world is waiting for its sur
plus productions to be consumed. The low 
prices indicate its inability or unwillingness to 
consume, and as the consumptive power cannot 
increase so long as the people are unable to in
crease their expenditure, the basis of renewed 

, activity must be traced to the pulse and not the 
power.

There was a time when these matters did not 
■concern the farmers so much as now. Of late 
years the tendency has been to cast the blame 
of the hard times on the shoulders of the 
farmers. They keep their crops in their gran
aries and will not sell ; they run up big store 
accounts and demand long credits, and many 
other dreadful offences are layed to their 
charge.

Let us examine a few of the ingenious argu
ments of the stock-raisers : When grains are 
plentiful and cheap, the remedy lies -in the in
crease of live stock ; but when they are scarce 
and dear, the country is then not adapted to 

■ grain raising, and beef and dairy products

concerns

nly ailment that admits of but one remedy. I they can 
In the same manner we might run over the I article of diet at a low cost, they are justified 
whole list of specialties. If fruits are cheap, I in using it, even if it does not just tickle the 
why can’t the stupid people eat more fruit and I palate as sensibly as the more pronounced arti- 
make good times ? When the stomach rebels | cles of luxury. No man so richly deserves a 
against the use of excessive sweets, let the I first-class certificate of character as a good 
apiary men combine to devise means for com- I cheese-maker ; he can rightfully request such a 
pelling the people to eat more honey. I certificate from the chemist, from the doctor,

That the farmers can afford to hold on to his I and from the cheese consumer, which compli- 
stuff speaks well for his prosperity ; and he has I ment can be paid to very few articles of diet, 
just as much right to do so as the merchant has I The consumer, hewever, has his duty to per
te keep his goods on his shelf, or the manufac- I form ; he must eat on hygienic principles, if he 
turer to hold his wares or implements in pros- | wishes to obtain the best results, 
pect of higher prices, and yet not a word of

plaint is uttered in the lattfer instances. If I other article of food ; but if only one of the or- 
business men are compelled to slaughter their I dinary articles of consumption were to be dis- 
goods, they impose the penalty upon them- I placed by it, that article should be meat ; not 
selves, or they choose the recompense of being I because it is near it in chemical composition, 
regarded by their fellow men as being engaged I but also because it is more animal than vege- 
in “respectable” employments. Farmers should I table in its character. There is a great diffèr-

in the cost, however, meat being the

Cheese is not an exact substitute for any
com

regard their occupation as a business, and in I ence
their transactions let them drive the hardest I dearest of foods and cheese one of the cheap- 
possible bargains, just as other business men I est. One pound of cheese and one-half pound 
do, whether it be a reduction in the price of I of bread has somewhat more nutriment than two 
their purchases or an extension of credit. Éut I pounds of meat, and the cost of the former will 
they should be honest and prompt in the fui- I be: 1 pound cheese, 6£ cents; £ pound bread 
filment of their promises. Farmers as a body I (baker’s price), 1£ cents ; total, 8 cents ; while 
are not benefited by the credit system ; it is a I two pounds of meat (butcher’s price), will be 
costly luxury, which in the end has to come I 24 cents. Meat is much bulkier than cheese, 
out of their pockets in some shape, direct or in- I for it is about three-fourths water, while cheese 
direct, besides having to pay for the bad debts I ia only about one-third water. However, the 
of the merchants. Farmers are gradually ex- I substitution of cheese for meat means a radical 
ercising greater influence over the condition of I change in the whole system of dieting. In the 
the times ; and it is possible they may make it I present system of cooking foods a large per- 

powerful a weapon in their hands as organ!- I centage of the mineral matter is lost, necessita- 
zation is in the hands of those who wield its I ting the consumption of meat, which contains 
power in opposition to the agricultural com- I large quantities of salts. Cheese is also lack- 
munity. | ing in salts (mineral matter), and the only

available way to make up this deficiency, apart 
The Low Price for Farm Produce— I from meat, is by consuming large quantities of

fruit, especially small fruits; and as fruits are 
Many farmers are becoming alarmed at the I bulky they make a splendid compliment, 

continued low prices for their produce. We There is a great difference between one make 
have our periods of inflation and depression, I of cheese and another, but the above remarks 
and it can never be predicted with certainty I jrefer to the best brands. A good cheese must 
how long they will last. Each period comes I be soft, fatty, and ripe, these being the condi- 
and goes, and there is no reason why the exist- I tions of digestibility. We fear our farmers 
ing state of affairs should be longer and severer I are eating too much unripe cheese, which fact 
than previous depressions. | will be against the prospects for permanent

A leading cheese-maker informs us that the I consumption in future years. We know very 
present low price of cheese—four cents lower I little about the digestibility of our different 
than at a corresponding period last year—has I makes of cheese, but the Germans, who take 
had the effect of increasing the consumption of I the lead in these and all kindred questions, 
cheese amongst his patrons, more having been I have tested nineteen brands, and found that 
consumed during the past month than the the best, viz., the Cheddar, became completely 
whole of last season. A prominent fruit-grower digested in four hours ; while the worst, viz., 
also tells us that small fruits will be plentiful the Schweizer skim, scarcely began to digest 
and cheap; but he does not regret this state of in ten hours. Good cheese is therefore equal to 
affairs, as he thinks that the increased consump- meat in digestibility. The fats in the cheese 
tion will benefit his business in years to come, are much superior to those in the meat, and 

Now thesje may be considered as trivial mat- the other constituents are, on an average, 
ters, but they furnish cheap and nutritious food not inferior. It may well be said that there is 
for thought. If the farmer eats more cheese he nothing better than a good cheese, and nothing 
must eat less of something else, and the ques- worse than a bad one. But, to do justice to 
tion arises, For what food or foods should cheese meat, it possesses another important v irtue; it 
be substituted, in whole or in part? The requires little or no mastication. Our cooks, 
amount of intelligence displayed in answering, millers, etc., now-a-days have undertaken to

as

Cheese vs. Meat.
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five miles from the city of Hamilton. It « 
astonishing what progress he has mode during, 
the short three years of his ownership of 
“Oaklands” Many of his friends and 
neighbors predicted that he would ruin himself 
by the enterprise, as he was inexperienced and 
the soil of the farm was considerably worn out. 
However, his attachment to the science of agri
culture could not be suppressed. Now his form 
and his stock are the admiration of this whole 
continent, and he has won for himself and for 
Canada an imperishable name. He is progres
sive in all his methods of agriculture, and many 
of those practical farmers who jeered at his 
undertaking are now beginning to adopt much 
in his system. He scorns speculation ; and al
though his herd contains some of the finest ani
mals to be found in the Jersey breed, yet he 
does not pamper them. They are sold upon 
their known merits# and the demand for them is 
much in excess of the supply.

He courteously took us out to see hie stock, 
and we found them in a fine, healthy condition. 
They are perfectly free from disorder, being 
fed and exercised in such a manner as is most 

ducive to their health. We saw his dairy 
in operation ; he has a OeLaval cream separ 
ator, feeding the calves with the skim-milk 
after they are a week old. We tasted butter 
of the choicest quality, for which he obtains 
the highest price from special customers in To
ronto,-viz., 36c. to 40c. per pound.

The exceptions which we have taken to the 
jersey tests will be found in another column. 
Mr. .Fuller bears the honor of being the father 
of these tests, and is therefore anxious to make 
them as popular as possible. He agrees with 
us as to their imperfections, but pleads time to 
have them placed on a higher standard. He 
informs us that the Jersey Club has made ma
terial alterations in their system of testing lot 
the ensuing season.

The best practical proof of the confidence 
and respect entertained of Mr. Fuller by the 
farmers of Wentworth, and of the interest 
which he takes in agricultural progress, is hie 
election as president of the Wentworth 
Farmers’ Institute, which is rapidly becoming 
an influential body. He wields a great power 
for doing good to agriculture in all its aspects, 
and we are pleased to see that such a power re- 
sides in the hands of one who is both able and 
willing to exercise it to the beet advantage.

Flies may be kept from annoying horses by 
making a wash of carbolic soap and water, 
wit»a small quantity of kerosene oil added to 
it. This is sponged over the horse’s coat and 
let dry two or three times. Its effects remain 
for about three or four hours. By repeating it 
at intervals the flies may be prevented from 
annoying the poor animals at this 
other remedy is to procure Persian insect pow
der; put a quantity of it in a common flour 
dredger or large pepper box and dust It well 
into the hair. This is sure death to flies and 
harmless to animals. If it is blown up into 
the air of the stables at night and dusted well 
upon the posts and ceiling, as well as the ani
mals, these will enjoy a good night’s rest. It 
will also clear flies and mosquitoes from rooms. 
Yet the best protection from flies is a full- 
sized cover when in the open air and a rather 
dark stable when at rest.
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do most of our mastication for us, so that we watched. They are apt to be f08* 
are unable or unwilling to do do it for our al roadsides and fences. They
selves. They claim that they are domg us a ahould aiway8 be cut before they blossom, or at 
benefit by saving our jaws and our stomachs so I least before any seed is matured.
much labor, but they are positively the insidi
ous enemies of mankind.

We do everything scientifically these times—
except eating and wearing. We are accom-1 Of late years many business men and mem- 
plished in everything except in matters per- hers of thé different professions have mani- 
tainingto our health. We must eat as well as I fested a strong tendency to engage in agricul- 
clothe fashionably. The tyrant fashion has I tural pursuits, some being retired gentlemen, 
more victims than all the other evil powers I and others actively employed in their profession 

Were it not for his dominion over 0r business. They are known to practical 
could live luxuriously on ten per cent, of I farmers under various reproachful epithets, 

the present cost of our articles of consumption, I gUch as “kid-glove farmers,” “book farmers, 
and ™<™lrind would be wealthier, healthier, and in the Southern States they are called

I “ Latin farmers.”
I This movement has been chiefly caused by 
I the rapid advancement made in agricultural 

. I science. Most professional men become en
amored with some department of science, and 
it is reasonable to suppose that agricultural 
science should receive its share of devotees. 
So rapidly has this movement taken place that 
the demand for farm managers of the right 
stamp has been vastly greater than the supply. 
Such men are required not only to have praeti-

plant, making the total number of seeds per I cal experience
plant 37,500. Computingint^e “^m^ner’ LmiL^dT^yof *1,000’to *1,600 a year, 
he estimated The men who own and conduct the*, farms are
seeds m each plant; Wild Pepper Grass, 18,400J successful in business, and
Wheat Thief (LUIws^nnum arvense) 7,000 ; * ^ uentl utilized their burine» quali-
the Common étions in their farming operations, to which
65,366 ; Camomile, 15,920 ; Butter Weed, 8,- ^ due. Each farm
587 ; Rag Weed, 4 366 ; Common Purslane, is an experiment station to
388,800 ; Common Plantain, 43,290 ; Burdock, ^ y ^ ^ ^ ^ onoe ^ estab-
38,086. __, I lished in every township, it would be the best

These figures wiU give a famt conception of q{ ^ impetug to agriculture. It
the possibilities of weed multiplication ; and ^ ev£y undertaking of these
will show the necessity of observing the habits farmer8 turna 0ut to be a financial
of weeds and of preventing their running to but the Burr0unding farmers can learn
seed. Fortunately may of those seeds do not ^ from ^ failureg M from their sue 
find favorable conditions for growth, else there They undertake more risks than prac-
would be no practical means of eradication M they usually spend their
and the main object of the farmer should be to ^ ^ mucfl for enjoyment as for profit,
make the conditions for dispersion, gennina- The^fanns ^ atooked with the finest herds, 
tion and growth as unfavorable as possible^ the m08t luxuriant permanent
The forces emp oyed for their disposal are & J V a well drained soil, and all 
winds, streams, tides mid ocean currante, and to correspond,
the agencies of man and the lower ammati J regretted, however, that too many

With regard to the duration of growth, the ^ ^ {armerfturn out to be speculators of 
report makes the following observations : I ^ They deal -m 8ueh fancy stock

“Like other plants, weeds may be divided ^ { leada them to. They ruin the
s - ** «-*

known, for upon this is based many important I mania for prizes at exhibitions, and their in- 
remedial measures. As a rule, annual weeds I lu8t for notoriety. There is no class of
rouWgbeycWyta\0chTf^eTer8allowed people in the world which does so much good 
to interfere with the growth of the crops. By and harm as these speculators. Too many m- 
neglect we suffer the double injury of lessening nocent farmers are apt to be wheedled into 
the yield of the crop in which they appear, and their r- ^ end their career in disaster, 
providing a supply of seeds so that the pests sharp line of demarcation

r mogÆe, produt drawn between gentlemen of this character and 

no seed the first year, but seed is often pro- tho8e who have engaged in progressive agricul- 
duced quite early the second season. On this ture out of pure iove for the science it contains.
KÏ.*7ÆU1ÎTS JSRJ5 White ncnVy HIM. -
biennial weeds have fleshy or tap-roots. In ex- Valancey E. Fuller for the purpose of attempt- 
terminating these plants just as much of this ing gettle some dUputes which we had with

roots remaining Palive, and from them new I breeder of Jersey cattle m Canada. Although 
shoots are sent up year after year. Many per- 8acce8aful lawyer and still actively engaged 
ennial weeds produce their flowers and seeds I Drofession, he U the owner of 365 acres ofS^SSSNS ‘D I La i W.terdU. .u,,„ on a. O.T.R.,

Gentlemen Farmers—Their Influ
ence for Good and Evil.
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Î How Weeds Multiply.

The botanist of the Ohio Agricultural Sta 
tion has been making estimates of the number 
of seeds found upon a single plant of several of 
the most obnoxious weeds grown in that State, 
n the Shepherd’s Purse he found that the 

number of seeds in each silicic or seed vessel 
varied from 18 to 34—average about 25, and 
1500 silkies were counted upon a medium sized
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•t Rust and Smut. plants ind grow np with it, living on its juices, I siderable portion of the diet in-farm life, especi- 
Within the present century a number of pro-1 *nd thus weakenin8 its vitality. The slender ally in the preparation of puddings, sauces, and 

fessional microscopists have distinguished I filamento ol the fun8n8 grow up between the the many dishes that form palatable aecessories 
themselves, and the aid which they have given I ceda °* tbe straw, throwing out shoots into I to table enjoyment It is, therefore, badecono- 
to agricultural science is underestimated. In |tbe8e ceUa> ^y means of which the parasite I my for the farmer’s family to stint themselves 
some instances they have struck out into new I feeds" 11 bnally finda îts waF into tbe ear- I in milk, cream and eggs, on the ground that 
fields of investigation, and in others they have I where U feeda upon.the milky juices of the they are not solid food. Salt pork, bacon and 

to the aid of chemistry and othersciences I kernels. At first it appears as a blackish, ham are indeed solid food in the sense of in- 
Microsoopic investigations are still compara- I aUlny but graduaHy increases in consist digestibility. It takes five hours to digest 

v lively young, and from an agricultural stand- I eacy nntU !t forma a 8mut containing my- I either, and only strong stomachs can bear them, 
point, they have been chiefly confined to para- I riads of 8P°res- I They should be used more as relishes than M
sitic fungi in plants. Much has been ascer I Several successful remedies have been em- I true food on the farm in summer, as they are 
tained with regard to the life history of these I ployed for destroying smut, the most popular I everywhere else. It should be remembered 
minute organisms, although practical remedies I and effective h®*®* that of sulphate of copper, I that it is simply the juices of any food that 
have not always followed ; but by knowing the I 4180 know^ as hluestone and blue vitriol The I serve the purposes of digestion, 
history the remedy becomes more apparent. I users of this remedy differ very much in opin-I It is only that portion of any food that is 

The condition which we call rust is caused I ion M to tbe quantity to be used, depending I soluble in the fluids of digestion that is "---ni 
by minute parasitic plants, most of the species I probably uP°n the quantity and vitality of the lated and taken up by the system. Fresh meat 
being too small to be detected by the naked I 8mut 8Pore8‘ An English authority, Mr. A. J. is largely water—about 71 per cent., and that 
eye. Many thousands of these, plants have al- I urrow8> H. ^ > of Puckley, Kent, in a I of eggs about the same, or about that of blood 
ready been classified and described like other I recent article on the subject, says: “We were which contains 3 per cent. more. The market- 
plants, and new species are fast being discov-1 0nce Jery mucb troubled with smut, but the I able meat of the ox contains 10 per cent bone 
ered. They become visible, however, by their I practlt:e of dipping aH seed wheat into a soin- B0 that this again would bring eggs fully up to* 
manner of growth, viz , in masses. The spores I °.bluestone and water before planting has the standard of lean meat. The fact that the
or seeds are, of course,still less distinguishable, I , “gh eradicated it upon aU our best culti- farmer is compelled to depend so largely upon
and can be seen in none of the species without Jated far*"s- Here we use about a pound of salted meats in summer, and the added fact 
the aid of the microscope. But there are certain ^ *“ bvshela of wheat> living it that milk, cream, and eggs are especially valu-
indications of the presence of rust, such as the “ b°‘ Water : but the most economical able in the preparation of salted meat dishes
discoloring of leaves in spots, when they some-1 7“y 1 , . 18 make a tub of the mix" render careful thought on the subject aU the*
times wither and die. Like destructive insects, I ?” and,mmerse the wheat by means of a dip- m0re necessary.-[Chicago Tribune, 
these parasites have their favorite pasture I ptog ’’“k®*- 1 bave seldom seen smut in the
fields, so that simply by knowing the affected I orop8af‘er the seed has been thus treated.” A . r
plant, the name of the species of fungus may I pOUnd of blue8tone win dissolve in about five 0r" VS*
frequently be known with tolerable certainty I quarts of water. It is the impression of some I dbe New Jersy Experiment Station, which
although some of these parasites often attack I farmers that this remedy destroyes the vitality bas be.en conducting some valuable experiments 
more than one species of our cultivated plants. I °f tbe 8eed *° be aown > but no apprehension I ln en81lage, wanted an answer to the following

It must not be supposed that these fungi I °eed ariae in tbe UEe of moderate quantifie . I qne8tions :
produce nothing but rust and smut. It is the I ^ma**y heads of grain should be gathered and
cause of all kinds of fermentation; it sours destroyed 48 soon as they make their appear- from one acre planted in field com, and how 
the milk, rots the wood, decays the fruit, putri- anc.e’ and no 8rain should be used for seed in much from a corresponding acre planted in fod- 
fies animal and vegetable substances’ and I which amut ia known to exist. The greatest ' der corrn ?
causes disease in animals. The black-knot, so I cau**on should therefore be exercised in the I " ba* the value per acre of gathering a 
destructive to the plum and the cherry trees, I aelecti°n of seed. I crop of field com, and preparing it for dairy
is also a fungoid growth, as is also the spots I ---------- I f°°d ’ and wbat ia the cost per acre of ensilag-

found on the potato leaves, causing a rotting of Milk and Eggs as Food. “g “ Cr°P °.f fodder corn ■
the tubers. It is now time for scientists to I Av„r«„ . , , 3l VVhat 18 the relative feeding value of the
pay more attention to remedial measures. Rust pound ^huf^ + the digestible food in com meal, in dried stalks,
is propagated by rusted straw through the man- I pounds. A nounTof ^ °“ ^ * ba« aad “-m ensilage ?
ure heap, and through the droppings of animals I nourishment th fgf8 contaln more 4 How much potash, phosphoric acid, and
that have eaten rust in their foo!- Æ ^ ^ “d b»ne. nitrogen are removed from
heap is fermented, or the manu e remaiL for a ea T n,", ^ d°Zen “ e“b fiald 
season in the yard beforeTTs appTiéd the I Tl! ^ ** 16 ^ per p0ucd- I ^n 7
«Pores germinate and thereby become destroyed Lnv mlatabT be SerVed in 80 Havin« teated> analyzed, and figured to vthe

The smut fungus is a parasite of a dirent I taLed^y "ZT T I L.f °f ^ the Station a™ed at the
nature. So far as known it is confined to the poached scrambled fried 7 a &7- boiled, following results : The corn meal, dried stalks, 
cereals and grasses; hence by changing the nlain or mi ed th’h omelets and cobs produced digestible matter valued at
crop the vitality of the spores wiil beco^ les Îd în a great Tariet J of" " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ the di«e8tible *>od in an
sened. Precaution must be taken that there bread and other rnnlf W^,SIndlan acre of enaiIa8« only brought $62.33. The cost 
be no smut in the grains of neighboring fields seasons when it 11 h*7 ^ ther6 ar* few per acre of Producing the corn meal was $14.-
to, ». v„.Li, .o jt «-hi,, û ,er r°°mi*■,he »>—».

|e,u

vitality, they require a certain degree of mois- 
ture for their germination. A single spore 
may, under favorable conditions, affect or des
troy a whole plant. The
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corn. Actual feeding experiments
rp, , . , a^so made, the result being that the digestible

in a cold cellar if putdLwn^thetoÏmn thfco'^’^461 “ ^ fieM COnl’ “d “
One rpnsnn »i,,, „ ' t e corn ensilage, were quite as valuable as

nutiition is îhlt Lev T'- ‘a°k tho8e in tbe corn meal. In the experiment with
spores, while the I Yet heat readily converts thcnLLto Lsord^L ''egard to the quantity of plant food removed 

gram is being threshed, are very liable to be- coagulation Like milk 1 y *rom an acre of soil, the slight difference is not
come attached to the minute hairs which are food containing all the eén!f>S ^ t per.e';t wortb mentioning, the quantity of potash hav- 
found on the germ end of the grain. Whether , anÏ hke rare ro t 1 f îng been a°™what more in the field crop than

commence to grow in spring by throwing off eggs, is capable of vreat ! k the “rirogen, phosphoric acid and potash re-

u s which fasten themselves to the cultivated and milk and cream should ^onstitute^^ con- thTtonl™"1 th* i0Ü “ **°h **** W“ praotioally
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a
mIt This experiment, although in itself may not 

be regarded as of much value, yet it adds 
siderable weight to the evidence already 
tained in other investigations as to the futility 
of attempting to make ensilage a practical 
cess, unless some radical changes are made 
with regard to the modes of preservation.

Threshing Machines.
When a boy in England, over half a century 

ago, we well remember the land being plowed 
with a wooden mould-board plow, and the har
vest all reaped with the reaping hook, threshed 
with the flail, cleaned with hand sieves, shak
ing the grain before the sweeps or fanners, 
which consisted of four sacks tacked on to four 
sweeps, which were turned by a wooden crank. 
We used all the above named implements, and 
have noted the progress till we come to the 

agricultural experiments during the last 40 sulky and steam plow, both of which we have 
years at Rothamsted, England, has been ac
cumulating facts and figures which should be 
studied by every farmer in all parts of the 
world. With regard to his field experiments, 
he has produced an average of 14 bushels of 
wheat per acre without applying any manure 
or fertilizer; with 12 tons of farm-yard manure 
per acre each year, he has obtained an average 
yield of 32 bushels 12 quarts per acre ; with 
mineral fertilizers, 15 
bushels .and 1 peck ; 
with nitrogenous ferti
lizers, 22 bushels; with 
complete fertilizers, 32 
bushels and 3 pecks.

These experiments 
prove that wheat can 
be raised fora long series 
of years by concentrat
ed fertilizers as success-

ing is encased, thus preventing the possibility 
of many such accidents as are heard of every 
year. In addition to this, it has a brake 
attached, which is at the command of the 
driver, and thus in case of necessity or desire 
to stop, the whole machinery can be easily 
and immediately checked. They also construct 
the most convenient water and fuel tank to 
accompany these engines. On the whole, this 
company claim to construct the most complete 
and best lot of threshing implements procur
able.

con»
con-

■ 8UC-&
1
■J

English Experiments with Fer
tilizers. «MI; Sir J. B. Lawes, who has been conducting

seen used. Many a back-ache have we had from 
swinging the grain cradle, but no work was 
ever half as distasteful to us as working before 
the old drum or spike thresher, when threshing 
rusty grain. The beautiful threshing machines 
of the present day have been what we 
considered perfection. The very best that 
have been made have appeared in the adver
tising columns of this journal, and we have

food that is 
bat is assimi- 

Fresh meat 
nt., and that 
bat of blood, 
The market- 

er cent, bone, 
S* fully up to 
act that the 
largely upon 
i added fact 
pecially valu- 
meat dishes, 
>ject all the

The recent official report from the Agricul
tural Bureau a* Washington, shows the 
injury to the winter wheat crop to be greater 
than appearances indicated'the first of April. 
The roots were killed in the central belt even 
worse than was supposed.

m
"X

The average of 
condition in the principal wheat-growing States 
is as follows : New York, 95 j Michigan, 100 ;

Ohio, 59; Kentucky, 45 
Indiana, 70; Illinois, 42; 
Missouri, 60; Kansas, 
62. The general aver
age is seventy instead 
of seventy, seven in 
April, reducing the in
dicated production of 
winter wheat to about 
240,000,000 bushels.— 
The condition of rye is 
lower than was reported 
in April, though much 
higher than that of 
wheat, the average be
ing eighty-six. 
condition of barley is 
much higher than that 
of wheat, but less favor
able than that of rye ; 
the average is eighty- 
two, which indicates a 

reduction of several millions of bushels,unless the 
future shall show a marked improvement. The 
averages of New York and Michigan are high, 
but the California average is only seventy-four, 
and the prospect is poor in the Ohio Valley.
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ation, which 
experiments 
ie following

<fully as by farm-yard 
manures. They also 
prove that if the for
mer are unskilfully 
used, the results are 
about the same as when 
no manure or fertilizer 
is applied. The chief 
practical lesson to be 
drawn from these ex 
periments is that if 
farmers would study the requirements of their 
soil, they could always utilize fertilizers profit
ably,- while by the hap-hazard mode of appli
cation, such as at present exists—using any 
brand for any soil or crop—the chances of con
tinuous success are so rare that -it would not 
be advisable for them to risk the purchase of 
any fertilizers.
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■ >:/>l be secured 
•n, and how 
uited in fod-

m
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I
gathering a 

t for dairy 
of ensilag- e combined~thresher and stacker.

heard no complaint of the efficiency of these 
threshing implements, although we have heard 
some dissatisfaction expressed about some 
others when compared with the implements we 
have spoken of,and to which additional improve
ments are being added.

The accompanying illustration represents a 
swinging straw stacker, which can be shifted 
and changed from one side of the machine to 
the other while the machinery is in motion, 
thus dispensing with many hands in moving 
the straw and saving time. The advantages 
are plain to be seen. This is constructed by 
the Joseph Hall Manufacturing Co., at Oshawa. 
It is attached to their new Model Vibrator, for 
which they claim many advantages : 1st, in 
the construction of the frame, which is made 
light, and yet so strongly bound together with 
iron rods that even if tipped over, it would not 
be apt to break; the cylinder is run on a new ad. 
justable brass boxing; the straw is so separated 
that it is impossible to waste the grain ; the 
sieves will not clog even in wet or damp grain; 
the teeth are made of specially prepared steel, 
that can hardly be worn out or broken, but can 
be bent. Their steam engine is constructed of 
steel boiler plates and boiler tubes, and has a 
perfect spark arrester. Their horse power is 
safe and good, being so constructed as to 
save considerable power when compared with 
those formerly constructed by them. The gear-

ralue of the 
ried stalks,

: acid, and 
>y a crop of 
> of fodder

What is the record of your best cow during 
the past month ; also of the worst, and finally 
of the whole herd ?

The simplest and most effectual remedy for 
colic in horses is an injection of cold or tepid 
water—70 to 90 degrees. The injection of 4 to 
6 will start the wind and bring instant relief.

It is said that Chicago has 15,000,000 bushels 
of wheat in her elevators, and Milwaukee 8] 
000,000 bushels. The wheat cannot be safely 
kept stored in these cities during the approach
ing hot weather. It must be moved in any 
event before the new crop is thrown on the 
market.

In North Carolina a trick of some small fer
tilizer companies las been discovered ; fertil
izers of extra quality are shipped into the State 
early in the season, so that they shall be 
sampled and analyzed by the Agricultural 
Department ; then, later, basing their trade on 
the published reports of these analyses, these 
same companies distribute goods of a poorer 
quality for sale.

■red to ..the 
ved at the 
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• valued at 
food in an 
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n favor of 
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digestible 
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itash hav- 
crop than 
1 value of 
potash re- 
practically

With rank growth we usually expect a 
bountiful harvest. Also, it helps very much to 
suppress weeds. Another advantage is, a rank 
growth seldom suffers from drouth, severe and 
protracted enough to nearly ruin lighter crops 
which did not shade the ground. Again, rank 
growth has power to resist depredations of in
sects. Colonel Curtis lately noted that ‘‘the 
rankest growing potatoes received very little 
injury from the bug.” I was impressed by the 
same fact this season, daily seeing a neighbor’s 
crop on rich land, planted thick in drills, and 
then growing so rank as to completely cover 
the ground while standing, or before they lodg
ed down. There came apparently about as 
many bugs to these potatoes as we would have 
found on the field even with one-fourth the 
amount of growing tops. Nothing was done to 
kill the bugs, and yet one could scarcely see 
any damage they were doing, and now, as the 
crop is just matured, it does not look to be any 
the worse for the bugs.
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bed, because there fa 30 per cent. husk. This 
hulk renders the food, after mastication, por
ous, so that the digesting fluid can act upon it.

Our correspondent will remember how often 
No disease fa more prevalent, amongst suck-1 we have urged all feeders to give as grpat a 

fag animals, and few so fatal, as diarrhoea, says variety of food as they can in the rations for 
Dr. Reynolds. Although less subject than their animals. It fa not well to feed a single
calves, foals are often earned off by it within'a I ^ gr^;„| hut several ground toge I BOn* “d our prêtent object should be to make
short space of time. The causes have not bsen I ther . to «iw the purpose of our oorres- I tbe moet we can out of our growing chickens, 
accurately determined, but the most eminent I —jfa, and prevent ^mrtjpation, a small por- I We naturally enough want to make as many 
veterinarians attribute it to changes of un- I ti(m ^ ^ eeej_eay to 950 lbs. of corn and I fine birds out of them as we can, whether we 
known character, and brought about by unae- I jhe of oats, add" 100 lbs. of flax seed. Let I exhibit or not, for if we have fine exhibition 
oertained causes in the composition of the milk. I ^orr be all mixed and ground together. This I birds some one will want them, and they will 

Two facts relating thereto have, however, proportion of flax seed wfll render the I command a good figure. But while breeders
been proved, viz., that the causes are often ration Büghtiy laxative, just enough so to keep I are tb" employed, those who have the man- 
widely diffused ; and, secondly, that their bowels deansed and the ooat of the horse I agement of our poultry exhibitions in their 
potency fa increased by defective hygienic sur- bright ^ y^y. There wfll be no constipa- I bands should also be busy with the arranging of 
roundings, especially, unwholesome stable ac- tionî ^ y,e horee ,^11 keep a fine appetite, I coming shows. We do not hold shows for 
oammodatian and overcrowding of animals. I be in fine condition, with the ordinary Ithe •ole purpose of awarding premiums to a 
Unless curative treatment is very early adopted, j But to produce the best result, this I mcoessful breeder, but for the purpose of edn-
an unfavorable issue is almost certain, and the I feed should be mixed with out hay I eating the amateurs in the business—erf show-
gensnlly fatal nature of the disease gives little before feeding. There should be twice the I *“8 what “ the difference between a scrub and 
hope of cure when the symptoms have become I bnfa 0f ct hay there is of ground feed. If I * «tandard bird. And while we are endesvor- 
fully developed. I four quarts of the ground grain is given at a

At the outset a full dose of castor oil ought feed ^ y^ one p^k of bay, after I enB> bow to pack eggs for shipping, and how to 
to be given, the action of which is to be to- ,1igy,t1y mn;^;np the hay, so that the meal I box fowls for shipping, it would be well for 
lowed by repeated small doses of carbonate of | gyck to ^ Bhould be not to | *°me of onr older fanciers also to stand by and
iron and carbonate of soda, with laudanum and 
brandy, given in odd rioemeal gruel. As food.

'ÎPouttrg.Ifi^eiermorg.
1?a

■ 1Seasonable Hints.

#
BY L. G. JABYIB.

We are not nearly over the egg shipping sea-

wmUAU-.

•m

M
■

■

■
‘Si

ing to educate onr amateure how to raise chick-

leam a little. All associations should offerget the hay too wet, as that wfll cause some 
horses to swallow without sufficient mastica- 

bcaameal made into the consistency of milk, I y0IL piax seed is now purchasable, in many I tte best method of boxing fowls for ship- 
and given at short intervals, is extremely bene- placeB> at ^ ^ ponnd( ^ that it I ping, that all might learn a little on this mat
erial, and should fake the place of a large I not be expulsive in that proportion. The grain Iter In all things pertaining to the poultry 
portion of the mare’s milk. The diet of the | uy be corn and millet, or oats and mill»* or » business there is no matter less understood nor 
mare fa to be completely changed, and the fad I ^ Ul] middlings, or peas and com, rni™g fa I *» outrageously neglected, 
and dim promptly removed to other quarters. | the proportion of flax seed. If fl»r seed is not I Think of purchasing two sittings of eggs and 

As curative treatment is so rarely successful, j to be had, one pint to one quart of oil-meal I on their arrival find nine broken out of the lot ! 
efforts must be made for preventing the disease, I substituted.—[National Live-Stock I Think of buying thirteen pounds of live chicken
the provision of good, dry, clean lodgings, I ______ I in a box weighing forty pounds ! Think of the

pure water and the occasional administration of Hygiene of Pregnant Animals. disgust of the consignee in such cases, of his 
alkaline carbonate, to the mare. I ^ ^ ^ ^ in disappointment, his loss, and « cum word. ! ”

labor, it is well not to work them severely nor 1 ** IJ“ve ■fn Snch 01868 “above referTed to> 
fatigue them much, and particularly as preg- “d kn°W °f T*11? “ h*d ca8ea- Now 1

« Constant Reader” says his horses are often I nancy is advanced ; and, on the other hand I know °f no waF m which *° 8et ovcr dMB-
troubled with constipation fa winter, and he is absolute repose is pernicious. Exercise is most °fty bUt ^ prem,Um8 “ our “ elhibi;
of opinion that it proceeds from a constant dry beneficial, and the most difficult cases of I faon8’ M wel1 &s our wmter showe- b®1 811
diet ; while fa summer he gives them a short I parturition occur among animals to which this 
run at grass, or he feeds a small amount of grass I is denied. The pregnant mare will accomplish 
every few days in manger, and to this he attri- I ordinary and accustomed work, particularly if 
butes exemption from constipation fa summer, it be slow, without any harm, perhaps with 
Be wants to know what diet he can adopt in benefit, untill the seventh, eighth, or ninth 
winter to avoid this trouble without resorting I month, when more care must be observed ; but 
to medical remedies. I moderate exercise should always be allowed up I *bree dozen eggs—a mess of scrambled eggs on

We think our correspondent is investigating I 110 tbe period of parturition. Harness is pre- I arrival, or saw a trio of fowls in a dirty box,
fa the right direction. Animals ought to be so Sft^^gaUoJng0' ^umpfag” trev^lfae T .*° * ‘t
fed as to maintain health without a periodical over broken ground, or severe and sudden I °! plffS to market- Beginners in poul-
resort to medicine. But he must also remember I exertion, injuries, or shocks of any kind, are I tr^ breeding have much to learn, and many of
that the horse often loses health from improper I to be avoided—in fact, _ extremes should be I those, too, who are not beginners, and when we
work. The horse should never be put to active | etgtrics^ aSa^nst" [Fleming s X eterfaary Ob- | have 
work immediately after a full meal, and there 
should always be a due mixture of concen

;premiums for the best methods of shipping eggs

Diet for Health in Horses.

societies offer a first, second and third premium 
for the best methods of shipping eggs and fowls, 
and a revolution will be wrought fa the busi
ness. I am satisfied many an amateur became 
disgusted with the poultry business when hg 
saw his first venture- basket with two or

once reached the point that we can see 
how ignorant we are of the most important 
principles which lead to success, then we are 
on the home-stretch, and if we hold on faith-

Smut fa corn may produce various fatal dis
torted and fibrous food in the ration. Or, fa I orders, as anthrax fever, intestinal fever, abor-
other words, the grain should be fed with the tion, impaction of the stomach, gangrene’of the | fully’ wil1 not be outstripped in the race, 
hay. Horses being fed upon a large proportion extremites, and the so-called “mad itch,” or 
of coarse, dry fodder in winter, are very apt to I erysipelas, its effects being somewhat similar 
become constipated, and have a rough, staring I these of ergot. It has also been asserted 
coat. Grass is laxative, and, of course, modifies ab°rti?n ln(1 ^ T °, <3ulckl,me and one Pound of
a hay ration. But one of the most fruitful | Stboritieï * '** by S°me | ^ C°ld tot° U 2 o{ cream of tartar

and stir well with a stick. The following day
you may put the eggs in very carefully not to
crack them. After the lime has been well

HOW TO PRESERVE BOOS.

Four four gallons of boiling water on four

causes is found fa the fact that, as a general Dr Gadsden of Philadelphia, a distingaished 
rule, the grain and hay are fed separately, and veterinary, haring gathered facts from 25 years 
when the grain is cornmeal, this enters the | experience,expresses his conviction that animals 
stomach in a solid, compact dough, too con- ■ stirred in the boiling water, a large part will
densed for the gastric juice to penetrate and I apparent recoveries tiie disease assu’mès^the I t0.the bottom’ on which the eS8® wiU re8tl 

circulate through it. This often causes fever chronic form and may be transmitted. He mixture should be made in a wooden ves- 
in the stomach-result, colic. Oats is not so leading authorities to support 8el- and when «>>d ponred into a well-glazed

posu on. I earthen vessel or pan with a cover; add water

never
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from time to time as it evaporates, and see that 
the liquor always covers the eggs.

Extracting.—Have a good extractor in first 
class order; the beat honey knife you can get, 
and sharpened to a razor edge ; some efficient 
substitute for a capping can ; a large pickle 
crock or headless ten-gallon keg will do, if a 
wire cloth bag about a foot deSjp and the full 
size of the mouth of the vessel be hung over it; 
across the opening of this bag secure a wooden 
strip an inch square to rub the knife, upon 
when clogged with cappings. Have all these 
implements placed conveniently in a bee-tight 
room near the apiary. Now light a good smoker 
and proceed to the hive ; do not blow smoke in 
at the entrance, but remove the cover, raise one 
comer of the quilt, puff in a little smoke and 
raise the whole quilt gradually from the corner, 
at the same time deliver a continual cloud of 
smoke, but it must not be hot or strong. As 
soon as the bees have quieted down, remove the 
combs to be extracted one by one, carefully 
shaking as many bees as possible from them, 
or brushing the rest with a goose wing, in front 
of the entrance. As each comb is cleaned i 
place it into a comb bucket or spare story, and 
give the bees an empty one as directed above. 
When all are ready carry them to the extract
ing room, and uncap each as carefully as you 
can on both sides, and place it into the reel 
opposite another of as nearly as possible the 
same weight, and work the machine. When 
all are done take them with you to the next 
hive and put them in place of its full ones, and 
soon.

The case or extracted honey is of the 
greatest importance, and if neglected the flavor 
of honey is spoiled or destroyed. As soon as 
extracted the honey should be strained through 
apiece of green baize Into a can which will hold 
at least twenty gallons, and having afauoet at 
the bottom. Here it should stand for a weeek 
or more, in a warm room, with a light cotton 
cover. After this it may he drawn off into the 
vessel in which it is to be sold, and left standing 
uncovered till all the bubbles have disappeared, 
when it should be sealed up tight, and kept in 
a warm, dry and dark place till disposed of. 
The last quarter of the honey drawn off will be 
poorer than the rest, and should be used for 
feeding, cooking, Ac., or sold as second quality 
at a lower price.

Section honey next month.

1 ‘tSThe 'HTpiary,
x . --‘yS

1Fowls during moulting season require more 
warm and more generous diet during this time 
of drain upon the system.

Honey.
BT G. B. JONES.

Extracted Honey is obtained by means of 
a honey extractor. The combs from which it 
is to be taken are uncapped and placed into 
this machine, which, when operated, separates 
the honey from the comb by centrifugal force. 
The honey is then drawn off through a faucet, 
and the comb returned to the bees or not, as 
considered best.

Extracting should begin as soon as the brood 
chamber becomes clogged with honey suffi
ciently to prevent the queen laying to her full 
capacity, and repeated as often as, but no 
oftener, than is necessary to keep the brood 
chamber open to the queen. The one-story 
hive has less room than a two-story one for the 
accumulation of honey, and so must be oftener 
treated (which is a serious objection to it), and 
for its manipulation for extracted honey no 
better rule than the above can be given here. 
But if we use the two-story hive, then we can 
regulate our time for extracting so as to pro- 
'cure the best results, as follows Until the 
clover has begun to yield plentifully the bees 
should be kept confined to the lower story, as 
directed last month, and this should be kept 
freed from honey, except a little (say an inch) 
aloijg the top box of each frame. As soon, 
however, as the clover harvest is well in, the 
upper story should be put on. It should con
tain two or three cards of hatching brood from 
below, whose places should be filled by nice 
clean combs, or full sheets of foundation. A 
division board must be placed on each side of 
these combs, and a quilt upon them ; also a 
quilt over each set of uncovered combs of the 
brood chamber. The bees will follow the 

; brood, and as fast as it hitches out will fill its 
place with honey, while the queen will fill the 
new combs below with eggs. By the time 
these upper story combs are nearly full of 
honey, some empty ones (or full sheets of 
foundation) should be interspaced with them, 
and every drop of honey extracted from the 
brood chamber. When these last combs are 
nearly filled, take another card of hatching 
brood from below, and in its place put an 
empty comb or full sheet of foundation. Put 
the card of brood into the upper storj, and as 
many combs or full sheets of foundation as are 
required to make up its full complefnent. By 
this system of manipulation the bees have not 
only been given storage room as they needed 
it, but have been gently coaxed to use it, and, 
at the same time, the queen has been supplied 
with empty brood combs, the best way to 
stimulate her to lay to her very utmost. By 
the time the last combs given them are filled, 
the first ones will be sealed over and ready to 
extract. This system also allows the honey 
time to ripen without in any way cramping 
the surplus department. When extracting, 
remove only the full combs which are at least 
half sealed over ; spread the others towards 
the sides of the upper story, and in the centre 
put empty combs. Tho partly filled ones will 
be ready to extract next, and so on. The 
combs taken from one hive, when empty, will 
do t replace the full ones of the next.
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Don’t keep too many fowls upon one place, 

and never attempt to keep a dozen varieties 
within the space that should be properly de
voted to only one kind.

Be sure that the ground floor in the poultry 
house is enough higher than the surrounding 
ground to keep it perfectly dry. Damp floors 
are very productive of disease.
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l shows for
For canker sores in the mouth, or any part 

of the head, make a solution of alum and 
water, that is, put in as much pulverized alum 
as the water will take up, and dip a feather in 
this and touch the cankered spots two or three 
times a day.

It is not necessary tp feed newly-hatched 
chickens for the first twenty-four hours after 
they are out of the shell. Just before hatching 
the remaining portion of the yolk in the shell 
is taken into the stomach of the young chick. 
The chick is formed from the white of the egg, 
the yolk being its rations, so the young brood 
need no feeding for some time. When they 
are strong enough to move about nimbly, then 
they are old enough to feed. Crumbs of stale 
bread soaked in milk are good for the first feed.
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Packing Eggs for Winter Use.
As the price of eggs is usually low at this 

season, a large number may be packed and 
stowed away until prices become higher, says 
the Farm and Garden. It is not necessary to 
keep eggs six months, though they may be kept 
a year with care. Prices fluctuate very much, 
and three months make quite a difference. 
Opinions differ as to which is the best method 
of preserving eggs. The usual practice is to 
pack the eggs in salt, not allowing them to 
touch each other, filling the spaces well with 
the salt. Boxes should be used, and the small 
sizes are best. The eggs are placed on end in 
the salt, and when the boxes are full, the tops 
are screwed on tightly. The secret of success 
is to turn the eggs at least three times a week, 
which is done by turning the boxes upside 
down. The difficulty with preserved eggs is 
that the contents, if the eggs remain in one 
position, settle and adhere to the shells. This 
cannot be avoided whatever the method or pro
cess may be, but if they are packed in boxes, 
and the boxes frequently turned, as mentioned, 
the difficulty will be greatly lessened. In 
addition to salt as a packing, coal ashes, plas
ter, well-dried oats or corn, and even dust may 
be'used, but salt is best. Dry processes are 
more convenient than the liquid methods, and 
the later, they "are preserved the better. The 
chief point to ' be observed, however, is to fre
quently turn the eggs, and to keep the boxes in 
a cool place. ]

The Canada thistle perpetuates itself chiefly 
by means of root stalks, which are full of dor
mant buds, and hence any piece an inch long 
will send up a stalk. A single plant in an ordin
arily cultivated field will soon spread all over it 
by means of the roots.

The following tabular statement issued by 
the U. S. Department of Agriculture, exhibits 
by sections the cash rates without board, show
ing the gradual decline of inflated values of the 
speculative period, the undue depression of the 
era of the panic and the ultimate recovery in 
1882, with the changes indicated by the present 
returns of May 1st, 1885:

.ce.
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1885 1882 1879 1866.
Eastern Statie... .$25 30 $26 61 $20 21 $33 30 
Middle Stabs.... 23 19 22 24 19 69 30 07 
Southern S', ite ’... 14 27 15 30 13 81 16 00 
Western S atis... 22 26 23 63 20 38 28 91 

38 75 38 26 41 00 35 75

Section.
I

■A" wag having been informed that a certain 
cow produced 35 lbs of butter in a week, ex
claimed : “Lor, and what did the owner’s 
family do for butter all the rest of the year ?’’
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or wholly of potash, It will require less add to neutralise 
It than it composed largely or entirely of soda, and so on 
with the other alkalies named. The cheapest form in 
which sulphuric add can be obtained is sulphate of lime, 
commonly known as gypsum or land plaster. It contains 
SO to SO per cent, of sulphuric add, the balance being 
Hme and water. The add will unite with the potash, 
forming sulphate of potash, and with the soda, forming 
sulphate of soda. Of course it is impossible for us to say 
what quantities should be applied without knowing the 
percentage and nature of the alkali In your soil. However* 
yon may examine your soil In dry weather, and If you ob
serve a small quantity of alkali crust on the surface, you 
may apply 600 to 800 lbs. per acre ; but If the depodts are 
distinctly visible, you may apply 1000 to 1600 lbs. per 
acre. We explain this matter in detail as it Is of great 
importance to the settlers on your alkali plains. The 
vital question Is, Will it pay, at the present price of your 
land, to apply sulphuric add or plaster? Some agents 
are booming up these alkali lands, and have reported 
large yields. We should like to see this corroborated by 
the evidence of practical farmers. We hope, therefore, 
that you will write to us stating your experience on 
these lands with regard to their productive capacity and 
the products which they are adapted to raise. You would 
^■*> confer a great favor on us and our numerous readers 
by experimenting with regard to the effects of gypsum on 
your soil, and reporting the results to us, keeping also an 
account of the cost, and of the yield compared with that 
of plots on which no gypsum has been applied. In any 
case you will require these experiments for your 
benefit]

Sir,—Your opinion on the following questions will be 
thankfully received 1. Has blue stone any injurious 
effect on wheat, or any kind of grain, so as to run it out 
If used two or three years in succession? Some farmers 
around here say it makes the grain ripen too quick, and 
therefore runs it out 2. I had two sows that had 21 pigs, 
and all I could save was 8 ; yeu could hear them breathe 
dear across the pen, and they died in two or three days : 
they were all right on their legs. Can you tell me What 
is the matter with them? Would too dose breeding have 
the effect? They have been bred so a good deal. S. I 
lost a valuable cow the other day ; she had a hard time 
calving, but seemed all right for two or three days, and 
was taken sick all at once ; she would not eat, but would 
lie down nearly all the time, and try to get on her back 
as much as she could. I had a veterinary surgeon out to 
see her ; he thought there was not much wrong with her ; 
„he died that night. I opened her the next morning and 
found the compartment of the intestines full of bloody 
matter—two or three pail fulls ; the web that covers the 
large stomach was very black, and the stomach itself was 
all bloodshot. What was the matter, and could there 
have been any help for her? How did the matter get

J. E.R.
[1. If used in moderate quantities, blue stone will not 

injure the staying properties of grain. Read our article 
on “ Rust and Smut." 2. We have often seen this con
dition produced by too high feeding, especially on fatty 
foods, too little exercise, and too much confinement in 
close quarters. Close breeding, if carried to great ex
cess, may in some Instances weaken the constitution, 
making it more liable to disease, but it would not pro
duce any special symptoms. 3. In calving she strained too 
much and burst a blood vessel, and died from inflamma
tion of the bowels, which caused the blackness on the 
lining of the stomach. The watery matter was the 
serum of the blood, which formed when the blood coagu
lated. You could not have helped her unless you had 
caught her straining and had assisted her in calving. 
Even then assistance may be of no avail, if the calf is 
wrongly presented.]

and consumed or marketed whenever required. Another 
plan is to wash the butter thoroughly (in clean wa eror 
brine) while it is in the granular state, then placing the 
small partiales of butter into muslin sacks, and keeping 
them immersed in brine, as before. But if the highest 
quality of butter is desired, and is required to he kept for 
a considerable time, then the granular butter may be 
preserved In fruit jars or other air-tight vessels, first 
filling them with brine, taking precaution that the vessels 
are full of the fluid so that all the air will escape. The 
jars are then sealed tight. It need never be feared that 
the brine is too strong; for none of it will be absorbed 
by the butter. In all cases the vessels should be kept In e 
a cool place.]

Sir,—The question of fruit tree planting is a serious 
one to the farmer, and cannot be too profoundly con
sidered. Apart from the partial non-euoceee which fol
lows the efforts of every one in planting fruit trees from 
a variety of causes, there is the aggravating result which 
is only discovered after years of care of trees which have 
thriven, to find that they are not true to name. 
Thousands of dollars have been worst than wasted on 
■ mot, common stock, purchased from rascally tree ped- 
ars. A few years ago an agent representing an American 

nursery canvassed this section of country, exhibiting hie 
volume of beautifully got-up engravings. Gorgeous 
strawberries, hrobdlgnagian pears and peaches, mammoth 
apples. Impossible grapes, and other tremendous demon
strations of Yankee ingenuity and skill, were depicted In 
grand style. The fellow did a large business, and when 
delivery time came he was informed by the Company, at 
headquarters, that many orders could not be filled. The 
enterprising agent was not daunted at this, but went to a 
nursery in Paris and bought up several hundred trees— 

own name and qualitv counted for nothing—he labelled them 
on the spot to suit his orders, and our farmers received 
their trees in due time, and paid more than treble what 
they oou’d have bought them for from a man on whom 
they could rely, and who would have named them 
honestly and correctly. The moral is that no one should 
purchase fruit trees from people of whose character they 
know nothing.

Paris, Ont.
[There are far too many unprincipled agents allowed to 

travel. The principles of some firms, although doing a 
large business, are not so honorable as they might be ; 
but all the dishonor should not be laid to the cha-ge of 
the Americans, as some of our Canadian nurserymen and 
their agents are equally unscrupulous.]

s(SorrespondeTTce.
Nones io ConassroRDRsm—1. Please write on one 

ride of the paper only. S. Give full name, Post-Office 
and Province, not neooeesarily for publication, but as 
guarantee of good faith and to enable ua to answer by 
mail when, for any reason, that course seems desirable. 
If an answer is specially requested by mail, a stamp must 
be enclosed. Unless of general interest, no questions will 
be answered through the Advocate, as our space is very 
limited. S. Do not expect anonymous communications 
to be noticed. 4. Matter for publication should be 
marked “Printers’ MS." on the cover, the ends being 
open, in which 
ounces.
muntoations to be noticed. 6. No questions will be 
answered except those pertaining purely to agriculture 
or agricultural matters.

Voluntary correspondence containing useful and season
able information solicited, and If suitable, will be liberally 
paid for. No notice taken of anonymous correspond
ence. We do not return rejected communications.

Correspondents wanting reliable information relating 
to diseases of stock must not only give the symptoms as 
fully as possible, but also how the animal has been fed and 
otherwise treated or managed. In case of suspicion of 
hereditary diseases, it is necessary also to state whether 
or not the ancestors of the affected animal have had the 
disease or any predisposition toit.

In asking questions relating to manures, It is necessary 
to describe the nature of the soil on which the intended 
manures are to be applied; also the nature of the crop.

Wo do not hold ourtelve* responsible for the view of 
correspondents.

the postage will only be lo. per 4 
6. Non-subscribers should not expect their com-

;
Canadian.

ISir,—Being an old subscriber, I thought that you would 
do me a kindness by letting me know if there can be any 
cure for the string halt, as I have a nice young horse, 
three years old,which got a touch of the string halt about 
six weeks ago, and is getting no better. About six weeks 
ago he got either sprained in the back or inflammation in 
the kidneys, but he got entirely well of that. Is it your 
opinion that he will outgrow it, as I don’t work him?

Enniskillen, Ont. H. S.
[String halt Is incurable ; but the complaint may be 

of the muscles (and not string halt, which is a

8
rs
M

Sir,—1. I wish to seed with orchard grass and alsike 
clover. Should I sow the orchard grass in the fall, and 
harrow it in with the wheat ; then sow the clover in the 
spring and harrow it without injuring the orchard grass ? 
2. Can I sow lucerne with fall wheat in the same way as 
other clovers? 3. Will it do to plant pears in with apples 
to be cultivated, or should they be planted separately?

Luton P. O,, Ont. A. S.

üervous disease), in which case' the animal may get weU. 

Turn him out to pasture, apply warm water fomenta
tions, and rub some stimulating liniment inside of the 
thigh and leg once a day. Also give night and morning 
for a week, 1 drachm nitrate of potash, and 1 drachm 
pulverized nux vomica in bran mash.]

there?
Rounthwaitk. [1. Orchard grass is strong rooted,and, If sown with the 

fall wheat, may be safely harrowed in the spring with the 
alsike, providing the soil is not very light and the harrow 
not very heavy. 2. More depends upon the soil and sea
son than upon time and manner of sowing. Lucerne has 
strong vitality and may be sown in spring or fall with 
good chance of success ; but when clovers are sown by 
themselves they are usually sown in spring. 3. All de 
pends upon the location and the varieties. If a saving of 
space is your object, it will not do to plant trees which 
may be set 15 or 20 feet apart with others which shou d be 
set 35 or 40 feet apart, as you could not get them in rows. 
You must judge this by a knowledge of the growing 
habits of the varieties which you desire to purchase. If 
your orchard land slopes say to the south, then the larger 
growing and hardier varieties should be placed on the 
high elevation so as to protect the weaker. Orchards in 
an exposed position should be sheltered on the north and 
west by wind-breaks of trees adapted to the soil, in which 
case the pear trees, or any tender varieties of apples 
should be set along the sides of the breaks so as to be 
most benefited by their protection. Another objection 
to planting apple and pear trees together is that the 
latter require a stiff clay soil, while the former do best in 
a loam. Peaches may be planted between the rows of a 
young apple orchard, as they will die out by the time the 
apple trees begin to bear.]

Sir —I have a oolt four days old. When foaled it was 
weak at the fetlocks on front legs. It knocked the 
akin or at least the hair off the knuckle joint, by walking 
around on the joints. WiU that be a permanent callus, 
or will the hair grow again without something applied, 
and what will do, if required ? i- E. G-

Dutton.
[Apply an astringent wash of alum or oak bark on the 

part. If the foal continues to knuckle over, take a stiff 
piece of leather cut to fit around the leg from the fetlock 
to near the knee, and lace it behind, not making it tight 
enough to stop the circulation of the blood, 
splint or piece of stiff wood and tack it on the leather 
along its whole length, putting a pad between the leather 
and the leg so as to prevent chafing. The hair will grow 
all right,]

Sir,—Can any of your readers advise me of a 
that will counteract alkali such as is found in Manitoba ? 
How would sulphate of ammonia do? The land is, ac
cording to “ parlance” of Canadians here, termed “cold." 
The land I allude to is low lying, easily worked, and level 
as a billiard table.

Mkuta, Manitoba, 
i [Sulphate of ammonia would neutralize the alkaline

condition of your land, but it would be very wasteful 
and expensive, for the ammonia, the most valuable and 
expensive part of the mixture, would be liberated in the 
form of gas. Your object is to make your soil neutral ; 
that is, being too alkaline, it will require the application 
of an acid to neutralize it, which means that the soil 
will become neither acid nor alkaline, this being the 
proper condition of all soils. In your alkali lands there 
are potash and soda deposits, and it will therefore be in
teresting for you to know the affinity which sulphuric 
acid has for the different alkalies, so that you may be 
guided by the quantities to be used. Taking 1000 as a 
standard, the affinity of sulphuric acid for potash is 894 ; 
for soda, 886 ; for ammonia, 80S ; for lime, 868. You 
will now see that if the alkali of your soil consists largely

Then take a

manure
Sir.__i. will you kindly tell me the reason of the fol

lowing in your next issue ? I have 4 cows; the milk from 
2 is very frothy, and so is the cream, when set, and thin ; 
and the milk from the other 2 is not in the least frothy, 
and the cream is beautiful and rich; they all feed to
gether. 2. Will you also tell me how to keep butter, 
made now, till the fall or winter ?

Winnipeg. d-
[1. From the information you give we cannot state 

whether the frothiness is a natural or an unnatural con
dition. There is a great difference in the breeds, as well 
as in the feeding and management, in this respect ; also 
in individuals of the same breed. Try a change of food 
There may be nothing the matter with the cows. 2. 
There are several good plaus for preserving butter, de
pending upon the quantity and quality and the tastes of 
the customers. The simplest, cleanest, and neatest way 
is to make it into pound rolls, or larger for large custom
ers, wrapping them neatly in clean muslin cloths ; then 
take any convenient vessel and partly fill it with brine, 
into which the rolls are immersed, putting on a weight 
to keep them from floating. The rolls may be taken out

R. S. G.

;

Sir,—I would like to ask your opinion about ensilage. 
Do you think it would pay me to build a silo ? Does it 
make wholesome milk ? A. M.

Clinton, Ont. s
[The silo business is attended with considerable risk, as 

the ensilage in some cases may be tolerably fit for food f 
fed in small quantities, while in others it is unfit for use. 
No perfect mode of perservation has yet been discovered. 
It is a “boom” which we would advise you to avoids at 
present. It injuriously affects the milk. Read our arti
cles on Ensilage, pages 200 and 204. ]
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‘xShy -Sbousehold. In Summer, Remember
1. That infectious diseases generally are due 

to filth in some form—meet of them directly to 
divers kinds of microscopic plants (bacteria), 
which gain entrance into the s; 
the lungs or the stomach. Invading the won
derful laboratories of life,—the infinitesimal 
cells,—they disorganise these just as the yeast- 
plants, multiplying to countless millions, dis
organize every particle of the dough—or would 
do so, it not themselves killed by the heat of 
the oven.

2. Remember that the best preservative 
against them is high health, which either di
gests them in the stomach, or repels them from 
gaining a foothold, and eliminates them from 
the system.

3. Remember that the next best preservative 
against infectious diseases is a free and strong 
circulation of pure air through the house from 
cellar to attic. The danger is when large num
bers of bacteria gain admittance. There is 
slight probability that a foothold will be gained 
by these invaders when their numbers are

r or
the
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Home Influence in the Training 
Children.

BT L. N. REED.

I shall make no pretence of showing you

est
tor

throughbe
tot
nb
!he

:hat children ; but will give you some of 
thoughts on the subject.

»ed I
I In e

way he should go, and when he is old ] 
not depart from it. But just what that 
he has failed to make plain to us. And

ins
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ought to go, and when they are old they have 
departed from it. He speaks also of sparing 
the rod and spoiling the child. Now I believe 
there are more children spoiled by the frequent, 
or daily use of the rod, than were ever from the 
sparing of it.

The use of the rod might have been justifi
able in Solomon’s case, for if he had children 
according to the number of wives—which were 
seven hundred—he must have felt obliged to 
use harsh measures to keep them in subjection.
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ied 4. Remember that in our cities and large

towns the sewers, constantly receiving the ex
creta of the "sick, are never free from infectious 
bacteria ; that these readily pass up into dwel
lings through every open connecting pipe; and 
that these pipes should be kept closed when 
not in use ; and that they should, in no case 
enter a sleeping room, but only into a well-ven
tilated water-closet. *

5. Remember that, in the country, wells are 
dangerous when they are within one hundred

hat
om

aid
hey the fathers upon the children, we shall compre

hend more clearly our relation to them, and 
feel a greater responsibility in training our 
children in a proper way than most of us do 
now. We shall not then use modes and means 
that will cause a predominance of the selfish 
and animal propensities, but will hasten with 
unceasing care to cultivate their moral and in
tellectual development ; knowing that if we in
still into their minds a love of all that is good 
and pure, intellectual and refined, the germ 
has been planted that will develop into the 
noblest type of manhood and womanhood this 
earth can produce.

The question now is : How shall we, in our 
humble way, and limited circumstances, find 
means for the qualification of this higher de
velopment, this culture and refinement for 
which we have so much need ? I would say, 
first, by every means at our command we 
should try to perfect those virtues and traits of 
character in ourselves which we would like to 
have developed in our children; knowing, by the 
immutable laws of nature from which there 
is no escape, that if we indulge ourselves in the 
use of vulgar language and brutal passions, or 
any of the low vices of the age, letting the ani
mal gain ascendancy over higher faculties in 
our natures, the sin will be visited upon our 
children, and upon our children’s children, even 
to the third and fourth generation.

There are many ways of training children in 
the way of the good and the beautiful, the edu
cated and refined, that are inexpensive and 
within the means of all. We can teach them 
honesty and truthfulness; a reverence for old 
age, and a sympathy for the infirm and afflicted 
of body and mind; habits of industry and fru
gality, respect for their parents, and a respect 
for themselves that will prevent them from in
dulging in any of the vices and dissipations that 
allure so many of our young men and women to 
swift destruction. We can teach them refine
ment, by surrounding them with objects and 
influences that will act as educators in that di
rection. In no way can this influence be brought
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feet of a privy or cesspool.
6. Remember that while boiling may pur

ify infected water, mere filtering never renders

ike
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■? 7. That all water-closets; cesspools, etc.B.

.31
a good and cheap disinfeo-the

the
row 8. That a deodorizer is not necessarily a die- 

fectant. We may kill a bad smell, and not9ea-
hae
nth
by No Home.

There are thousands who know nothing of 
le blessed influences of a comfortable home, 
erely from the want of thrift or from dissl- 
ited habits. Youth was spent in frivolous 
nusements and demoralizing associations, 
aving them at middle age, when the Intel- 
ctual and the physical man should be in his 
eatest vigor, enervated and without one 
udable ambition. Friends long since lost, 
nfidence gone, and nothing to look to in old 
;e but a mere toleration in the community 
here they should be ornaments. No home to
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life, no write to cheer them in their despond - 
cy, no children to amuse them, and no virtu- 
s household to give zest to the joys of life. 
1 is blank, and there is no hope or succor ex- 
pt that which is given out by the hands of 
iblic or private charities.
When the family of an industrious and sober 
tizen gather around a cheerful fire of a wintry 
,y, the homeless man is seeking shelter in the 
ttion-house, or begging for a night’s rest in 
e outbuilding of one who started in life at 

time, with no greater advantages ; 
nesty and industry built up that house, 
dissipation destroyed the other.

the
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to bear upon them more directly, than in an 
atmosphere of refinement invading our homes. 
This atmosphere should not be confined to the 
interior of our homes, but the surroundings 
should be made to show clearly to every 
stranger who passes the door, if true refine
ment dwells within.

And in nearly every instance the opinion 
formed from surroundings of houses, in regard 
to the interior, will be a correct one. I say in 
nearly every instance, because in some cases it 
would not be correct. The wife and daughters 
may possess ever so fine a taste and love for 
beautiful trees, shrubs and flowers, when they 
cannot have it gratified without aid from the 
husband and sons. And if the preparation of 
the ground is left to a Woman, and that woman 
an over-tasked farmer’s wife, there will quite 
likely be no large display of flowers ; for it is 
nearly impossible for a farmer’s wife, with a 
family and dairy on her hands, to cultivate a 
flower garden, or have any great variety of 
flowers, even though she have the strength, and 
ever so great a love for them.

But a certain amount of good taste ought to 
be displayed in the home where we expect to 
train up our children. If we can’t have a 
flower garden we can plant a rose bush in a jar, 
and set it in our window; and if we have not 
the fairest flowers of the garden from which to 
fill our vases—though we should not have even 
the vases—we can send the children to cull the
violets and clover blossoms and place them on 
our tables in cracked tumblers. If we cannot 
afford oil paintings, or chromos framed in rose
wood or gilt, we nan take steel engravings and 
set them in home-made frames of cone or 
leather; or take wood cuts and encircle them 
with a wreath of autumn leaves or evergreen, 
and place them on our walls as educators of taste 
and beauty.

Every farm-house should have a well-filled 
library of interesting and instructive books, 
and a bountiful supply of newspaper and mag
azine literature, so that our children, though 
somewhat isolated in country homes, may yet 
gain access to, and hold converse with, the 
greatest minds the world has ever known. I 
am inclined to believe that the reading fur
nished by parents for their children, exerts a 
greater influence in the formation of their char
acters, than all other influences combined. 
And I am strengthened in this belief when I 
read the biographies of some of our most noted 
men and women whose whole education was 
rained almost entirely by reading books se
lected from public and private libraries, and 
newspapers and magazines furnished them at 
home.

All that is necessary to keep flowers fresh, 
says the Budget, is to keep them moist and 
cooL Instead of dipping flowers in water, they 
should simply be wrapped up in a wet news
paper, which will keep them fresher over night, 
A wet towel or napkin is too heavy, and will 
crush the blooms too much ; besides it would 
allow the moisture to evaporate too easily. 
Boston florists pack rosebuds in wet paper, and 
send them as far west as Chicago, or even St. 
Louis, where they are taken out even fresher 
than when they came off the bush.

A young man sent twelve stamps to an adver
tiser to learn “ how to make money fast,” and 
was advised in reply to glue a five dollar bill to 
the bottom of hie trunk.

8
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how the newspapers will put the case : A weak 
man, lame of one foot, is seen to depart in the 
darkness, with a muscular and bony female—I am 
bony, I don’t deny it’—and this man is never seen again 
alive. But in the morning the audacious murderess re
turns to Saltash, towing the body of her victim, attached 
by her scarf and pocket handkerchief to the boat, and 
tells the incredible tale that the man has drowned him
self. Her story is that he deliberately flung himself 
from the boat, and went on foot through the river; and 
she affirms she never saw him again, till his dead faoe 
bobbed up before her eyes at six this morning. We leave 
this incredible statement to the comments of our readers. 
For ourselves, we assert that no man would quit a boat 
to walk up a river, and no lady, worthy of the name, 
would remain in an open boat all night. No 1 this female 
ruffian has murdered that poor, lame, harmless man; and 
in the name of Man we demand justice !”

This was the sort of paragraph that would appear 
I felt myself get damp as I thought of it 

At this instant a faint voice reached me, gradually de
veloping into frantic cries of—

“Hoy 1 hoy 1 boat there !”
-Boat there !" I said to myself. “Of course the boat is 

here; and it’s tipping more and more, too.”
“Boat! Hoy, ma’am ! Boat!”
It was impossible for me to condescend to make anv re- 

ply to this nonsense. But the cries only grew more fran
tic from my silence. ..................

“Boat ! hoy ! Holler, ma’am ! holler !
“Hollow !” I observed. “It’s my private opinion the 

boat won’t be hollow much longer, for if she tips a little 
more she’ll fill.” ,. „ . ...

“Holler, ma’am ! I can’t see nothing ! I can t find the 
boat ! Holler for maroy’s sake !”

O, I understand the matter now ! The poor man had 
lost the boat in the darkness, and had been floundering 
up and down the river all this time in search of it. Of 
course I “hollered” immediately, only I didnt quite 
know how to do it.

“Ah ! Ah 1 Ah 1 O !” I said very genteelly.
“Holler, ma’am ! holler ! I’m getting the cramps !
Upon this I stood up-tbe boat tipped dreadfully—and 

cried out, more genteelly, “O ! O ! 0 ! Ah !”
“Boat there ! I’m most done. Holler ! or can’t you

show something white 1” .......................„ „ . ..
Good ht avens ! show something white 1 Was the horrid 

man mad î Ah, I would wave my handkerchief.
This was getting exciting and romai.tio. I would do a 

noble deed; I would wave my handkerchief, and save the 
man’s life.

I waved it
A great splash— a floundering—a garp-^a bubbling— 

then a choked voice, desperate,
“Boat ! boat ! Holler;—for life’s rake, holler !
I dropped my handkerchief, I dropped my gentility, 

and I “hollered,” ay, and like a boatswain, too.
I did more. I showed something white. The man’s 

life was at stake, and mine—for if he drowned I should 
hang. My petticoat was of dimity, ironed and starched 
that morning; it glistened, it gleamed like a beacon ; the 
drowning man saw it—he had not the slightest idea in 
the world what it was—and made for the boat. When he 
reached it, gasping and trembling, I was a modest mass 
of dark drapery—not a ray of white about me. And he 
positively was not grateful ; but then I confess he asked 
no questions. Thus do woman’s noblest sacrifices ever 
remain unseen, unappreciated by man.

Unconscious of my devoted act, this man sat down, 
wet as a shag, and blowing like a porpoise, not uttering 
a word of thanks. His first sentence was even a re
proach :

“Why didn’t you holler before, ma’am? I’ve come 
near bein’ drowned.” te ,

“My good man, I did holla,” I answered with dignified 
calm. “Now why don’t you get the boat off at once ?”

“Because I can’t, ma’am. And if I could, there’s no 
water to float her higher up.”

“The fact is, you don’t know the channel,” said I se-

“Couldn’t find it in the dark, ma’am. And if I could, 
man’s strength wouldn’t shove the boat into it off 

this mud.”
“Then what’s to be done?” I asked with a little 

scream, as the boat went right over on her side, nearly 
tilting me over into the man’s lap.

“We can t do nothing but sit here till five o’clock to- 
morning ; by that time I reckon the tide’ll get

and after a goodleh drive reached the rail, by which I 
made my way to Saltaeh-a little town where the women 
row about in boats stronger than men, and the streets 
are so steep you want to run down by yourself, like a 
wheelbarrow ; or if you are going up, you feel Uke a pole

EPISODE In the life of miss -A-Jftft-ASSM!

TABITHA TBBNOODLE. nobody ever calls Albert, leave alone Royal. but simple
1 Saltash Bridge—and quite enough too, I think.

» ‘ '"tot tom ttni<2m^d^ys taro out”rosîti5^ I he^mtoe Dertm^ ride'^thi'Sma^ rodti romree

Bsswiasiaraffissii^s ■
cjss’a.'jsss.jfc w «a »•
erring out “Shame ! shame !" Poor Mrs. Squeamish I trains, 
tainted, and name to Just as twenty voices were shouting,
« she’s drunk, too,—dead drunk ! Bundle her out !
Upon which she fainted again, and was “bundled out” 
with ignominy, and her dress quite spoilt, beeidesher 
chignon pulled down and left behind on the seat. Then 
toe pit gotitTand stuck it on a stick, and went .round | wall 
■aHng toe boxes would they buy it, or own it. Mrs.
Squeamish left. She has never been seen in that town 
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______________.,3assa!SïïrjsBrsîiflr4ss
I And yet respectable people are to drown or stay in Corn- 

„„„ for ever Dear me !” I said, working myself up a 
bit, “anyone would think a Cornishman was to have his 
head cut off if he went into Devonshire, just as he bad m

s^sSasssasss
rL Rnm^frh’J6 and faced it out I way. I’m going to Tavytree.” . m . von

“There s no conveyance to be had here, ma am , you 
‘ - rt and taken a fl” ”

,ii no oonse- , and

!

:•

l
then,” I answered, 

out of my
Sventare^toan^ Mrik SquemnUh’^ and faced it out

rw-reafved Slat thev ootidreeson or chop logic—whatever have no objection to let me over the bridge. You dont“E’SaSÆfe! Tf! "ÜœriSÏIStt..»»
-n VSZJt'&SÏÏS SSSiï.SMm.’AfuI to^MstiUtook upon i^somebaly says ferry-boat, which crosses every half-hour, you can go by

riZ,herein/ scratchy *drawings^like^toefee ^b^dKtet^ol^Ü^^tos^W^ Wl 

SS«Ætoout the*compass, tod capital letters clause in the Act, ma’am, to protect the interests of ferry

^Sinoe that is the case!” said I, highly indignant,

EsvEBrM' tss'SSr.MÆïïr.'s.iiï.17 “^SgaS£55SSü5.ts Æa'ssssswas'fft:
s* 1“Si^r»d“Sti1 Es

‘ho^veprefedsSic having a man with oie, a,te? all. Ill close with this 

M'nVto’e^oou™8 dûgmetri“nyt(îhgorrat°frem Storied immediately. I was quite calm andI tran- 
MZ^d^n’t^nTnlTfofts^ ST^us" Sept to to/w?, weh^^auMultime^The wat«

know nothings with no brains worth I was smooth as crystal; and though the night was dark, 
^clng Atal. events I’ve’convinced myself, and £*» ^ng° gçü

“niveTu SHhe worid, down in Cornwall; but my certainly didwish the days.were a bit longer,-or even a
LTto^g^^Mtb:ren,sznuit ^

èSxSSiiS ISkwkm
breRk -■LhiLtE. ll^notiîdthôut nèigGrs there’s I hands, and pretend you can drive better than he, be- 
î°l£i!thoSeon the sea side ^vhich can^be reached in I cause the chances are you can t. Acting up to my motto, 
a UgMhojite on the sea Mae, wnurn « . an is. I did not suppose that I could row, or understand the
?” s Station on it whereon residethree I tide better than the boatman. It was darker than I
mS2 XbT ney £2°toel? to chS” liked ; but he said nothing and I said nothing, till at last 
j .t-ki. .4 4ko ships going up and down Channel I the boat bumbed a bit and t hen stopped. 
p^Æ t^ to5!-wh^CsVLXhe ^ng.»nd “Why don't you go on r 1 said very evilly. 

f« Hi can make out with my telescope,- “We are stuck, ma am.
placeda wom^n Ke^t’ustoee^; “Kemud, ma'am ; and the tide is running down

wnOmr^idrif?1* A^hen t^e'menlhly provisiomtoat’oame ttta running fast it may take the boat with it, I

MdWe/sŒ^l ÏÏÏ5SSMÎ hM re“Mokre,ïke,y to leave her high and dry, 

her on the island; as she tyrannised over them to that ways, unless I can push her off. _ 
exent that they never knew what to eat, drink, think, or I Th?n Puth her by R" means.
fîoM mooh less sleen “In fact ” said the eldest man of I Having a man with me, of course I did not feel In the 
avoid, much leœ sl _ P-_ neither sense shape, re- I least alarmed, but I was certainly a little shocked when

œm^dte6rnher8inCC W6 ^“^"ctohere^ertoe^

3e8m'^Æ±rn^nttrheîthWeirCked tWi"kle 'n is rather deep this

^s*to «I ^iîeare no Ôpo hL seen her since ; at all side, that’s all. I'll find the channel, and get this boat m

hV.«1ii?S rttoe‘ MUyhMe^°ÔrULtLtyiVv™edriikrd Off he went, taking soundings on his way with a pole.
hal5. r rr anv venti^an in chambers knows a It was so dark by this time, that he had not taken

Without sense shape recollection, or I three steps before he became invisible. At first I heard 
^smell may be he'll have the kindness to send me inform- I a good deal of floundering, hut at last that died away in 

thrninrh the editor Mv kindly neigh- I the distance, and all was quiet, i- if teen minutes went îti0n^h« !^nd n I am^t beglad tohear of it. by, and the boat got rather one-sided, with a queer in- 
The^are to^ ^ nidured to owé the woman a grudge. clination to tip over. Still I was placid; nothing can go 
T*Mv nOierneighboursare a few fishermen and their wrong when an unprotected femaje has a man to take 

My other neignDours are Dar80n an(j his wife, care of her. Nevertheless, when half an hour slipped on,
Th£ w®toT^weve?>l howling maniac-throughloneli- and there was not a tound to break the stillness, and no 
ness, he save which is nonsense. You perceive, there- I signs of the man, I grew nervous.

i L^very agreeably placed with regard to locality “It may be pleasant to have a man with one, but Igadd°ngahoutfif'or°atchange. n<IIo»w?r,^ when ^ coùsfn I said to m°y8elf1tt“1e8peclany !f this drowne^man g«?s'tiob-

“'‘rlinretot ve” pre^ng ' re80lVed‘° °bHgC {’mMhere^n^1if'he'd ’̂tret^' And™

hV atartedh in a kitterren”a Covered cart or van), | morning, when his corpse goes floating by, I shall have
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‘ What ! sit here in this stick-in-the-mud boat all night 
with you ?” I shrieked—“that’s impossible.’”

Good gracious, I thought, here’s a position for an un
protected female ! sitting up till five in the morning, in 
pitch darkness, up a lonely creek, with a boatman. O, 
this is nice, this is respectable ! —this is having a man 
take care of one, this is ! I had better have let the crea
ture drown himielf.

“If you won’t sit here till high tide, what’ll you do, 
ma’am ?” asked the man.

“What will I do? I’ll wade the river,” I answered.
“You will, ma’am !” he cried. “Well, I must say you 

arc a

ma’am ;* least-
Î

!|l
i t

!
!

8

i ;
IF Eent forwards to me, and shook the wet of himself 

upon my tea-green silk. I held myself very stiff in order 
to let him see that I wanted no admiration.

“Now my good man,” I said “let us start,” at the same 
time I prepared myself to show boldly my white dimity, 
my scarlet stockings, and balmoral boots.

“La bless you, ma’am, you can’t wade yet ; you must 
wait an hour at least; the tide isn’t low enough, you d be 
drowned now.”

“ Very well, I’ll wait an hour.”
I said this with the composure of a mart)' r.

(Concluded next month.)
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may be painted a spray of flowers. Japanese I and a oool temperature, from 60 to 65 degrees, 
chintz is very popular for portiers between an | and do better in a room away from a direct 
alcove and bed-room. %fire.My Dear Nibcbs.—We are very much___

prised and disappointed at the great decrease I ^ , . I T. R—Certainly.
in the number of competitors in this very I f,, . . . A vel7 stylish and grace- I Mrs. Joseph M.—You can finish your oraqr
needful and excellent art, plain needlework l ®lgn Mtt?« r00m or bedroom curtains patch-work quilt around the edges with bor- 
No doubt the season of the year, when some I "Tf? ®"g“at®d m the New York art "o™8. der of Plush a finger and a half wide, and line 
are taking their holidays, and others have «Tl T'-r ful^lrect,»n8 «*> here for ««king a the quilt with old gold, blue, i*d,

the oldergirls would show as much, if not more, ^Ln^T "CT1 ! tW° yard" of Mth eP80m ialts Solved in hot water, and
interest in this as in the fancy work and essay’ Trf “ • * ? ? « chee8e cloth- aPP»«d with a brush while hot.
writing competitions ; but instead, there was lÎT*■ ^ ^ M" ^.-The tradition of the eleven
not one sampler sent in competition for the the top of B lnsertlon. across sand virgins is as foUows:—When Conan with
first prize. Just think of it, my friends, are cheese-cloth to get a piece whkhh^venly tT" th.oueand warriora founded ‘he kingdom 
you willing to let your younger sisters carry I WOTen M ? .. , a . y I of Annonça, or Bnttany, in the fourth century,
off the palm in such a thing as hand sewing ? I ^ uae^ inatead , . . , "" cn™ may I Dionatus, king of Cornwall, despatched Ursula,
Why this branch of industry is so much ignored but it ia . " tb’ Pr®ferred> I his daughter, with eleven thousand of the elite

b, «h.p™rot u . to ... tow», go, pitZ whtoh ZZlî'Z to b. th.b- 1™, Th.

In the second division (girls under fifteen I ing one yard of each. Cut each vard in four I * ™ " be“g C“t Mhore b7 a tempest
years), the prize sampler by Miss Gertie Rich- pieces, lengthwise. Each curtate has two of Mn0ng Jhe P,cta* “d declinin* their addressee, 
ardson, at the age of seven years and nine these pieces* the top, with ZZJZ oÎLc ^ barbaron8ly mnrdered' 

months, was remarkably well done, considering I between. One curtate only will be described I —Ybe “Salvation Army,” as it is
the years of the worker, and we hope that our Take one piece of each pattern of cretonne 8tylel1, waa ori«inated in London, in 1865, by a 
Uttle friend will be encouraged to persevere in stitch the lace insertion between them turn minÎ8ter who hdd open-air meetings and large 
this work until she attains that perfection down the edge about an inch of the one in- puMi° 8»therings for the purpose of converting 
which few reach or even attempt in this age— tended for the top of the curtate, and stitch th08e who attended no place of worship. They 
the chief faults in this division being that the cheese-cloth on the other piece’with a pud- fir8t made their aPPe»rance in this country 
the button holes were generally unevenly cut I ding-bag seam. Make a hem twelve inches I March 10’ 1880' when eight members of the 
and worked, and the hemming was not properly deep on the bottom of the curtain. The lace '‘army’’arrived in New York city among the 
done, being over seamed. Then the finishing for the curtain should be about four inches ' immi«ranta from London, 
off lacked care and attention ; the ruffles should wide. Lay the lace flat on the right side of* - AnM.
have been roUed and whipped and then sewed the curtain, an inch from the edge with r< , 8<uerlel1*
to the foundation, instead of leaving the rough straight edge of the lace toward the selvedce u *** °. ous^readera inform Lena Will 
edges- and the pointed edge turning backwjd 7^”our ^ flowe« have been cultivated

As I have already said, the prize of $1.00 in Stitch it on, fold down the hem on the *° *dvantage ? 
cash has been awarded to Miss Gertie E, Rich- wrong side, and catch it fast with the long
ardion, of Batteau, Simcoe Co., Ont. stitches. Out a V-shaped piece out of the lace w „ K«ClP«S.

A prize of the “Buckeye Cook Book” will be at the lower corner of the curtate seam the Rol“d Beefsteak.—This is a very good 
given for the best directions for making catsup lace together and sew it across the bottom of W*y 0f c°°king an inferior steak. Take a 
and pickles, the recipes to be the actual expert- the curtain.—(Ladies’ Guide to Fancy Work. 7. 8teak and P°und it, and spread with a
ments of the sender, and not simply copies from I ______ I dre88to8 suoh as is used for poultry. Begin
cookbooks. All communications must be n I Leaf Edging in Knitting.—Cast on 18 I at one end «“<* roI1 »t

Minnie May. I stitches.

sur

er olive

thou-

. “P neatly, tieing to keep
1.—Widen (which means thread I ? Tl “ a bakepan w,‘h « Utile 

over), knit 1, widen, knit 2, narrow twice, knit .Wr—tiv Th’
2, widen, narrow, widen, narrow, knit 1, E ' Thicken the gravy in the pan

1 with a little flour wet with cold water; then 
nicely, adding a little catsup. Cut the 

as you would a berry roll, slicing off the

by the 25th July.

Work Basket
Every alternate row seam across, slipping first 
stitch.Ornamental Fire-Place.—In summer when season 

meat 
ends neatly.

the fire-place is not in use, it can be made ex i 3.-Widen, knit 3, widen, knit 1

iz:: -• .
asachimney-board. Then remove the fender 5.-Widen, knit 5, widen, narrow twice I ^How T0 Boil Asparagus.-It should be cut 
and place in its stead a rustic one made of the widen, narrow, widen, narrow knit 1 ’ off exactly e<lual lengths, and boiled standing
knotty roots of trees which can be found in the 7,-Widen, knit 3, narrow,’ knit 2 widen "pWard8 in a de«P «aucepan. Nearly two
woods, and varnished ; inside this place a tin narrow, widen, narrow, widen, narrow, knit l’ ^ °f the heade ahould b« out of the water 
filled with pot plants m bloom ; then curtains -[Annie B. Stephen, Trout River A 0 One 7th® 8team 8ufficb« tocook them, as they form
of either lace, cloth or velvet may be looped ______ ' the tenderest part of the plant; while the hard

away at each side and finished at the top with Answers to Enquirers. ,8t6lky part 18 rendered «oftand succulent by thé
a drape to correspond. | / longer boiling which this nlan nermlf.

lief th'aTthtetee^is^to unlu"^^number^ °^°d0* tT6nty mInut«« allotted
A [decorative novelty consists of an ordi- Mflemble at uble ia a ancientyone L J ” honZOntally’ whioh half-

nary school slate with a pretty painting upon eaidto have taken its origin from the Paschal ^ °;er cook8 the head, <«-
it. The wooden frame is gilded or ebonised Supper) aa Judas laeariot was the thirteenth ZTv . lt8jjav0r consistence, a period of 
and a gilded slate pencil fastened to the top I „uegt I thirty or forty minutes on the plan reoom-
by a bow of bright ribbon. Very pretty table May S. and Lena are thanked for sending ^ÏL ’̂lw “ ""In fuUy * third more ot the 
screens are also made by joining three slates to- Words of “My Heart’s My Ain” for E P A ^ t f ï’’ Wh ® th® head wtU Properly 
get! er with small hinges, and then decorating. | SualE._In order to have nice> thrifty geran. I °° ®d by th® 8team «lone.-[The Caterer.

lums that will bloom all winter, small plants I Boiled Lettuce.—This is a delicious v 
A pretty tray rack is made by gilding an ahould be started the last of June, and kept table, resembling asparagus or seakale T g®"

ordinary rolling pin and suspending it by rib- growing all summer, the pots sunk in the gar- not quite like either Lettuces ma hi • ,
bona tied on each handle and brought together den, the ends of the branches kept pinched to boiled and eaten like other greens b tlL*™^

at the center with a large bow. Six hooks are make them stalky, and not allowed to bloom, be boiled and served as entre-nuul in
screwed into the middle of the pin, above which I When taken into the house they like the
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of toast, a pale-brown color; lay them on âdish, I tore into a fine sieve, rubbing it through and I A Cure for ft ervOUS Headache. 
a hot one; let each piece be of a size to hold the I then filtering it. Then add the strained juice The Physicians’ and Surgeons’ Investigator 

aad one poached egg; pour over the I of a lemon and a pint and a half of cold water, I gays a solution of the bi-sulphide of carbon is a 
toast a little of the water and some good gravy; I and set it into the ice chest until wanted. I specific for certain kinds of headache, particu-
if the latter be not handy, a little fresh butte? I   I larly those of a nervous nature. A wide-
should be spread on the toast previous to pour-1 Oatmeal Crackers.—Mix oatmeal with I mouth glass-stoppered bottle is half filled with 
ing the water from the lettuce; place on each I warm water and a little sugar and salt ; knead I cotton or aé* fine sponge, and upon this two or 
piece of enough of the boiled lettuce to I them thoroughly on the well-floured board, 1 three drachms of the solution are poured, 
form a flat layer ; neatly trim the edges of the I and roll, then cut in squares and bake till done ; I When occasion for its use occurs the mouth of 
vegetable, and place a poached egg on the top; I then dry them until crisp and rattling. I the bottle is to be applied to the temple or as
or, prepare some toast as above, and spread I    I near as possible to the seat of the pain, so
over each piece a layer of anchovy or I Comparatively few housekeepers, says Maria I closely that none of the volatile vapor may 

on which lay the lettuce; then I Parloa, in “Good Housekeeping,” consider how I escape, and retained there four or five minutes 
season to taste. To prepare the lettuces for I slight an extra effort is required to give the I or longer. For a minute or so nothing is felt, 
boiling they should be well cleansed, and the I family a great deal of additional comfort and I then comes a sense of tingling, which in a few 
top of the leaves, if they have the slightest ap- I happiness. Many feel that they are their | minutes—three or four usually—becomes rather 
pearanoe of fading, out off; leave as much of I neighbours’ inferiors in administering domestic I severe ; but which subsides almost immediate- 

■ the stalk as possible, cutting off the strong I affairs, simply because they have failed, owing I iy if the bottle be removed, and any redness of 
skin. The stalk is, when boiled, the most de-1 to absence of inclination, or lack of skill or I the skin that may occur will also quickly sub- 
lioious part. The large cos lettuce makes the I means, to lead their tables with elaborate dishes. I 8ide. It may be re applied, if necessary, sev- 
handsomest dish, but we prefer the flavor of | Let it be remembered that in the long run, a I eral times in the day, and it generally acts like

simple diet will bring better health and more I magic, giving immediate relief.
happiness; yet let it also be remembered that a I ---------

To Preserve Strawberries Whole.—To I wise housekeeper will seek to lift herself from I Literal,
every pound of strawberries take three-quar- ruts in which she may unconsciously have fallen, The native wit of even the untutored Hiber- 
tersofa pound of sugar. Put the strawberries I and by making a little change here and there °lan 18 "e11 ‘Huatrated by the following dia- 
into a large platter and put half of the sugar I present such a variety of food as will render I logue between a daug ter o e mera s 
over them, letting them stand overnight. Next I the table attractive at every meal. I and her mistress : .......

To substitute new dishes for some with which I Mistress-Bridget, I cant get into the

1

the drumhead.

morning drain off the juice from the platter,
add to it one quart of red currant juice, add I the family have had an extended acquaintance I Pa“or;
the remainder of the sugar. Boil and skim this I does not necessitate great expense. House- I Bridget—Sure it s mesi f knows t a , and J

rises, then drop in the I keepers frequently study and experiment .with yer won *> fur 1 have the kay ln Poc 6 • -if
Mistress—Open the door immediately.
Bridget—Will yez go in if I do?
Mistress—Certainly, I will.
Bridget—Then yez don’t get the kay.
Mistress—Open the door immediately! What

■1

until no refuse scum
strawberries (only enough at one time to cover I recipe after recipe for making cake without 
the surface of the preserving kettle), and let I stopping to think that the same amount of 
them simmer for about eight minutes. Skim I thought, money and labour expended in the 
them out into jars, and scald the rest of the I preparation of some simple, savory dish 
berries in the same. way. Then boil up the I might afford much more satisfaction.
syrup and pour it over the berries. The tart I Ability to be a perfect housekeeper is not do y°u mean ?
flavor of the currant juice is a great improve- I conferred on every woman, but it is possible to I Bridget—Sure, it s by your orders,
ment to the preserved berries.—[Springfield I be a good one without sacrificing all other in- I Mistress—My orders ?

terests in life. While one is learning, to be sure, Bridget-Yis. Yez said yesterday, “ Don’t 
it may seem as if there were not many interests ■ let me come down stairs in the mornin’ and see M 

Strawberry Vinegar.-For this purpose | beyond the household, but after the art has I any dust on the parlor furniture.” So l just
select the freshest, fall-flavored fruit, and see been mastered there is a freedom and a sensé5 P"ts the kar ,n me Pocket> and 8a>8 I( Then M
that it is fully ripe. Hull the berries, place of power worth all the struggles made. Of 1 she won *•
them in wide-mouthed glass jars, and pour over course the kitchen is not the only place in ^ ^ yf 8tamping articles that are to be
them the best white wine vinegar, allowing one which burdens are borne, yet the care of the I is s0 t that many a woman
quart for each pound of the berries. Then table generally makes itself felt more than any- the 8 tt work her aoui lcve.

, the jars tightly and let them stand for thing else; and no matter how wel conducted ^ ^ ^ patternB which can
three days; then draw the vinegar off, refill the »U the other departments may be, if this one be ^ ^ ^ & few centa ft yf)fd> or by the
jars with fresh berries, and pour the vinegar neglected discomfort and unhappiness will and wbich with one artistic stroke 0fthe
back over them. When it has stood, as before, ensue. Cooking ,s a science, and or this rea- J ; be transferred perfectly and with .
three days, repeat the process for the third son girls are often more successful than their ^ to * material> area great boon. A
time ; then drain off the vinegar, straining it elders in cu ,nary experiments, because they ^ ^ wag etamped in thig way,
through a mushn bag. Now measure it, pour comply srictly with directions ins ead of guess] ^ wa8 or d crimson felt;
it into asauce-pan, and for each pint of ,t add mg what quantities of mgredients to use in ^ ^ gt ed on it wa8 of oak leaves 
one pound of broken or crushed white sugar, order to^oduce desired results. Experienced ^ Th? wa„ 6mbroidered with
Stir the sugar until nearly dissolved, and then housekeepers might avoid much disappoint- * and waa ve handsome and com-
sit the sauce-pan on the fire, where the con- I ment if they were always equally careful.— I ... , . ..r -, s.:u,1». cw. _ zrLtt. irsacjass
it may be bottled and set away for use. | dl8COvery of a lost ri°g in a root of celery oc- I and wlth 8ma11 taS8ela-

curred some years back in Sweden. A lady

i
Republican.

cover

i

, Tomato salad is an agreeable entree, and goes
pint of New | whfn P,ant‘ng oelevy in the garden m spring, | weU w-th almost any dinner> but particularly 

Orleans molasses, one cup of sour cream, one- I whilst digging holes for the small plants i we^ w*tj1 frje(j or roast meats, 
half cupful of shortening, one tablespoonful ^itk ller finger8> unconsciously dropped the I dozen medium sized tomatoes, with the skins 
and a half of soda, yolks of three eggs. | ring into one of the holes. A plant was duly | removed and the tomatoes sliced, add the yolks

inserted in the hole, and doubtless through the , of twQ hard.boiled egg8, alB0 one raw egg,
Strawberry Water.—Take one quart of I lost rlng> andas tke root grew the ring must I beaten and m{xed with a tablespoonful of but- 

good ripe berries, hull them, and crush them in I have become imbedded in its substance. The I ter> a teaspoonful of sugar, with cayenne pep- 
a bowl with a wooden spoon mixing the pulps ^^StTr.TntoeXstLytas ïeied Per’and to 8uit the taate' , ^hen all these 
with a quarter of a pound of pulverized sugar up by tbe ring making ito appearance in the are mixed thoroughly, add half of a small cup- 

.and a half-pint of cold-water. Pour the mix- I soup at dinner, in a portion of the celery root. I ful of vinegar.

Molasses Cookies.—One
To half a
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y, 1885. —The Lender’s “ Last Straw.”

BY ANNIE L. JACK.
six dozen of Speckle’s eggs to buy it for a year. 
If you’d sell that locket you could get half-a- 
dozen. I’m tired of people saying they can’t 
afford to take a paper when they haws new 
feathers on their hats. If it's true ‘them that 
borrow sup sorrow,’ there’s a heap of it for 
supper in this village to-night.” She smiled 
grimly at the poor pun, and held up the paper. 
“It’s worn to a rag now—been to Tompkins’, 
and they do have a sight of dirt on their 
hands. ”

Then Hetty broke in softly—“I didn’t come 
to borrow, to read, only to get the name of the 
publisher; for Uncle Jan sent me a gold dollar, 
and I thought I would get à paper of my own 
with it.”

Then Grandma Longley was struck with re
morse, and folding up the paper as she handed 
it to the young girl, said, “I’m very sorry I 
said so much, Hetty, but your patience would 
give out too, if you had spent the whole of ttys 
hot afternoon, as I have, pestered with borrow
ers, one after another.”

doves are required. To one quart of juioe 
allow one pound of sugar. Cook very slowly; 
let it become heated gradually, thou boil for 
from ten to fifteen minutes. After this has 
cooled, sdd the purest brandy you can buy in 
the proportion of one pint to three pints of 
juioe. Put into bottles and seal. It is ready 
for use immediately, though age it.

The Four Truths.
There was once an old monk who was walk

ing through a forest with a scholar by his aide. 
The old man suddenly stopped and pointed to 
four plants that were dose at hand. The first 
was just beginning to peep.above the ground, 
the second had rooted itself pretty well into the 
earth, the third was a small shrub, while the 
fourth and last was a full-sized tree.

Then the monk said to hie young ""«"panifln* 
“ Pull up the first.”

The boy easily pulled it up with hie fingers.
“ Now pull up the second."
The youth obeyed, but not so easily.
“ And the third.”
The boy had to put forth all his strength and 

use both his arms before he succeeded in up
rooting it. #

“And now,” said the master, “try your 
hand upon the fourth.”

But lo 1 the trunk of the tall tree, grasped In 
the arms of the youth, scarcely shook its leaves, 
and the little fellow found it impossible to tear 
the roots from the earth. Then the wise old 
monk explained to his scholar the meaning of 
the four trials.

This, my son, is just what happens with our 
passions. Wlfen they are very young and 
weak one may, by a little watchfulness 
self and the help of a little self-denial easily 
tear them up ; bet if we let them cast their 
roots deep down into our souls, then no human 
power can uproot them—thé almighty hM»* of 
the Creator alone can pluck them out. For 
this reason, my child, watch well your first im
pulses.”

A bad and wicked person seeks companion
ship with such. A good person seeks fellow
ship with the good. There is no better test of 
the character than companionship. It is an 
unfailing guide. Tell me who is my friend, 
and you have the index to myself.

eadache.
is’ Investigator 
e of carbon is a 
dache, particu- 
mre. A wide- 
half filled with 
ion this two or 
i are poured, 
s the mouth of

It was a quiet, drowsy afternoon, and Grand
ma Longly sat on the doorstep of the tidy 
kitchen, too weary at the moment to do any 
more work. The midsummer day had been 
very warm, without a breeze, and a forenoon of 
making jam, with dinner getting for Ezra and 
the three hired men, who were sure to be on 
hand when twelve o’clock struck, had left her 
in a frame of mind, and weariness of body, not 
enviable, to say the least. She must begin the 
socks in a few minutes, there was such a heap, 
and then Asa Bilge’s girl looked ’round the 
corner.

“Marm wants to get the lend of yer soap 
kettle.”

■ï-

■ •
I

i
he temple or as 
if the pain, so 
ile vapor may 
or five minutes 
nothing is felt, 
which in a few |

■

-becomes rather SS ! “ Take it, Sarah, it’s out on the stones,” she 
said good naturedly, and then reached for her 
basket of socks just as her favorite grandchild 
crossed the street and stood beside the door
post.

nost immediate-
1 any redness of 
Iso quickly sub- 

necessary, sev- 
nerally acts like

ÜË

m “Grandma,” he said plaintively, “I ain’t got 
any twine to make a kite string ; can you lend 
me a little of that ball I saw in your table 
drawer ?”

“ Yes, dearie, go and take some, only mind 
don’t tangle it,” The little fellow ran off in 
high glee, and her thoughts went back to the 
past, to the early years of her married life, 
When she used to think life would be easier 
after the children grew up. Now her sons had 
married and moved west. Ezra had bought a 
farm with the money she had helped him to 
save. Her only girl was married and lived op
posite^ heaven be thanked she stayed near her, 
but here, at sixty years old, she was working— 
always working—three meals a day, and 
house to keep clean, and no chance of anything 
better now, though she used to think—

“Can you lend me Mister Longley’s hay 
sieve?” said a gruff voice at her elbow, and 
leaving the mending basket she climbed rather 
stiffly into the loft of the granary, and search
ed for the fine sieve, to oblige neighbor Barnes. 
Then it was time to put on the tea kettle, and 
while doing so, Mrs. Tompkins came in to bor
row a “pickle tea.” She had no “idea” she 
was so near out of it when the girls went down 
to the provision store that morning. The tea 
was soon poured out of the cannister into a 
torn newspaper, and peace reigned once more. 
But before the kettle boiled, Mrs. Simmonds’ 
twins came in, hand in hand.

“Please, ma’am, will you lend mother your 
biggest bread pan,” said Myra. “Yes, the 
biggest bread pan,” echoed Maggie. The chil
dren’s innocent looks and pretty speech dis
armed Grandma Longley’s rising wrath, and 
she meekly sought the article in question, 
bestowing at the same time a molasses cookie 
and a smile upon each of the gentle borrowers. 
And just as they skipped out, pretty Hettie 
Janson opened the door. She had on a 
dress of a gay pattern, a dark ground where 
roses gracefully meandered, a large silvered 
locket on a chain of the same was around her 
neck, and bangles shook on her arms. Grand
ma had just taken up the weekly rural paper, 
that always lay on the window sill beside the 
mending basket, and was busy putting on her 
glasses, as the new-comer preferred her re
quest. A gleam, a flash passed through them.

“Want my paper, do you? Why, it cost me

M

3Ê A Critical Moment.
Two easy chairs, a veranda wide,
A corner hid from the light inside ; 
Rare Roses around—

«intutored Hiber-
following dia- 

he Emerald Isl
a

And he holds her hand ;
With perfumed zephyr her cheeks are fanned, 
All honeyed words are the words she hears.
“ Will he, to-night ?” and she hopes and fears, 
Then all is still, and old Time is fleet;
All that she hears is her own heart beat,
As the lights go out in the deserted halls, 
Gently a head on a shoulder falls,
Gently an arm steals round a waist,
A look and a ringlet are misplaced.
“ He’ll surely speak, oh, that little word !”
He willing soul with a thrill is stirred.
“ Are you fond of codfish ball?” said he.
“ I never attended one,” said she.

get into the
•3

mows that, and 
in me pocket, 
mediately.
do?

t the kay. 
nediately! What a over

Ifiorders. %
“Advantages of Bdgukashion.”

The editor of a Boston newspaper received 
the following letter one day not long ago:— 

“Deere Cir,
“I wright this for a naybor of mine hoo is 

afeerd he kan’t wright an spell an punkshoo- 
ate good enuff to address a editor ! He is a 
good man but his edgukaahunal advantagioas 
has ben somewat limited? He wants to kno if 
there wood be enny sho for him to git a gob of 
work in yure town? he is a kapable an kom- 
potent man, an can turn his hand to most enny 
thing in the way of days works,

“If you shud heer of ennything he kin to 
pleese rite to me an I will let him kno as I reed 
and rite letters for everbody most round heer 
as I am bout the only man with enny edgu- 
kashion to speak of.

‘ ‘So no more from 
“P. S.—Pleese ancer back.”

4esterday, “ Don’t 
a mornin’ and see 
ture.” Sol just 
id says I, “ Then

" li

es that are to be 
,t many a woman 
>rk her soul loves 
atteins which can 
i a y%yd, or by the 
iistic stroke of the 
perfectly and with 
a great boon. A 

iped in this way, 
eep crimson felt; 
was of oak leaves 
embroidered with 
indsome and com- 
npgtle lambrequin 

id was finished 
band of plush,

Notes on Prettifying.
A beautiful tidy for the back of a large chair 

is made of a square piece of cloth about ten in
ches each way ; on this is sewed patchwork of 
plush and velvet in the form of a wide-spread 
fan. The comers of the block are of black vel
vet, and on the top, drooping over the fan, is 
a spray from a moss-rose bush, I» ribbon em
broidery. The edge is finished with lace. This 
design is pretty for a block in a quilt or sofa- 
pillow.

A pretty way to fix a palm-leaf fan is to 
paint it. Mix some ultra-marine of Prussian . 
blue with a little silver white paint, and make 
it quite thin with boiled linseed oil. Paint the 
fan on both sides, handle and all, with it. If 
you choose to decorate it, paint a poppy or 
some buds and stems on it ; tie a blue ribbon 
around the handle and hang it in a convenient 
place. If you prefer to make it pink, use crim
son or madder lake and white in the same way. ‘

Simon G. Galt.

w
I. si Blackberry cordial is one of those home

made medicines that used to win renown for 
our grandmothers. This was considered a most 
excellent remedy fer diseases of the summer. 
Cook half a bushel blackberries until the juice 
seems to be all extracted, then put the berries 
and juice into a flannel bag, squeeze and press 
all the juice out; put it in a preserving kettle. 
Make a little muslin bag in which to put the 
spices, one quarter of a pound of allspice, two 
ounces
grated or broken nutmegs, and two ounces of

t*
row new

le entree, and goes 
r, but particularly 

To half a 
es, with the skins 
iced, add the yolks 
i one raw egg, 
ilespoonful of but- 
with cayenne pep- | 

When all these 
lalf of a small cup-

teats.

«well

of cinnamon bark broken in bits, two

m
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novelty of our intimacy wore off, the first time 
an Interest or inconvenience happened to clash,

Happy Home.
Puck tells us it is not always the costliest 

I should experience the same want of kindness that ^ happiest. Now, take the
and generosity I had witnessed in the case of wigwam It dosen’t contain the lnxur-
the others.—Jane Taylor. I iea 0{ bank-president’s home. All the car-

I pet is an odd robe or two; the luxurious arm- I «hair is the ground, and there is no bric-a-brac 
. | except a scalp or two. Yet the Indian is hap- 

There is not a shadow to dim the pure
He sees

If Papa Were Only Ready-
BY t. P. BLISS.

I should like to die, said Willie, if my papa 
could die too ;

But he says he isn’t ready, cause he has so 
much to do ;

And my little sister Nellie says that I must

And that she and mamma—then she stopped, 
because it made me cry.

A Cheap Bath Outfit.
As warm weather approaches the necessity of 

arrangement for bathing becomes appar

Sr*u- « a bri-ïïœsrzrj;
there are so few conveniences for the purpose ’
in most homes, Specially those in the country, through the rustling of the pine 
Farmers in particular need bathing facilities, This picture makes his happmess complete 
and yet in most cases they are almost entirely « he lies on the ground smoking “dw»tohmg 
destitute of them. For their benefit we wUl his wife do aU the work. It is no wonder the 
describe a little device of our own, which we Indian likes home beca^ that is the pl««e 
have used for several years with great satisfac- where he never has anythmg to do but rit 
tion, and can recommend to aU who want a around and sleep. When he comes in from the 
cheap, convenient and easily managed appar- hunt he is never sent off to the village to have 
atus for sponge bathing ill the bed-room. «orne cretonne matched or told to sit and hold

The articles required are a piece of rubber three or four hanks of yam that are to be 
cloth a yard and a quarter square ; four slats, wound; he dosen t have to take care of the 
two inches wide and three feet long, notched pappoose while hi. wife goes shoppfrig; he 
at the ends so as to lock together in the form dosen t have to stand on a barrel and build up 
of a square, and a large sponge. The slats are the obstinate stovepipe, section by section, 
placed on the floor and the oil cloth is spread with the soot pouring down in his eyes, 
over them,-there is no need of fastening it to isn’t asked what every woman he met had on, 
the slats—forming a shallow, square vessel a I and is consequently not blown up for not hav-

In this the bather stands and ap-1 *ng noticed.
Think what a happy home the Indian has,

some

But she told me, I remember, once, while sit
ting on her knee,
t the angels never weary watching over 

—and mamma told me

That
her and me,

And that if we’re
just the same before,

They will let us into heaven when they 
at the door.

There I know I shall be happy, and shall al
ways want to stay; . „ .

I »hall love to hear the singing, I shall love 
the endless day; , , „ ,

I shall love to be with Jesus, I shall love Him 
more and more j

And I’ll gather water-lilies for the angel at 
the door.

see us

There will be none but the holy, I shall know 
no more of sin ; .

I mamma and Nellie, for I know
they’ll leathern in,

But I’ll have to tell the angel when I meet him

’cause he

He

at the door.
That he must excuse my papa, 

oould’nt leave the store. yard wide.

@E5E|sspi
The noble woman makes every sacrifice to ren
der her husband happy. He never knows what

Nellie says that very likely I shall soon be
called away; ....................

If papa were only ready, I should like to go
to-day ;

But if I should go before him to that world of 
light and joy,

I guess he’d want to come to heairen to see his 
little boy.

ners
the fourth comer in the right in such a way as
IpTrortockel^Th^ateTh ^ùreTout in I it is to be kept awake half the night to be 

a moment, when the cloth should be spread talked into making some frivolous and unneces- 
the back of a chair to dry and the lîats un- sary purchase, or to learn that the squaw in

This is much I the next wigwam possesses something that he

True Friendship Only in a True 
Heart. over

locked and set away in a closet 
easier than to bring a tub up from the cellar does not These are some of the things that 
and carry it back again, besides giving a much | tend to make the Indian’s home happy. _ 

more roomy and satisfactory bath. The rubber 
cloth, however, may be used as a cape over the 
shoulders in a rain-storm, or as a protection for 
the knees in the buggy in stormy weather.

There is, indeed, a great deal of ingratitude, 
and a great deal of injustice in the world, and 
yet love is a thing so discriminating, so free in 
its choice, so incapable of purchase, - of bribe, 
or bondage, that I believe it is very rarely, if 
ever, permanently misplaced, of being finally 
withheld if really merited.

True affection as naturally flows towards the 
excellent aad amiable, and as naturally avoids 
the mean, the selfish, and ill-natured, as water 
escaping from the harsh and rugged rock 
not till it reposes in the flowery bosom of the 

We do, indeed, sometimes see ill- 
their admiration on

Making Character.
Many people seem to forget that character 

grows, that it is not something to be put on 
The whole cost of the rubber cloth, sponge | rgj^jy.made with manhood or womanhood, 

and slats,is only about two dollars, and if
fully kept will last for yeans.—Indiana Farmer, j uttle> gr0WS with the growth and strength-

with the strength, until, good or bad, it 
becomes almost a coat of mail. Look at a man 

It is said that Paris green applied to rose I business—prompt, reliable, conscientious, 
bushes and grape vines infested with rose bugs I . headed and energetic. When do you n
will kill the insects as surely as it does the po
tato bug, when used on potato plants. The

but that, day by day, here a little and there acare-

rests eusRose Bugs.
valley.
judging people lavishing 
persons of superficial virtue and great profes
sions; but in the sequel even these will be com-

and acknowledge

suppose he developed all those admirable quali; 
ties? When he was a boy? Let us see thef way 

application can be dry, mixed with flour, or B wh-ch a hoy of ten gets up in the morning, 
land plaster, or in liquid form, mixed with | worha> plays, studies, and we will tell you just 
water, and sprinkled on, in the same manner

polled to own their error, 
the superior worth of the modest, unpretend
ing, consistent, benevolent character. If I 

about to make a choice of a particular
The boywhat kind of a man he will make.

as for the potato bug.—[Vick’s Magazine for | thftt is late to breakfast, and late at school, 
June.

was
friend among a number of persons, I should not

* rrrxt/ir - v— >-<* - Tt i —> —mr-
friend; on the contrary, no attentions or pro- other^ g^p^this is**the^impkst “Pashence iz a good thing for a man to hav,’
fessions to my»elf could induce me to believe and best known plan, and is far more conven- says Josh Billings, “ but when be has got so 
that an individual who failed in these relations ient than the scrap book proper, or the envelope, much uv it that he kan fish all day overthe 
™ »p.bl..i dW—d and», plain time it. „-~U=. » »»- ^hLÏ- h”k’

ship. I should fully expect that as soon as the dertui.

stands a poor chance to be, a prompt man. The 
boy who neglects his duties, be they ever so
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Ada Armand, Martha Girouard, Henry Reeve, 
Tillie Hodgins, Mary Morrison, Annie M. Scott, 
Emma, Dennee, Minnie Stafford, Ellen D. Tap
per, Frank L. Milner, Alice Mickle, Robt. 
Kerr, Minnie A, Stevens, Edmund Pepper, 
Will Thirl will.

Answers to June Pussies.

'SICticle Horn’s Repairfmenf. 4—CHANGED HEADINGS.

A dwelling = An animal.
To guard = Coin.
Earth = A union.
To turn over = To bum.
To gather = Chaste.

i costliest 
take the 
ihe lnxur- 
11 the cir
ons arm- 
rio-a-brac 
m is hap- 
the pure 
He sees 

under the 
oat? away

My Dear Nephews and Nieces.—The long 
summer holidays are beginning, and in a very 
short time the entire school-going world will 
be enjoying the summer vacation. As it is 
every year, so now, this season will be the last 
of its kind to a whole army of boys and girls. 
When this vacation is ended,' they will enter, 
not “the more serious business of life,” for 
nothing in life is more serious than the manner 
in which schooldays are employed, but that 
permanent occupation for which their schooling 
has fitted or failed to fit them. Vacation is a

Jane L. Martin.
5—GEOGRAPHICAL HOUR GLASS.

V

A country in Asia; a town in Ontario; a 
city in the United States; cape off Newfound
land; a river in Scotland; a cape off Africa; ! 
city in France; a sea in Europe; a county in 
South America.
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FREDERICKMIDDLETON 

INVERSE 
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LOT

ORE 
WHEAT 

F L O D D E N
Ada Armand.

S P O R TE R 
WHITE 

ICE

6—NUMERICAL PUZZLE.
I am composed 
My 3, 6, 5, mean equal 
My 9, 1, 3, is juice.
My 5, 4, 7, 2 are worn out garments.
My 7, 1, 3, is an opening.
My 6, 2, 9, is an animal.
My 5, 7, 3, means to knock.
My whole is a kind of vegetable.

Maggie F. Elliott.
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NKI time of rest. It need not be a time of idleness. 
There are scores of ways in which the young 
who attend school all the year can make the 
hot months not only health restoring, but pro
fitable in a money point of view, if they wish. 
Asa general rule, everyone needs a change 
once a year. To some the need is rest, and 
many of these latter cannot afford a rest. But 
to a very large proportion of people, all the bene
fits of a vacation come from a change of work, 
just as well as a cessation of work. Those who 
act wisely will be sure to find some way of ob
taining recreation, though they can’t go yacht
ing along the coast, or lie idly on a mountain 
side, or travel a thousand miles through the 
country. In this, as in all other things, hap
piness, my dear nephews and nieces, is to be 
found in making the best of your opportuni-

Unole Tom.

2—Balm, palm; utter, otter; munch, bunch; 8 
foam, ream; decent, recent; Eiger, ginger.
3—Intelligence and courtesy not always are 

combined;
Often in a wooden house a golden room we

find. »
7—ENIGMA.

My first is in glove but not in hand,
My second is m sea but not in land,
My third is in friend but not in foes,
My fourth is in bud but not in rose,
My fifth is in summer but not in fall,
My sixth is in narrow but not in tall,
My seventh is in arch but not in bower,
My whole is the name of a favorite flower.

Henry Reeve.

4—Swallow, hawk, grotise, raven, sparrow.
E L 
T 0 
N A 
A D

6—1, Gray; 2, Lockhart; 3, Johnson; 4. 
Goldsmith; 6, Shakespeare; 6, Longfellow; 7, 
Milton; 8, Cowper; 9, Bloomfield; 10, Buskin,
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Puzzles.
1—PUZZLE.

Œ 6 Â%W J=>A friend of mine taking a trip through West
ern Canada visited the following towns and 
villages;

1— A gentle breeze.
2— A young girl and a hard substance.
3— Aged and a fortress.
4— Relations, a chariot and what we do every 

day.
5— A climbing plant.
6— Two taken together and a spring.
7— A deed and a preposition.

9-
Regal—real---- G
Clean—clan--- E
Donor- -door-----N
Spear—spar-----E
Revel—reel---- V
Stair—stir-----A

11—Voice; woman; dock.

10-

py-
9—ANAGRAM.

Fi ew rewe tira sa dyera ot kloo no teh tglhi, 
Sa ew rea ot tsi pmogin sebaoeu ti si ghnti,
Ew doluw dnfi ti a rthut bhto ni drow nad 

ddee,
Htta how tires.ot eb phypa si ruse ot desoecu.

Ada Armand.

Wanted-A Little CÎU-L
Where have they gone to—the little girls,
With natural manners and natural curls ?
Who love their dollies and like their toys,
And talk of something besides the boys Î

Little old women in plenty I find,
Mature in manners and old in mind;
Little old flirts who talk of their “beaux”
And vie with each other in stylish clothes.

Little old belles, who at nine and ten,
Are sick of pleasure and tired of men,
Weary of travels, of balls, of fun,
And find no new thing under the sun.

Once, in the beautiful long ago,
Some dear little children I used to know,
Girls who were as lambs at pipy,
And laughed and rollicked ths'Uvelong day.

They thought not at all of the “style” of their 
clothes,

They never imagine that boys were "beaux;” 
“Other girl’s brothers” and “mates” were they, 
Splendid fellows to help them play.

Where have they gone to ? If you see 
One of them, anywhere, send her to me.
I would give a medal of purest gold 
To one of those dear little girl,of old,
With an innocent heart and open smile,
\tho knows not the meaning of “flirt” or 

“style.”

Ada Armand.character 
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ni-2—DIAMOND.

A consonant, a beverage, to begin, soothe, a 
statesman, a light, apt, a girl’s name, a vowel 

Wm. A. Laidman.
10—PUZZLE.

There was a ship crossing the ocean and 
there were on board twelve white men and 
twelve negroes. The provisions getting scarce 
it was decided that twelve men should be 
thrown overboard. The captain’s wife made 
an agreement with them that by counting every 
fifth man should be thrown over, she placing 
them. And by the way she did it every fifth 
man was a negro. How did she place them ?

Geo. Keller.

3—WHEEL PUZZLE.

8
17

1
28

27 36 11—RIDDLE,
I am welcome to all, from cottage to throne, 
There’s scarce a condition where I am unknown. 
I am a friend to the peaceful, a foe to all strife; 
My presence is needful to keep you in life.
By chance you may find me as far off you roam, 
But I ever am purest and sweetest at home; 
When life is all over and troubles are past,
May I be your portion forever at last.

Edmund Pepper.

6

5

35

4

From 1 to 2 is a girl’s name ; from 2 to 3 a 
mite ; from 3 to 4 a fairy ; from 4 to 6 spoken ; 
from 5 to 6 a roll ; from 6 to 7 to resound ; from 
7 to 8 a token ; from 8 to 1 adman’s name.

Rim of wheel will name an Emperor ; rim of 
hub a city in Canada.

Names of Those Who have Sent Cor
rect Answers to June Puzzles.

Robert J. Risk, Robert Wilson, Belle Rich
ardson, Willie B. Bell, Edna Benson, Joseph 
Allen, Wm. Jackson, Jane L. Martin, Lotta A. 
Boss, E. W. Hutcheson, Wm. A. Laidman,

îan to hav,‘ 
has got so 
lay over the 
n hiz hook, 
lim.”

I

Robert J. Risk.
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1Puzzled.

Banks, In order to prevent roguery, require 
that persons who present checks to the tel
lers shaU be known by the tellers, or shall be 
identified by some person with whom the teller 
or himfc officers are acquainted. The Commer
cial Advertiser humorously shows how a free- 
and-easy German met this requirement :

A German citizen approached the window 
and requested that a check payable to the order 
of Schweitzercase be cashed, “/o, dot’s me,” 
he nodded reassuringly, in answer to the teller’s 
look of inquiry:

“But I don’t know that you are Mr. Schweit- 
You must get yourself identified,”

this^ ^
A jfew Hying Machine. body, as shown in the engraving, and

ÈSISS1BÏ
either by the aid of the application of assisting the arms in the upward movement, 

thebàlloon or by the use of the muscles of the If desired, the hands, instead of operating the 
human body alone. Attempts in this direction, wings from the under side, may grasp the short 
although none have as yet been crowned with lever forming the base of the wing, and thus 
success, are praise worthy, and doubtless will make use of more powerful muscles of the arm 
in time achieve a fair degree of success. The than if the.arms are extended. Which of these 
accompanying engraving represents a flying is best is, of course, a matter to be determined 
machine, which is the invention of Dr. H. P. by experiment. Each wing may be operated 
Booth of Chippewa Falls, Wis. The funda- independently of the other, it being only ne- 
mental principle of this flying machine is in cessary to operate one foot or the other to give 
using simultaneously every important muscle each wing just such a movement as may be e- 
of the body for the purpose of elevating the sired. A canvas extends from the base of one 
body and propelling it forward through the air. wing to the other, forming a sort of stretcher.

In harness a man has lifted 3,500 pounds, upon which'the operator rests. From the low 
and this wonderful result is achieved only by est point of the base of the wings are several 
allowing every muscle to act simultaneously to small stay ropes running to different points of 
its fullest capacity, and under the most ad van- the wings, which serve to stiffen and strengthen 

tageous circum
stances. This fly
ing machine is 
merely a harness 
by which the 
human body acts 
to its best advan
tage, to the end 
that it may be 
both lifted and 
propelled ; and if 
flying by muscu
lar force alone is 
ever accomplish
ed, it must be by 
using
power there is in 
the humanframe.
In this machine 
there are two 
wings, each of 
which is from 12 
to 15 feet long, 
and the breadth

■ 1
.

I
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i zerc&se. 
said the teller.

“How vae dot ?” asked the German citizen,

;

!
! 51 with a puzzled look.

“You must get some one to identify you,”
“I don’t know

:la
repeated the bank officer, 
you.”

“Ah ! ja,"cried John, much relieved. “Dot’s 
all right. / don’know you, iwider."

Î

if
■
1

A party of 
young men trav
elling in Europe 
had among them 
a citizen of our 
great republic 
who was so 
thoroughly pa 
triotic that he 
could see no ex
cellence in any
thing in the Old 
World as com
pared with his 
own country. 
Mountains, water 
falls, lakes, 
churches, monu
ments, scenery, 
and all other ob
jects of interest 
were inferior to 
what the United 
States could show 
His companions 
became somewhat 

tired of his overweening boastfulness, and 
determined to “take him down a peg.” The 
party spent a winter in Rome; and one even
ing, having all things prepared, they induced 
their Yankee friend to join a drinking bout, 
and so managed that they kept sober while he 
got gloriously drunk. Thereupon they took 
him up and carried him into the Catacombs, 
laid him carefully down, with a candle within 
reach, and retired a short distance out of sight 
to wait for developments.

After a while their friend roused up, having 
slept off his first drunken stupor, and, in a 
state of some astonishment, began endeavoring 
to locate himself, at the same time muttering : 
“Well—hie—this’s a little strange. Wonner 
—hie—where I am, anyway. ”

He got out his match, lighted his candle, 
and began to study his surroundings. On each 
side were shelves piled with grinning skulls, 
and niches filled with skeletons, while all 
about were piled legs, arms, ribs, and vertebrae 
—a ghastly an ay, ard altrgether ntw to him

:
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:,
equal to the 
length of the 
operator,from his
shoulders to his feet. The frame of the wings I them. In this device the body of the operator 
consists of three bamboo poles lashed together, offers the least possible resistance to the air, 
and bent to suitable shape, and covered with he being in precisely the same attitude that a

bird is in during flight. The parts of the ap
paratus are constructed of the lightest as well 
as the strongest materials.

booth’s new flying machine.

;j
*

silk. A cord extends from one extremity to 
the other of each of these wings (that is, from 
the heel to the tip,) which serves to give the 
wing proper shape and tension, being covered 
by the silk of the wing.

The wings are provided with suitable valves, 
which open on the upward and close on the 
downward movement. The frame of the wings 
forms a right angle in front of the shoulders, 
and below the breast of the operator, 
in the engraving; and to these is attached two 
strong ropes of rawhide. Each of those ropes 
passes from the wing to^which it is attached to 
the shoulder of the operator, who is supplied 
with a suitable collar, which supports the frames 
of the wings loosely, and runs along the back, 
forming a pair of loops for the feet to pass 
through. When the body is forcibly straight
ened, the wings are brought down with all the 
power of the most powerful musçles of the

t
<-

Fourteen Wonders of the World.
The seven wonders of the world in ancient 

times, were the pyramids of Egypt, the Pharos 
of Alexandria, the walls and hanging gardens 
of Babylon, the temple of Diana, the statue of 
the Olympus Jupiter, the Mausoleum of Artem- 
sia, and the Colossus of Rhodes.

The seven wonders of the world in modern 
times, are the printing press, the steam engine, 
the telegraph, the daguerreotype, the telephone, 
the phonograph, and the electric light.

The so-called seven wonders of the ancients 
were merely trifles compared with those of the 
present time. The Brooklyn bridge, for exam
ple, would make the hanging gardens of Baby
lon a mere toy, while the whole seven wonders 
put together would sink into insignificance 
could the builders have seen a lightning express 
train at full speed.
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cutting considerable of their wheat and making 
“hay” of it on account of chess. Harvest re
ports from Southern Illinois say that 
cent, of the crop is not fit for seed. Consoli
dated winter wheat reports from 1,190 points 
in nine States gives the following : 807 report 
development of chess or cheat in wheat, 892 
not ; 466 report chinch bugs or fly ha wheat, 
791 not ; 672 report wheat headed out to usual 
height. 516 not ; 431 report they will harvest 
surplus over bread and seed, 767 not ; 112 re- » 
port spring wheat» is being imported to make 
up deficiency in shortage crop, 920 not.

All these things continue to make a nervous 
market. A prominent trader says to-night :
“ I still believe wheat will bring much higher 
prices in this market before the dose of the 
calendar year, but I regard the prospects of its 
doing so speedily as much lees bright than a 
month ago.” Another dealer says : “ I can 
not advise purchases at present, for I believe 
the market will drag along, and even if there 
is no break the bulls will be out carrying 
charges.” On the other hand a bullishly in
clined operator declares : “ Every day makes

oppressive, and senne actual

Ne’er minding the brambles that caught her;
Ne’er minding the rainstorm that beat, 

Though tired grew the frail little body,
Ana weary and sore were her feet.

Forgetting her home and its duties,
Forgetting her lessons unlearned,

But looking afar to the heavens,
Where the bow with its bright colors burned.

He nodded to the skulls on one side with a 
drunken “How de do—hie ?” and on the other 
with, “Howd’ye feel—hie—anyway?” took a 
look at his watch, and once more at his sur
roundings, got on his feet, took off his hat, and 
holding it above his head, remarked, loud 
enough for his friends to hear : “’S all right; 
a_hic—all right. Morning of the resurrection, 
by jingo !—hie. First man on the ground—’rah 
for United States ! Allers ahead—aüers hound 
to be ahead. ’Rah for me specially l"

per

t

Still onward and onward she wandered, 
Still watching the rainbow so fair, 

Till all of a sudden it faded,
And melted away in the air.

Then heavily homeward/she plodded,
Though long was the path she must tread,

Ere safe in the arms of her mother,
She might wearily nestle her head.

And this is the moral, my darlings,
Which runs through.the whole of my rhyme,

Don’t leave your home duties unattended, 
While far for a rainbow you climb.

Don’t acorn b11 the ploftsuroa around you, 
Though those all round you seem fair,

Since, like the bright bow of a maiden,
They may vanish and fade in the air.

For ever around you are duties,
And lessons will come each day;

Rich rewards will fidelity bring you,
Though rainbows may vanish away.

$6» fgttttt Column.
Lily’s Ball.

Lily gave a party.
And her little playmates all,

Gayly dressed came in their best 
To dance at Lily’s ball

Little Quaker Primrose 
Sat and never stirred,

And, except in whispers,
Never spoke a word.

Tulip fine and Dahlia 
Shone in silk and satin ;

Learned old Convolvulus •
Was tiresome with his Latin.

Snowdrop nearly fainted 
Because the room was hot,

And went away before the rest 
With sweet Forget-me-not.

Pansy danced with Daffodil, 
Rose with Violet ;

Silly Daisy fell in love 
With pretty Mignonette.

the situation 1 
demand for spring wheat Is manifest. Last 
week Minneapolis millers could not sell at any 
decent price ; since then six more mills hove 
started up. The visible supply on the ocean is 
decreasing at the rate of 1,600,000 bushels per 
week, and the imports into Great Britain are 
75 per cent. American wheat.”

t

“Well, that place won’t do for us, remarked 
Mrs. Silvermine, of Colorado, reading a Sum
mer resort circular, “ for they haven’t got any 
malaria. You don’t catch me at any of them 
hotels as hasn’t got all the improvements and 
conveniences of the age.

Live STOCK.

The demand for good heavy shipping cattle 
continues good, and prices are somewhat 
better.

Somebody gave little Augustus two toys.— 
1,11 will give this one to my dear little sister,” 
he said, showing the largest, 
the prettiest 1" said the delighted mamma. 
“No,” he replied, without hesitation ; “because 
it is broken.”

But when they danced the country-dance, 
One could scarcely tell 

Which of these two danced it best— 
Cowslip or Heather-bell.

Between the dances, when they all 
Were seated in their places,

I thought I’d never seen before 
So many pretty faces.

But of all the pretty maidens 
I saw at Lily’s ball,

Darling Lily was to me 
The sweetest of them all.

WOOL.

Supplies are coming forward very slowly, 
and the prices paid are from 17c. to 20c. for 
selected fleeces. There is very little animation 
in any department of the market.

London Wool, 4th.—Third series sales 
opened with full attendance. Competition, 
brisk in both home and export trade, especially 
so for cross breds, which sold Id. above last 
year’s rates. Cape and Australian merino aver
aged steady value, 9,730 bales being sold. At 
Leith, on same day, prices showed firmness— 
[Glasgow Herald, 6th.

“Because it is

(StommerciaL

Thb Fasses’. Advocate Optics, 
London, Ont, July 1,1888.

June has been a fine, cool month, with fre
quent showers and cool nights—much too cool 
for the growth of com and other crops requir
ing heat. Crops of all kinds are looking well, 
and give promise of another good harvest. 
While prices of all kinds of produce are low, 
and likely to be so, yet all the goods that a 
farmer wants are equally low, so that they 
have no serious cause for complaining.

WHEAT.

The market for wheat has changed very lit
tle the past month. The leading centers are 
very quiet, and very little disposition to specu
late. Crop reports from various parts of the 
States indicate a large falling off in the coming 
winter wheat crop. Some estimates put the 
shortage at 160,000,000 bushels of winter 
wheat. The present condition of the spring 
wheat crop is good, but will require favorable 
weather until harvest.

The wheat market at Chicago has been dull 
and irregular, but there has been more mani
festation of confidence. The general outlines 
of the situation do not appear to have chgpged, 
but the quantity of wheat continues to de
crease. It is reported that Kansas farmers are

And when the dance was over,
They went down-stairs to sup,

And each had a taste of honey-cake, 
With dew in a buttercup.

And all were dressed to go away 
Before the set of sun ;

And Lily said “ Good-bye!" and gave 
A kiss to every one.

And before the moon or a single star 
Was shining overhead,

Lily and all her little friends 
Were fast asleep in bed.

CHEESE.

An air of depression overhangs the ehi 
market which is not to be shaken off. The of
ferings st all the markets throughout the coun
try have been very heavy, with sales notice
ably small. The small quantity sold indicates 
that factory-men have adopted a holding policy 
and are trying to resist any additional conces
sions on their June cheese. On the other hand 
there doesn’t seem to be much disposition on 
the part of the buyers to wade in at the prices 
sellers are asking. The question now seems to 
be, «ball the buyers or sellers yield first? If 
Liverpool is any index of affairs the advantage 
is likely to be on the side of the buyer. We 
think factory-men are standing very much in 
their own light by not accepting the situation 
and taking the offers made, and let their cheese 
go forward and into consumption. We think 
Western Ontario factory-men and salesmen are 
making a sad mistake in not letting their cheese 
go off freely. New York and Quebec men are 
selling right along,and the first thing our western

i

The Malden and the Rainbow.
I remember a story, my children, 

That oft in my childhood was told, 
Of a maiden who followed a rainbow 

In search of a large bag of gold.

For thus runs the story, my darlings,
If once she could come to the tnd,

She’d find all the gold that she needed 
And plenty to give to a friend.

So over the hill-sides she clambered,
And down in the valleys she went,

Though rough was the path that she travelled 
Upon her great search all intent.
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Whest, tsll, per bushel 
Wheat, spring, do. 
Wheel, goose, do; 
Berley, do.
pels, do;
Bees, do.
sn do.
Beene,
Dressed hogs, per 
Beef, forequarters
Beef, hindquarters..........
Mutton, carcase.................
Clover ................................
Timothy.............................
Straw, do.

do.
100 Be

Live STOCK MARKETS.
Buffalo, June 29, 1885.

CATTLE.
Cattle—Receipts, 7,241, against 6,933 the previous 

week. The supply of cattle on Monday was heavy, 108 
car loads being on sale. Reports from the east were un
favorable and the market ruled dull at a decline of 25c. 
per hundred on heavy shipping steers, and 10a to 16c. on 
light butchers’ as compared with the closing prices of 
the previous week. The highest price paid was 86 for a 
lot of extra steers by a local dealer, while shippers paid 
06 40 to 85 80 for heavy, and 84 65 to 86 26 for mediums. 
Mixed butchers* stock sold at 83 65 to 84 20, and stockera 
at 83 60 to 84. The arrivals were light on Tuesday, and 
Wednesday the market ruled steady at Monday’s rates. 
Of Michigan cattle 44 steers av. 1,067 lbs. at 85 20 ; 21 do. 
av. 1,120 lbs. at 86 20; 19 do. av. 1,230 lbs. at 86 60 ; 18 do. 
av. 1,860 lbs. at $5 80 ; 7 do. av. 1,467 lbs. at $6 ; 14 do. 
»V. 1,097 lbs. at 86 30 ; 20 do. av. 1,000 lbs. at 84 SO ; 22 

•do. av. 962 lbs. at 84 76 ; 20 do. av. 1,147 lbs. at 86 26 ; 25 
mixed butchers’ stock av. 845 lbs. at 84 65 ; 19 do. av.

men will know they will be left with » load of 
oheeee on their hands while their competitors 
aie unloaded, and at aa good, if not much bet
ter, prima than they will have to take two or 
three weeks henoe.

The following are the shipments from Mon
treal for the week ending June 27, 1886

Butter, Cheese,
pkgs. boxes.
........ 18,931

140 14,601
, ........ 6,610
i.iii 7,661

s
ToPer

Liverpool....
itParisian..........

Brooklyn... . “
Quebec............  "

300LakeNepigon. “ ....
Carthaginian. Glasgow .... 
Concordia.... “ .... 766

.... 1,353 47,569
966 22,671
100 32,499

1,184 53,664
745 34,033

1,711 144,423
ent........ 1,116 67,437

3,091 198,275
To same date, 1883.............. 2,651 104,510
To same date, 1882........

At Little Falls on the 29th nit., there were 
sales of 10,000 boxes all June cheese ; 4,000 at 
6Jc., 400 at 6fc. and 1000 at 7c., balance con
signed.

Total..
On through shipment........

Lest week................................
Corresponding week, 1884 .. 
Corresponding week, 1883
Total to date....................
Total through shipm 
To same date, 1884............

MIMIIMKI

2,711 119,033

BUTTER,
Butter is ruling low, and likely "to do so for 

some time in the face of a heavy make and the 
low price of all othejflines of provisions. In 
creamery there has 
country to cost 17c. to 17JO., but the factory- 
men are asking 19c. to 20c.

some business in the

nucis AT ST. LAWRENCE MARKET, TORONTO.
July 1st, 
. ..80 36

1886.

8Krp"jr 0 40
1 00

, pound rolls 
'.Surge rolls. 
', Inferior...

0 16
0 14

8 10
11 12
9 12Beoon

Turkeys.... ■.., 
Geese...................

9
Eggs, fresh, per down.
Potatoes, per bag.........
Apples, per bbL............
Cabbage, per down ..
Turnips, per bag...........
Génois, per bag............
Bests, per bag................
Parsnips, per peck___
Onions, per bushel....

13

10

1,018 lbs. at 84 60 ; 80 stockera av. 692 lbs. at 83 75:28 
da av. 781 lbs. at 83 86. The following were the dosing 

QUOTATIONS I
Extra Beeves—Graded steers weighing 

fat, well-formed

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISING RATES.
The regular rate for ordinary advertisement! Is 26a per 

Une, or IS per Inch, nonpariel, and special contracts tor 
definite time and space made on application

Advertisements unaccompanied by specific instruction 
Inserted until ordered out, end charged at regular rates.

The Farmer’s Advocate ii the unrivalled advertising 
medium to reach the farmer* qf Canada, eacoeeding tn 
circulation the combined issuer of all the other agricul
tural publication* in the Dominion. Send for advertis
ing circular and an estimate.

85 86 @86 10 

6 60 @ 6 76 

6 25 @ 6 60

4 90 @ 6 20
3 60 @526

4 86 @ 6 00 
3 80 @ 4 26 
8 60 @ 4 26

3 25 @ 4 60

3 50 @ 8 86
4 10 @ 4 26
2 75 @ 8 16
3 60 (« 4 00

4 60 @ 6 35

. 1,460 lbs. and upwards 
Choice Beeves—Fine,

steers, weighing 1,300to" 1,400lbs..... 
OoodlBeevee—Well-fattened steers weighing

1,200 to 1,360 lbs.........................................
Medium grades—Steers Influe flesh, weigh

ing 1,060 to 1,260 lbs..................................
Oxen—Coarse rough to extra...-..................
Good Butchers' Beeves—Light, fat steers,

weighing 900 to 1,000 lbs..........................
Heifers—Fair to choice.....................................
Cows and Heifers—Good to choice.............
Mixed Butchers’ Stock—Common steers,

stags, old rows, light heifers, etc..........
Stockers—Good to choice western, weigh

ing from 950 to 1,000...................................
Canadian feeders..................................................
Stock bulls............................................................
Butchers’ da, fair to good...............................
Veals—Fair to prime of-160 ta 210 lbs. 

average................... ........................ ................

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Tua Farmer's Advocate refuses hundreds of dollars of

fered for advertisements suspected of being of a swindling 
character. Nevertheless we cannot undertake to relieve 
Our readers from the need of exeroWngoommonpradenoe 
on their own behalf. They must Judge for themselvee 
whether the goods advertised can In the nature of things 
be furnished for the price asked. They will find It a 
good rule to be careful about extraordinary bargains, and 
they can always find safety in doubtful oases by pay
ing for goods only upon their delivery.

8I1BBP.
Receipts, 26,625, against 30,600 the previous week. 

The receipts of sale sheep on Monday were about SO 
loads. The market ruled fairly active with a slight im
provement in prices, and about all were sold. There 
were but few on sale Tuesday and Wednesday, but re
porta fronr the east were had, and the market had a 
downward tendency. Fair to good 70to 80 lb. sheep sold 
et82 76 to 83 26 ; 80 to 90 lb., 83 60 to 83 80 ; 90 to 100 
lb., 83 90to84 26; 100 to 116 lbs., 84 30 to84 45; fair to 
good spring lambs, 84 60 to 86 26. ■
Michigan sheep av. 86 lbs., at 83 
83 76; 176 av.94 lbs. at 84

We note sales of 106 
60; 116 av. 82 lbs. at CANADA’S GREAT

BOOS. Industrial Fair and Agricultural Exposition, 1885Receipts, 26,636, against 42,466 the previous week. The 
on Monday was light, and the market ac- 
Htronger prices. The advance was lost on

supply of hogs 
live at a shade 
Tuesday, and the market dosed weak on Wednesday, 
with good to choice Yorkers selling.at 84 30 to 84 46 ; fair 
do., 84 20 to 84 26 ; medium grades fair to choice, 84 25 
to 84 30 ; good to extra heavy, 84 20 to 84 26 ; pigs, com
mon to choice, 84 to 84 40 ; skips and culls, 83 to 83 60.

will be held at the City of

TORONTO from Sept. 7th to 19th.

Expensive Living. $26,000 IN PRIZES
are offered for Horace, Cattle, Sheep, Pigs, Poultry, Dairy, 
and Agricultural Products, Manufactures and ladles' 
Work, Aa, Aa

Live Stock and Agricultural Products are only required 
to be on exhibition from the 14th to 19th September.

Mr. Edward Atkinson has been engaged for 
some time past endeavoring to find the average 
cost of living in the U. S., and by getting re
turns from a large number of people, North 
and South, he arrives at the following as the 
cost of living, per person :

An immense programme of Special Attractions 
Is being prepared for this Exhibition. Cheap fares and 
excursions on all railways. Entries dose Saturday, Aug. 
22nd. Prize Lists and forms of entry sent to any one on 
application by poet card or otherwise to the Secretary at 
TOronto.

H. J. HILL, Manager and Secretary, Toronto.
J. WITHROW, PreaidegL 234-c

Cents Cost per 
per day. year. 

Meat, poultry and fish.. 9.70 336.31
Dairy and eggs .
Flour and meal.
Vegetables.........
Sugar and syrup 
Tea and CDffee..
Fruit, green and dry— 0.62 
Salt, spice, ioe, etc

Total for 
United States. 
81,766,000,000 

20.30 1,019,000,000
9.10 466,000,000
7.21 360,600,000
7.06 353,000,000

186,600,000 
2.26 113,000,000

80,000,000

6 60
2.60
1 98
1.94

SI Provincial Exilian1.02 3.71

1.780.49

.23.86 886.81 84,340,000,000
In other words, it cost four and one-third 

billion dollars annually, nearly fifteen times the 
value of our cotton crop, to simply find the peo
ple in food enough to keep them alive from day 
to day. The cost of living varies in the different 
sections of the country. It is highest in New 
England, where it averages twenty-eight cents 
per person, and decreases as you go from the 
crowded and manufacturing to the agricultural 
sections where the food crops are produced, 
being 30 per cent, cheaper in the South and 
West than in the Eastern States.

Nearly one-half of our whole food supply— 
in cost at least—is meat. Another quarter of 
our market bill is for dairy products and eggs, 
in which also we probably lead the world in 
consumption, while “ the staff of life” costs 
barely one-half as much.

What these statistics show the American

Total
or TUB

A6RICULTURE & ARTS ASSOCIATION of ONTARIO
TO Bl HELD AT

LONDON
-------from—

7th to the 12th September, 1885
Entries must be made with the Secretary at Toronto, 

on or before the undermentioned dates, vis.:
Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Swine, Poultry, Agricultural 

Implements, on or before Saturday, August 17th.
Grain, Field Roots, and other Farm Products, Machin

ery and Manufactures generally, on or before Saturday, 
August 17th.

Horticultural Products, Ladies’ Work, Fine Arts, eta, 
on or before Saturday, August 24th.

Prize Lists and Blank Forms for making the entries 
upon can be obtained from the Secretaries ol all Agricul
tural and Horticultural Societies and Mechanics’ Insti
tutes throughout the Province.

table to be sadly lacking in is the purely agri
cultural productions such as vegetables and 
fruits. In a land yielding such a variety of 
vegetables as this,of excellent quality, one would 
expect them to play a very important part on 
our tables, and yet we spend as much for sugar 
as for vegetables, and nearly twice as much for 
tea an# coffee as for all the fruits, green and 
dry, we eat.

From GEO. McBROOM, of the Western Fair, London, 

And from HENRY WADE, Secretary, Toronto.

GEORGE MOORE, President, Waterloo.234-b

TOPPING’S PORTABLE EVAPORATOR.
Will dry all kinds of fruit, handsome and 
perfect. Send for circular.

H. TOPPING, Marion, N. Y,(See Noticec, page 220.) 234-c
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armstbon gpsThe Cheapest and Best Fruit 

Evaporator in the World.
THE HOME FRUIT DRYER COMPANY, Limited

ORN8ORT
Slxty-Bve head registered In B. A. Herd Book.

SEBOFSEIRES
The largest flock in Canada, imported tram flocks of Lord 
Chesbam, Lord Lovett, Sir H. Allsopp, Messrs. Bverall, 
Nook, Lee, etc. Bams and Ewes tor sale.

Address T. C. PATTUSON, Postmaster, Toronto, or 
W. POMBOY, Foreman, Vansittart Farm, Eastwood, Ont 

286-tt

s
Patent Tempered Steel

BEGÎ AM CAMS GEARS
ot Ontario, manufacture the above Dryer. Samples of 
Fruit dried. Testimonials with prices of various sises «an 
be obtained by addrearing T. MARTINDALE, York.

N. B.—Bam pis Dryers pries I? at Oayuga *88

Suitable for all vehicles, from the 
Light Road Wagon to the Democrat 
Carriage. Light, easy-riling, dur
able. Ask your carriage-maker for 
buggies built with these Gears. 
Catalogue and full information 
promptly given on application to the

J. B. ARMSTRONG M’r*. Co,
OUELPH. CANADA.

fgr The Successful Pioneer of Farm and Residence Insurance.
— T

London Mutual Fire Insurance Company
232-fOF O-A-ZCT-A-ZD-A-.

0TE8 41,000 MBWHUBS NEARLY 15,000 P0UÇŒS ISSUED 18 1884.
The only “lire Mutual" Licensed by the Dominion Government. Takes 

Bisits on Farm Property and on Private Dwellings in City, Town 
or Village on mope favorable terms than any other Company.

TTF.AT) OFFICES: 438 Richmond Street, LONDON, ONTARIO.
Statement, Dec. 31»t, 1884, «how. Assets $368,641.82.' tsYtirraysThis labor-mvinrxni 

pest three years. The load with

&1G SSXhTJT
and diplomas. Beware of infringement. The reek ean 
be raised by a many weU as by horse-power. Ay 
party wishing a load-lifter from dnhsww farta who do 
not know the agent lor that distrlsLor any penoo 
tag to buy a “right," wiU apply tothe $afantis.

W. B VINING, Treasurer.JAMES GRANT, Vice-President
• D. C. MACDONALD, Mansger.JAMES ARMSTRONG, M. P„ President.

a G. CODY, Fire Inspeetor.___________________________

SmtotiUTOe^otadrivetais “old and tried" Company the preference, tor until it was «stablished the stack

bhvebeen distributed ^th°^euritv. Liberal and justeondltloneof tasur-
“Sd2S2d*^“? wdftalSdsi ïtrengtf.***The aboro w^oî^K^g ttLt command sod

ssssësss
any rival machines.

P. Oat.284-b

DOH’T.ttllT. nOERINS
Our large etook of Finished Be*BESTTHRESHING ENGINE IN THEWORLD ss-Ayaassa 
ssrrtsssrm
July. Come and imped thel 
Ohamntoa et week, Mm imp 
terial used and este token Is 
its manufacture. U you want 
yourragiit promptly, bellsf

THE CELEBRATED

FIRE - PROOF CHAMPION
Over 1,200 Sold in Bight Seasons. - r

After Bight Seasons use the Most Popular Engine in Canada.
As a Traction Engine it Cannot be Excelled.
The Champion Straw Burner Built, Specially for the North

west is Guaranteed to Give Satisfaction.
SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, JUST OUT.

ORDER IT ONCE

SEPARATORS
of all the lead*

saunr-K
facture re’ pries*
sod terms.

THRESHING RELTS.
Wekeep in stock Endless Thresh
ing Belts, 100 feet long, six inches 
wide, four ply, either Chtndy 
Stitched Cotton, which we 
consider the beet threshing belt 
made, being very much improved 
over last year’s manufacture,

srse-mmi- h .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Also au qualities in rolls, which 
we can cut to order any length.

WATEROUS ENGINE WORKS CO., BRANTFORD, CANADA. SSmwijîY^o, wn!Î5»»»-,
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How to Reach the Resorts of 
Colorado.

Colorado has become famous for its gold and 
silver production, its picturesque scenery, and 
delightful climate.
camps, its massive mountains, with their beau
tiful green-verdured valleys, lofty snow-capped 
peaks, together with its hot and cold mineral 
springs and baths, and its healthful climate, are 
attracting greater numbers each year. The 
journey, from Chicago, Peoria or St. Louis to 
Denver (the great distibuting point of Colorado), 
if made over the Burlington Route (C. B. & Q. 
R. R ), will be as pleasant and gratifying as it is 
possible fera railroad trip to be. It is the only 
line with its own track between the Great Lakes 
and the Rocky Mountains. These through 
trains are elegantly equipped with all the 
modern improvements. At all coupon ticket 
offices in the United States and Canada will be 
found on sale, during the tourist season, round- 
trip tickets, via this popular route.

Watford Patent Combination Thresher
Its mining towns and

A Marvel of Simplicity. The most Complete Separator yet Invented 
as proved by over 100 at work last season. No untried experiment.

RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.WRITE FOR TESTIMONIALS. Book Notices.
We are in receipt of a pamphlet on “Agri 

cultural Investigation,” containing a lecture 
delivered at Rutgers College, N. J„ under the 
auspices of the New Jersey Agricultural Ex
periment Station, the State Board of Agricul
ture, and the State Agricultural College The 
lecture was delivered by J. H. Gilbert, M. A 
LL. D., F. R. S., who is associated with Sir j.’ 
B. Lawes, of the Rothamsted Experiment Sta-

DinEOTORS-MHH WATSON, President ; DAVID «OLDIE, Vice-President, w ’ ygl^d- , W,e ,are “debted to Major 
THK HON. JAMES YOUNG. JOHN D. MOOBE, and ALEXANDER BARRIE. Henry E. Alvord, of the Houghton Farm for

MANUFACTURERS OF ^ W°rk-

THOM & DOHERTY, Sole Manufacturers, WATFORD, ONT.
May be seen at YanTaaeel’e Foot Bridge Warehouse, Belleville. 235-a

THE AYR AMERICAN PLOW CO. (limited.)

PLOWS, HARROWS AND CULTIVATORS
____________ Society for the Promotion of Agricultural Soi-

®“?e- , This society contains a large member-
OUR BUFORD SULKY PLOW, Improved, is lighter in draft than any Hand Plow cutting a similar , 6 lea<**ng agricultural scientists in

width of furrow. Any boy who can drive horses can handle it. It is made with steel or chilled mouldboards, the United States, who meet periodically for

OUR NO. 23 PLOW, chiliad jointe*, has no equal for all the lighter soils. conn^tedwith agriculture The^work'cTntains

in aif?»!? ADVANCE PLOW, steel jointer, Is guaranteed to run steady in the hardest clay, and to clean a number of able papers read, before the meet-
OUR SIDE HILL PLOW Will save its ooet every year on a hiUy farm. *ng8 °l *he society.

„ OUR WHIPPLE SPRING HARROW will do more and better work than two spring-tooth harrows, __________ (^eeUockNotes, page ggg.)
old-fashioned field cultivators, or gang plows.

OUR BETTSCHEN CORN AND ROOT CULTIVATOR is the best, it is large enough tosteady on the ground.
O" At the Provincial Exhibition held at Ottawa in September last, our No. 28 PLOW was awarded the 

FIRST PRIZE.
At the Provincial Plowing Match, open to the Province, held near Woodstock in October last, our Sulky 

Plows earned off all the prizes in that class ; and our Jointer Plows, competing with ten different makes carried 
off all the prizes in their class except the fifth.

These First Prize Plows do not cost more than the price asked for inferior plows. Dealers find them the best 
selling line ol plows in Canada, gar Send for Circulars and Catalogues.

THE AYR AMERICAN PLOW CO. (Limited.)
YR, ONT., CANADA.

DEDERICK’S hay. presses.
® the customer f

keeping the one 
that mita best. A

run

- Manufactory at 90 College Street, Montreal, P. ft* 
Aldresa for circular P. K. DEDERICK & CO., Albany. N

a
a

B

£

U

Notices.
LIFE INSURANCE.

In an issue of the Monetary Times, one of 
, the most ably and independently conducted 

publications in Canada, there appears an article 
exposing the dangerous and almost fraudulent 
systems of life insurance too numerously oper
ating in the U. S. and Canada. Thousands of 
farmers and others must, we think, be paying 
sums of money in the vain hope that their 
descendants will be benefited by the expendi- 

“ THE1 ADVANCE ” tures in after years. We would adviseafl that

w».--——«-.—-.T
“NEW STEAM PARAGON,” jSÏÏS. *

Improved for the season of 1886, is specially designed for rapid steam threshing. My celebrated company at the present time, we should prefer

“TRIUMPH PORT ABLE ENGINE,” ^Z^Mg^hoSombie^on
The winner of thirteen (18) Gold Medals in succession, still maintains its proud position, and was again awarded First *ke*r ^st directors, and from their reports 
and Second Prise (or the beet Portable Engine and Dominion Gold Medal at the Dominion Exhibition, Ottawa, 1884. they show a most satisfactory increase in busi-

Send for Price List end Catalogue, giving tall description of Steam and Horse-power neaa; they °®er M reasonable rates and safe in- 
Threahlng Machines of every description. vestment as any we have, and as sure a pros-

, _____________- _ ___ .. __ pect that the claimants will receive their dues
285-b JOSIST ABXIXiXi, Woodbridge, Out. at a proper time.

To Threshers and Farmers
THE NEW

THRESHER !

July, 1885.THE FARMER’S ADVOCATE.220
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f«p stoam or Horse Power. The Most Perfect Thresher! The Most Perfect Separator. 

The Most Perfect Cleaner ! as well as the Most Rapid Thresher 
Ever Manufactured in Canada.
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$500/ RBWARDI WgXi&tt
HaSÎn dame«0 ask why sacrifice money, time end energy by keying your building! exposed to those fearful end 
detractive Storms which visit ns evety summer. The feet that our offer has remained without even a quibble being 
raised is the best guarantee of the efficiency of our Lightning Conductors.

Stock /33Totc0.

Mr. John Hart, of Woodstock, has just pur
chased the red bull Prince 2nd. This bull was 
bred by Mr. S. White, M.P.P., Windsor, and 
has already left some splendid stock. Prince 
2nd was born Jan. 2nd, 1881, got by 6th Duke 
of Vine wood; dam, Princess of Elmwood, by 
Gaudy Duke.

Wm. Linton, of Aurora, Ont., has recently 
imported 10 valuable Shorthorns, seven females 
and three bulls ; all were bred at Sheriff But
ton, except one bull, which was bred by Mr. 
Brure, of Braithwaite Hall, and are, with the 
exception of one, of the Sowerby family. Mr. 
L. informs us that these are the first females of 
this family that have ever been brought to this 
continent.

THE GLOBE LIGHTNING ROD COMPANY
CAPITAL STOCK, $50,000.

LONDON, ONTARIO.

Wo will give the above 'reward to the first person who will prove that a single building has been burned in the 
Dominion of Canada upon which rods manufactured by our Company have been placed according to our rules for the 
protection of buildings against fire by lightning with the Company'e-Guarantee.

INCORPORATED 1878.

(REMARKABLE FACT!
This Company have erected 
millions and millions of feet
of rod in the last seven years 
(since Incorporation, June, 
1878) In the Dominion of
Canada, and considering the 
greet number of violent 
thunder storms, and the al
most daily occurrence of 
buildings struck and burned 
by ligh 
derfuli
Manufacturers of all kinds of

When recently on the rolling hills of Picker] 
ing, we had the pleasure of calling on Mr, 
Arthur Johnston, of Greenwood, and found his 
stock in fine, healthy and thrifty condition. 
He informed us he has the second largest herd 
of Shorthorns in Canada. Mr. J. claims to have 
three of the best male animals in Canada, viz., 
Shorthorn bull, Clydesdale stallion and Shet
land stallion.

, this Is a won-
showing.

Copper Cable Lightning Con
ductors, Fixtures, Ornaments, 
Weather Vanes and Electrical\

I Colts should not be permitted td stand on a 
plank, cement, paved or any hard floor the first 
year, as these are liable to seriously effect the 
feet and legs, says the Horseshoe. Unless the 
yard where the colt runs has a fine, dry, grav
elly soil, it should be well littered, so as to keep 
their feet dry. Mud or soil, wettish soil is apt 
to make tender hoofs, no matter how well bred 
the colt may be. One reason why the horses 
in one district grow up superior to those in an
other, in hoof, bone, muscle and action, is be
cause it has a dry limestone and silicious soil. 
When the mare is at work, do not let the colt 
run with her, and if she comes back from her 
work heated, allow her to get cool before suck
ing the colt, as her over-heated milk is liable 
to give the foal the diarrhoea.

Sole proprietor of the non
conducting Ola 
Special attention given to
the erection of Conductors 
on Churches, School Houses, 
and other Public Buildings, 
A good responsible party 
wanted in every city, county 
and township throughout the 
Dominion (none others need 
apply) to handle our goods.

Write for terms and further information. Offlos and Works 4M King Street, London, Ontario.

• j

'resident and Manager.mxTvxvv,T. O.234-b

Column's Rural W orld states that sheep 
growers are often troubled with a disease among 
their sheep which causes the wool to drop off. 
In most cases the wool first peels from the hind 
legs and back, leaving the skin bare. There 
are generally no scabs or ulcers, and the only 
abnormal feature noticed is a redness of the 
skin in the woolless parts. In some cases there 
are sores. The sheep are nearly always in 
good condition while suffering from this' affec
tion. The disease is called “pelt rot” in some 
localities, and it can be easily cured by the ap
plication of a stimulating antiseptic, like a 
weak solution of saltpetre, in the proportion of 
two tablespoonfuls of saltpetre to a gallon of 
water. Apply the solution to the effected 
parts, wherever examination shows them. If 
the first cases are not promptly treated, the 
whole flock is liable to infection and to serious 
damage in the end. The came of this trouble 
is not definitely known. Some of the best con
ditioned and most carefully fed and housed 
flocks are attacked by it.

AGRICULTURAL WORKS
Established 1S36.Established 1836.

The Pioneer- Threshing Machine Works of Canada
0„, Celebrated GRAIN SAVER la the Best and Most Perfect THRESHER and SEPARATOR made in the

Dominion, being first over all others for

Durability, Workmanship, Fast and Clean Work, Perfection oi 
* Parts, Ease of Management, Simplicity of Construction, 

Lightness of Draft, Capacity for Wprk.
We have Machines working in all parts of Canada, giving the very beatSteam or Horse Power.

It is a General Favorite with the Farmers, who prefer it for
Fast and Clean Work.

To Indian Sympathizers in the Qu’- 
Appelle Valley, N. W. T.

Information is wanted regarding a female 
Indian child that was christened by Aquila 
Walsh and named Clema Pence in honor of the 
President and Secretary of the Press Associ
ation, who were present at the christening four 
years ago. A sum of money has been sub
scribed to aid in the education of that child 
with the object of making her an instructress 
to the Indians. Should any of our subscribers 
or any of the missionaries or mounted police 
be enabled to find the residence of the child’s 
parents, or give such information as might aid 
the object in view by ascertaining if the child 
is alive, they might be aiding a good cause by 
furnishing particulars to the office of the 
Farmhr’s Advocate.

•faction, when driven by either

Speoial Sisco Mndo for Stoam owor.

gar Address ue for Circular and Price List of THRESHERS, CLOVER MILLS, HORSE POWERS, REAPERS and 
MOWERS. A personal inspection is solicited.

283-leom L. D. SAWYER & Co., Hamilton, Ont., Can.
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I IWISNER COMBINED DRILL and SEEDER
July, 1885

■
K

With Patent Spring Steel Seeder* Teeth.
i

\il
r- é
M
id
Be

g-3Sâ!S58te
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iy 868
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461 MAIN ST., BUFFALO. N.Y.
A new and special Department of the BryantfA 

and ladies at home by means of personal correspond

re
iof

lib

I
*3 ,i:'

Book-Keepinb, Business Forms, Penmanship, Arithmetic, 
Commercial Law, Letter Writing and Shorthand

r,
da «
n.
rd sucoessfully taught. Distance no objection. Terms mod

erate. Circulars free bv mentioning Farmer s.Advocate. 
Address—

ve
s.9
it- o. L. BRYANT, Secretary,

281-y

EIlEMERCIAL
1 be instantly adjusted, or Seeder Teeth exchanged for Drill Hoes as quickly, without

a
st l
he
be or Tooth can

removing a nut or bolt ___
j. O. WISNER, SON & Co., Brantford, Ont 

imST CLASS BUSINESS TRAINING COLLEGE I Patentees and Sole Manufacturers, also Manufacturer, of
PimoHc»! In every department, weU qualified and en. . Drills with Fertilizer SOWCP, BrOHUCaSt SeCdCrS, RlOFSe

SftSSMWaTBÜSWMïî <’raln Spring Tooth Borrows, and Cultivators.
oaoso. | _______________________ "tt_

SHORTHAND AND TELEGRAPHY BY 
ggm.«n INSTRUCTORS

Ladies admitted to full course. Terms reasonable.
For further particulars address

E. A. GEIGER, M. L. RATTRAY,
Secretary. Principal.

Mention Fabmsr’s Advocatb, 230-y

Cor. King and James Sts. (Opposite the Gore)

HAMILTON, ONT
r- i
BP

•9pt
ed
es

:n-
e-
11.
lit

ORGANS! ORGANS!er
k-
>le

ip
ai
id THE LAND GRANTre

Superior Design and Workmanship,
Canadian- Pacific Railway I Every Instrument Warranted 7 Years.

iy ----- OF THE------he
ire
in
se
ne CONSISTS OF TUB FINEST

WHEAT MEADOW and GRAZING LANDS In 
MANITOBA and the NORTHWEST 

TERR1TOR ES.

p-

Tld “ K ARN ORGAN” Tniitala
of
of
ed
If Lands at very low prices within easy distances of the

ï£3S-he
us

WITH OB WITHOUT CULTIVATION CONDITIONS, Tmvr TO TIXH WORliD I>le COMPETITION O:
m- At the option of the purchaser. Prices range from $2.50 

per acre upwards wi h conditions requiring cultivation, 
and without cultivation or settlement conditions, at 
liberal figures, based upon careful inspection by the 
Company’s Land Examiners.

When the sale is made subject to cultivation A 
REBATE of one-half of the purchase price is allowed 
on the quantity cultivated.

ed

HEW FACTORIES COMPLETED. CAPACITY 500 OHBANS PER MONTH.
V-

Awarded Stiver Medal and First Prize Over ati Competitors at the 
Dominion Exhibition, Held at St John, N. B., 1883.

Received .he Only Wed.1 ^^C.Vl.e^Or.-a Tent. l-d-ttU.

Awarded Silver Medal, Toronto Industrial Exhibition, 1881.
Awarded Three Diplomas and Two First Prizes, Dominion Exhibition,

Montreal» iss-c.
can 2S rttetflhonTtyhe°‘phu"..c »
Schools, Lodges, &c. Send for Circulars and Prices to « J

tie TERMS OF PAYMENT :lia
Payments may be made in full at time of purchase, or 

in six annual instalments, with interest. Land Grant

SSffjrtt WfÆrtï ïrs»
on their per value, and a.crued interest, in payment for 
lands.

he
ci-
ur
ib-
ild

d be addressed.
By order of the Board,

CHARLES DRINKWATER,
Sbcbbtaby.
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0. W. KAHN & Co.,id
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rvR W, E. WAUGH—Office, The Ute Dr. Anderson a 
l/Ridout Street, LONDON ONT. 220-y

■ NOTICE TO FARMERS.^Wanted at onoe, active push- 
4| ing men, to wholesale my famous teas to consumers. 

A good man wanted In every township. No peddling, no 
license to pay, no capital required. Commission or sal
ary. To good men we pay salaries of from 1600 to $2,000 
per year. Write for particulars. JAMES LAUT, im
porter and jobber in pure teas. Head office 281 Yonge 
it, Toronto. 282-y

FARMS FOR SALE
in Western Ontario a number of choice Farms. Fall 
description list sent on application. Correspondence 
—vited, full information given, and on personal appl' 
tton at my office, plans of the townships shown, enabling 
strangers to see the position of properties and their 
proximity to towns, railway stations, 4to. Farms with 
acreage to suit every one. Send to

Iloa-in

CHARLES B. BRYDGES,
Real Estate Agent

Land. office, 98 Dundee street west London, opposite 
to the City HoteL for list of farms for sale. 224-y

AGENTS WANTED-X—'
sell our pure Teas to consumers. Send stamp for terms. 
Farmeis, School-teachers, Agents, and Clerks can double 
their income by handling our goods. TORONTO 
TEA CO., London, Ont. 233 c

w, & f, p, mm & co.
100 Grey Nun St., Montreal,

MANUFAOTÜR1BS OF

SOFA, CHAIR AND BED SPRINGS.
A LARGE STOCK ALWAYS ON HANDJ

MPORT1BS OF

Drain Pipes, Vent Linings, Fine Covers, Fire 
Bricks, Fire Clay, Portland Cement, Ro

man Cement, Water Lime, Plaster 
of Paris, Borax, Whiting,

China, Clay, etc. 229 y

Agricultural Savings & Loan Company
LONDON, ONTARIO.

President—WM. GLASS, Sheriff Co. Middlesex. 
Vice-President—ADAM MURRAY, Co. Treasurer

Subscribed Capital,
Paid Up do.
Reserve Fund,
Total Assets,

The Company Issues debentures for two or more years 
in sums of $100 and upwards, bearing interest at highest 
current rates, payable half-yearly by coupons.

tS" Executors and Trustees are authorized by law to 
Invest In debentures of this Company.

For Information apply to
229-tf JOHN A. ROE. Manager.

- $600,000 
- 575,000

- 01,000
. 1,339,000

AGENTS WANTED Klo
gravings, &c.; also Prof. Fowler’s Science of Life, Moody’s 
Sermons,Story of the Bible, Our Deportment (new edition), 
Home Cook Book. No publishers offer such terms. 
Send tor circulars. Address J. S. BROWN & SONS, Box

226-y66, Paris, Ont.

Ontario Veterinary College
TEMPERANCE STREET, TORONTO.

t
The most successful Veterinary Institution In America" 
All experienced Teachers. Fees, Fifty Dollars per Ses- 
sien. Session 1882-3 begins Oct 26th. Apply to the 
Principal, PROF. SMITH, ■ V. S., Edln., TORONTO, 

.DA. 225-yCANA

*E
500 "FTTTj-A-JP OUST HE^uZDTlD-

Largest and Choicest Herd in this Country. 
Every Animal Selected by a Member 

of the Firm in Person.
Over THIRTY YEARLY RECORDS made in this Herd average 

14,212 lbs. 6 oz. ; average age of oows, 4J years.
In 1881 our entire herd of mature cows averaged 14,164 lbs. 16 oz. In

i^lTÆn^wslntltVeM
lbs. each, averaging 16,608 lbs. 6 3-10 oz. For the year ending June, 1884. 

| _________ five mature cows averaged 16,621 lbs. 1 2-6 oz.
Seven heifers of the Netherland family, flve of them 2 years old and two 3 years old, averaged 11,666 lbs. 1 2 5 oz.

bttttbr reoordb.

of 8ÎXCOW8 (two being but three years oil) averaged 17 lbs. 6 1-6 oz. per week.

SMITHS & POWELL, Lakeside Stock Farm, Syracuse, N. Y.
233-0When writing always mention Farmer’s Advocate.

The Light Running Bain Wagon

•'’«aiife
::ÊSm
wSfiSL

MANUFACTURERS OF

FARM, SPRING AND FREIGHT WAGONS
gÿf- Team and Freight Wagons are made -with Steel Skeins when wanted, at

“BffiwAGON COMPANY, WOODSTOCK, ONT.
N.B.—Every Wagon Warranted ___________ *_____________

SCALBSISOLLIES I
The Platform of this Scale 

is 6 feet by 4 feet.
No Farmer, Stock Raiser 
or Produce Dealer should 

be without one.
It weighs Accurately from 
half pound to 4,000 pounds

BURROW STEWART A MILNEJ

&

DAIRY SCALES,
SPECIAL FAMILY SCALES, 

COUNTER SCALES,.

M PLATFORM SCALES.
HAY SCALES,

l m

a &c„ &c.■
H Quality, Accuracy and Beauty of 
U Workmanship Unsurpassed.T

m BURROW, 8TEWARI & MILNE
HAMILTON, ONT.p5|r£ CRiyCrt- ENQ

232-y

In consequence of the increased 
demand for my ENGINES, I have 
added to my shops and machinery9 
and shall largely increase the pro
duction of engines for 1885,

It Is licensed by all Insurance Vo’s 
and bas proved Itself to be the most 
durable. ...

The Engine for the Nojthweat is 
made to bum either coal, wood or straw. 
Farmers, procure a Genuine White 
Threshing Engine at the Forest City 
Machine Works, London, Ont., Can.
GEORGE WHITE, Proprietor and Manager
H. B. WHITE, Supt. of Machinist Dept.
A. W. WHITE, Supt. of Erecting Dept.
HUB. J. WHITE, Secretary-Treasurer.
F. J. WHITE, Assistant-Secretary.

The engines may be seen at Van Tassal’s 
foot bridge warehouse, Belleville. 231-y
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